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The Leading Event for Communities, Multifamily Property Owners and Network Builders

New Technology, New Financing Sources, New Strategies, New Success Stories... No One Covers It All Like We Do

JOIN US IN AUSTIN, MAY 1-3, 2018
NETWORK WITH YOUR PEERS AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
WHY ATTEND THE SUMMIT:
The Broadband Communities Summit is the nation’s leading meeting place for network builders and deployers.
It is the one annual conference and exposition focused on the successful delivery of broadband, video, voice and
other services to multifamily properties and ultra-connected communities. The last few years have seen more
technological, corporate and regulatory change than at any time in recent history. Thanks to 5G cellular, massive
investments in content, new fiber technologies like NGPON2 and new networking software, 2018 is sure to be even
more disruptive. We’ll be looking carefully at new broadband business cases for rural, urban and MDU settings.
What will higher interest rates projected for 2018 do to deployment economics? What kinds of help will state and
federal government provide for expanding the country’s broadband infrastructure? Will there be any help at all? The
Summit’s extraordinary program of outstanding speakers and cutting edge information about building, marketing,
managing and monetizing broadband networks will deliver the answers and the contacts you need. The 2018
event marks the 15th annual Summit since launching the program in 2004. With a focus on residential properties,
developments and municipalities, it has become a must-attend event for network builders and large scale and
wholesale buyers and users of broadband technologies, software, equipment and services.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
The 2018 Summit anticipates well over 1,000 attendees
representing the telecommunications industry,
state and local officials and economic development
professionals, electric coop officials, real estate owners,
operators and developers, cable system providers,
architects and builders and more.
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GIGABIT DEPLOYMENT
IS HEATING UP
We’ve seen steady growth in homes newly passed with
fiber for five years. A new high of almost 5 million is in
the works for 2018, powered by all major carriers and by
more than 1,100 smaller deployers. We’re talking gigabit
service. AT&T has focused on MDUs in 100 metro areas.
Google fiber is experimenting with exciting business
plans, including leasing of muni-built fiber in Huntsville,
Ala. Verizon Fios, already available in more than half the
company’s footprint, has been expanding especially fast
in New York and Boston. Cox, CenturyLink, Comcast and
Altice have all gotten into the game of gigs. Small fiber
networks are being created at a record rate by municipalities, by public-private partnerships and by local
carriers, including electric coops.
• 4.7 million homes were newly passed with fiber in
2017, 600,000 more than in 2016 and 2 million more
than in 2015
• We expect 5 million in 2018, largely due to continued
record-strong growth in MDU living
• Take rates have continued to rise for FTTH builds
• Small networks are being created at a record rate –
municipals, public-private partnerships, local carriers,
electric coops. BBC currently lists more than 1,100
network builders deploying fiber to end-users and
adds two or three every week.
• Exciting new technology has enhanced business cases
for fiber. Using suitable copper with technologies like
G.fast, new mm-wave wireless and versatile DOCSIS
3.1 to supplement fiber where possible can triple
return on investment and halve the time to initial
revenue.

I loved sharing our story at the Summit. My favorite
quote afterward: “I loved your presentation. It gave
me hope for my rural broadband expansion project!”
– Cheryl DeBerry, Natural Resources Business Specialist
Garrett County, MD

The show was very productive and we look
forward to getting more involved….
– James Lightfoot, President/CEO
ACRS
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WHAT’S THE AGENDA?
Workshops
Free, two-hour preconference workshops – each a $1,500
value – kick off events the day before the Summit officially
opens. Leading experts offer hands-on, how-to, practical
advice in a half-dozen deep-dive sessions.
Economic Development Track
Take a detailed look at the latest data and the latest
strategies for using ultra-broadband to create jobs, attract
business and keep the businesses you have. And best of all,
broadband is the one amenity business wants that can be
served at low cost – and even a profit – to government and
to government partners.
Multi-Housing Program
The Summit puts the latest shiny new technology into sharp
business perspective with an agenda developed by industry
leaders in a way that building owners, managers and real
estate developers can understand. Special presentations
include dynamic sessions on the provisioning of multifamily
properties such as apartments, universities, senior housing
and master-planned communities. Summit speakers come to
share their experiences and expertise – and to answer your
questions. Almost all are from YOUR industry, not from the
technical vendor community. Be there with your peers!
Rural Broadband Track
Presented with our partner, the Rural Telecommunications
Congress, the rural track highlights the importance of
broadband deployment to the vitality and very survival of
America’s rural communities. Local, state and federal leaders
– passionately committed to the belief that Rural America
cannot and will not be left behind – provide information on
how to obtain and use advanced telecommunications services
and technology for social and economic development.
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Make plans to attend the 2018 Broadband Communities Summit now.

Now Presenting The 2018
Broadband Summit Chairmen

Lending Their Expertise to the Creation of a Timely, Dynamic Program
Twelve outstanding leaders in the fields of multifamily broadband,
municipal broadband and rural broadband have signed on to help
shape the educational program at the 2018 Summit.

Diane Kruse

Jim Baller

Bryan Rader

Hilda Legg

CEO and Lead Consultant
NEO Connect

President
Baller Stokes & Lide, P.C.

President
UpStream Network

Vice Chairman
Broadband Communities Magazine

Joel Mulder

Mike Coco

Steve Sadler

Drew Clark

Vice President of Sales
ex2 Technology

Richard Holtz
CEO
InfiniSys

President
Choice Property Resources

Gordon Caverly

Regional Vice President
Mid-State Consultants

Director,
Resident Technology Services
RealPage, Inc.

President
Rural Telecommunications Congress

Kyle Hollifield

Mike Smith

Senior Vice President of Marketing
and Business Development
Magellan Advisors

Vice President
White Space Building
Technology Advisors

Introducing the 2018 MDU Chairmen,
Property Owner Advisory Panel
Expanded Multi-Housing Program
An Agenda Developed by Industry Leaders

THE NEW 2018 MDU CHAIRMEN
Cheryl Jordan
Sr. Director
Telecommunications,
Operations &
Investment Services
AvalonBay
Communities, Inc.

Kathleen Austin

Linda Willey

Assistant Vice
President –
Revenue
Partnerships

Director of
Ancillary Services
Camden

Equity Residential

THE 2018 ADVISORY PANEL OF PROPERTY OWNERS

Chris Acker

Director, Community Technology Services
Lennar Multifamily Communities, LLC

Adriana Ward

Ancillary Income Manager
Essex Property Trust

Lori Reeves

Director of Operations Services
Rose Community Management

Scott Casey

Sr. VP & Chief Technology Officer
EdR

Mary Nitschke

Director of Ancillary Services
Prometheus Real Estate Group, UmAdvisory

Gail Corder

Ancillary Services Manager – Property Management
Fairfield Residential

MDUs – multiple dwelling unit buildings – have been hot and are getting even
hotter. Construction of MDUs has led the housing recovery since 2010. About half of all
new housing units are in multiple dwelling unit buildings – some 600,000 a year. This is
a historic high both in absolute numbers and as a percent of all new housing, which is
now double the post-World War II average. All MDU segments are strong – residential,
student housing, senior living, hospitality – and our committee has begun assembling
an incredible new program to help owners, managers, investors and permitting officials
with what they need. We have new network technologies, new needs for cellular
connections, new business cases. As always, we’re unbiased. We provide clear, actionable
detail in plain English, all the time. Join us and over 1,000 of your colleagues in Austin!
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n the 1990s, when internet access
first became common, no one
talked about using the internet
effectively. There wasn’t much to do
online, and what there was, wasn’t
difficult. Searching, emailing, buying
books and airline tickets, participating
in a chat group – who needed help with
any of that?
At around the same time, business
scholars began talking about “disruptive
technologies,” but in those days, few
people understood how profoundly the
internet would disrupt the world of
work. Then secretaries and travel agents
began to vanish, and social media
strategists and eBay sellers appeared in
their place. Lifetime jobs disappeared,
and job-hopping and “alternative work”
took over.
Fast forward a couple of decades,
and all of life seems to have migrated
online. Today, there’s a lot to learn.
Chatting with friends isn’t enough –
chatting with customers is necessary,
too. Researching a vacation destination
is simple, but researching potential new
markets requires skill.
In the broadband age, employers
and employees must keep reinventing
themselves, learning new skills and
thinking in new ways about running
businesses and managing careers.
Community leaders now accept
that the key to economic development
isn’t simply obtaining adequate internet
service – though that’s still a major
challenge – but also teaching businesses
and workers to leverage their internet
access and thrive in the new economy.
Strategic Networks Group, whose
research has often been presented in
this magazine, has argued for years

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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that many businesses, especially small
businesses, still use only the simplest
internet tools but could succeed and
grow by adopting solutions such as
e-commerce, web-based customer
service and telework.
REINVENTION
This issue of Broadband Communities
is filled with examples of individuals,
businesses and communities reinventing
themselves. From a Vermont town
attracting creative workers with its
“weird and decrepit” vibe to displaced
tobacco farmers and textile workers
learning to supply produce to high-end
restaurants, to a local Minnesota paper
attracting a new generation of readers
through Facebook, to a Kentucky
boutique owner giving customers
virtual glimpses of the newest fashions,
to a manufacturer of mineral processing
equipment seeking new markets, to
workers learning to navigate the gig
economy – all these and many others
are finding opportunities that never
could have existed without broadband.
Because they are getting help from
organizations dedicated to community
planning and training, much of what
they are doing is replicable.
The United States has been called
a land of second chances. Now it will
have to be a land of second, third and
fourth chances. Fortunately, Americans
have a long history of ingenuity and
resourcefulness. We’ll need those
qualities in the times ahead. v
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MAKE THEIR
CONNECTIONS
MOVE-IN READY.
In our world of connected devices, speed and reliability are more important than ever. Spectrum
Community Solutions™ has you covered. Spectrum Fiber WiFi lets your residents stream and
surf like never before with blazing-fast speeds over 1 Gbps. With professionally managed WiFi,
full-featured Voice service and an extensive variety of entertainment options, you will attract—
and retain—happy residents. Add in 24/7 support and it’s clear: Spectrum Community Solutions
delivers everything your residents need to be happy. And happy residents make for a happier
bottom line. Visit SpectrumCommunitySolutions.com to learn more.
©2017 Charter Communications

BANDWIDTH HAWK

Visions of the Future
Broadband technology, finance and market structure are all in flux. Where does that leave
your business plan? Beware!
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

I

nterest rates are low, capital is available and take rates are
up. It is little wonder that network builders are on track
to pass a record 5 million premises with fiber in 2018.
Major carriers should spend around $70 billion on
network deployments next year. Tier 3 carriers, governments,
companies deploying for their own purposes, co-ops and
others should add another $20 billion. Spending on dedicated
set-top boxes should decline, but the functionality of wireless
and wired gateways is increasing, and customers are buying
more media players at retail.
Fiber already serves the majority of cellular towers and
maybe of rooftop cell sites as well, just as 5G begins to roll
out. Put it all together, and some sectors of the industry face
big changes – maybe bigger than has been expected.
In a departure from recent history, those changes do not
stem from federal or state initiatives. The Rural Utilities
Service, for instance, may have some new money, but only
about $50 million. Those funds will build a few rural systems,
but they are a rounding error in total industry spending.
MAINTENANCE
Network operators increasingly outsource maintenance for
customer installs and fixes as well as for their networks. Here’s
what companies that perform maintenance of inside and
outside plant should expect:
• Fiber counts will grow, in part because software-defined
access (SDA) will be able to automatically shift bandwidth
wherever it is needed. With SDA, the same fiber trunk
could serve a stadium on game days and factories or
commercial space the rest of the week. Look for more
deployments of NG-PON2 and similar technologies that
allow automatic shifting of transmission over multiple
wavelengths.
• Outside-plant splice counts may decline in a few years,
despite the rise in cable count, because more drops will be
wireless – either 5G or Wi-Fi.
• Fiber network routes will become longer. There will be a
huge broadband bump from self-driving vehicles (morning
rush-hour demand for vehicles may be triple today’s
peak-hour residential use), so new fiber routes will tend to
8
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follow roads rather than head directly overland. Look for
roadside 5G deployments with fiber backhaul.
• The equipment in fiber hubs will become even more
diverse because the number of carriers using each fiber
route will be greater and because not all fiber will be
dedicated to passive optical networks.
• More electronics in the field means more live electrical
wires (5G, G.fast, DOCSIS and edge-of-network control
for SDA all demand electric power). That requires more
employee training, longer service windows and even higher
workers’ comp and liability insurance costs.
There has been almost no public discussion about how
to fund connections to driverless vehicles. For safety’s sake,
almost every vehicle will have to be able to access roadside
microcells even if the vehicle owner has not paid to do so.
That’s similar to 911 service now, but the overall cost goes up
for the Gbps data transfer rates envisioned.
I believe this all will lead to a slow breakup of national
carrier networks. Carriers will probably keep their trunks.
But metro rings, laterals, and even local points of presence on
the trunks should tend to more regional ownership of outside
plant. Why would multiple carriers each want 5G microcells?
Why (absent federal pre-emption) would localities permit it?
Add that to the likely desire of most local deployers to
avoid the low-margin business of selling dark fiber to national
carriers for cellular backhaul, and you see regional network
operators selling to all comers. This trend is already beginning
as national carriers sell lower-density, more remote network
assets to the growing ranks of Tier 2 carriers such as Frontier.
The nationals have already sold their cell towers. Will selling
cell sites on the towers help carriers maximize spectrum usage
and lower maintenance costs?
This could lead to ownership boundaries that are not
necessarily congruent to obvious service-area boundaries for
third-party vendors and thus the need for even more exact
record-keeping. So pay attention. Carriers and others need
to watch the trends among their customers and the evolving
technologies and fit the little puzzle pieces – the seemingly
little changes – together as they happen. v
Contact the Hawk at steve@bbcmag.com.
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Remember the Homecoming Dance?
Independent service providers still have relevant offerings for the multifamily industry.
By Bryan J. Rader / UpStream Network

I

recently went to my first NMHC OPTECH conference
in several years. OPTECH is a multifamily technology
conference attended by property owners, vendors,
consultants, lawyers, engineers and other experts.
As I walked into the main ballroom for the opening
session, I wondered whether independent service providers
were still relevant to this audience. After all, some owners
have spent the past decade trying to bring “choice” to their
residents. Others have focused on maximizing door fees or
revenue share to bolster miscellaneous income.
Were the business plans of the independent guys still
addressing the right needs for this market? Were we offering
what they will want in the future? Could owners see past the
massive trade show booths of the largest service providers at
the front of the exhibit floor?
It’s an interesting time for multifamily owners. Occupancies
remain at all-time highs. Rent levels are through the roof. And
the onslaught of new construction supply seems to be met with
more demand from millennials and empty nesters who crave
the amenities and convenience of apartment living.
All I could think was, “Do we still fit in?” It’s that feeling
you get when you are going to a high school reunion. “Will
I recognize anyone? Will they recognize me? Will they
remember any of our funny stories from gym class or the
homecoming dance?”
There can’t be anything worse than showing up at a
meeting offering something nobody wants. It’s like bringing
a casserole dish to a potluck event and watching it sit
untouched on the buffet table. Ugh – nobody wants it.
Luckily, this wasn’t even close to what happened at
OPTECH. In the very first session, several of the large,
publicly traded service providers discussed their products. You
could hear yawns from the audience. “We deploy more fiber
than anyone else here,” said one operator. “But you guys don’t
really need fiber.”
Another provider talked about its new video services, and
owners thought, “But my residents don’t watch traditional TV
anymore.” My favorite comment came from an executive of a
large phone company who tried to tell the developers in the
room how they had to design their in-building wiring if they
ever expected to receive this telco’s services. (One audience
10
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member whispered, “Wow, that’s sort of arrogant.”)
So the bigs aren’t meeting owners’ needs. But what about
the independents?
INDEPENDENT PROVIDERS CAN DO THAT
Three core areas addressed throughout the conference are
central to many independent operators’ plans.
In one session, large developers discussed their deployment
of internet of things features in new apartment communities.
They are adding digital locks, smart thermostats, appliance
monitors, access control and even Alexa-type digital voice
assistants. One consultant on the panel said, “I’m not telling
you that you must offer bulk internet to connect all these
devices, but it sure makes it easier.”
Hmmm. Independent providers do that.
In another session, participants discussed the need for
communitywide wireless networks that can be customized
to cover all amenity areas, residences and the office. One
owner reported that its customers connect all their devices
to the wireless platform, and they expect great speeds and a
reliable connection. Smart TVs for streaming, tablets, phones,
gaming consoles. The independents address this need, too!
In a third session, there was a broad discussion of the
challenges of providing cellphone service in high-rise
buildings. Some prospective residents won’t move into a
building if they know that getting cell service will be a
problem. One panelist said that deploying a private Wi-Fi
system throughout the building can allow residents to utilize
this network for cell service.
Aha! Score another win for the independents!
As I boarded my red-eye flight home, I revisited my initial
question: Do today’s property owners want what we have? Do
they remember the fun times from the homecoming dance?
Well, this conference confirmed that the answer is a
resounding “yes”!
Best wishes for a prosperous 2018! v
Bryan J. Rader is the president of UpStream Network, a
broadband provider (formerly Access Media 3). Reach him at
brader@upstream.network or by phone at 314-540-1114.
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MULTIFAMILY BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY

Purchasing Bandwidth
Bandwidth isn’t all the same. Make sure the circuit you purchase is appropriate for your
community’s needs.
By Sebastian Pereira / Multifamily Broadband Council, Broadband Enterprise

S

ervice providers and property owners that don’t own
middle-mile networks must purchase bandwidth to
connect buildings and communities to the internet.
Before choosing a bandwidth source, type and technology,
it’s important to be clear about the application the bandwidth
is intended for. These typical applications all have different
requirements:
• Gigabit internet bulk services for multiple tenants
• Multiple senior housing sites with centralized servers for
email, administration and other uses
• High-availability cloud IPTV and low-latency traffic in a
hotel
• Residential, non-bulk internet with over-the-top services
• Fixed wireless network offering internet to underserved
areas
• Municipal or rural network offering residential internet
and critical public services
• Small cell towers providing mobile or cellular backhaul
• VoIP traffic with 911 calling.
The ideal, best-in-class internet offers zero packet loss,
low latency and high availability. Unfortunately, only a few
carriers provide that level of service. Most carriers oversell
bandwidth, some by as much as 300 percent. Some carriers
lack the personnel to configure changes, with the result that
their networks collapse or drop packets during peak periods.
To choose a bandwidth provider, begin by knowing your
region and the providers in your area. There are usually only
two operators in each vicinity. Some are willing to build fiber
to a site within 2 miles of existing construction; others will
build only within 500 feet.
Reaching out to carriers directly makes sense only if you
purchase 20 or more circuits per month. Otherwise, dealing
with a reseller or wholesaler is more advantageous.
Even dealing with resellers or wholesalers can pose
problems. Some resellers sell bandwidth only from providers
they have contracts with. Some wholesalers may not contract
12
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with providers in your area. However, wholesalers often
have better purchasing clout and terms with carriers than
you can obtain on your own, and they can remove an early
termination penalty by transferring the liability to another
customer. If you need bandwidth urgently, they can get
expedited installation on their dime. They also offer higher
layers of support, enabling you to have four to five levels if
needed. Wholesalers vary in the pricing they offer – some have
high operating costs, and a number of them do not pass along
savings – and some are difficult to build relationships with.
THE BEST PRICE
Today, the best bandwidth prices and technology are provided
by telco and cable operator networks. Trying to mimic a telco
network by taking Layer 2 point-to-point or multipoint is
much more expensive than using dedicated internet access
(DIA) or software-defined WAN (SD WAN) – it could easily
add $18,000 per year to 1 Gbps service.
Sometimes mixing and matching different types of fiber
connections makes sense. In some metro areas, fiber 50/50
Mbps service with 99.999 percent performance is available
for only $40–$45 per month wholesale. A 200/200 Mbps
connection is comparably inexpensive, and sometimes
promotions enable no-cost fiber construction. Find a wholesaler
willing to give you a price as close to wholesale as possible.
Getting the best price may require knowing how to rig
the system. If you’re off the beaten path, your construction
cost for a 1 Gbps connection will be high. Start by asking for
a low-bandwidth service, such as 50 or 100 Mbps. Once that
bandwidth is deployed, the carrier will consider the building
to be “on-net” and offer a 1 Gbps price about $300–$400
lower than if you had requested gigabit service originally.
Again, use a wholesaler to make this happen.
THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY
Not all carriers are technologically equal. Only Tier-1
companies that own facilities end-to-end offer best-in-class
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technology, including sufficient virus,
spam and DDoS protection. These
companies offer the highest class of
service at no extra cost and usually have
enough 10 Gbps termination ports with
little or no oversubscription. Be sure to
ask questions about these features, and
never compare offerings based on price
alone. I often hear bandwidth buyers
make statements such as “We got a
2 gig connection for less than $2,000
a month” with no concept of how
the telco manages or manipulates
network traffic.
Next-generation WAN technologies
are so interesting that keeping them on
your radar is a good idea. For example,
non-line-of-sight technologies that
offer 200 Mbps to 1 Gbps are being
introduced; they allow antennas to
sway more than 90 degrees in a storm
and still function. Some telcos have
announced new managed services that
offer a router, a firewall with DDoS
protection and a software-defined

Next-generation WAN technologies offer many
benefits, and their prices are dropping.

WAN in one box with licenses from the
best in class. Cloud virus protection,
which eliminates viruses before they
hit a user’s PC, is available. Today these
services are expensive, but keep them in
mind as prices drop.
Relationships are key in the
telco space. That’s why telcos visit
wholesalers at least three times per
year. End customers often do not work
well with telco reps; issues such as
price, delivery and support often get
in the way. Wholesalers typically have
power to give end customers the best
price, resolve issues and release them
from liability. Hence, relationships are
key when working with a telco agent
or partner. However, if another agent

Did you like this article? Subscribe
here!
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suddenly sells the same product at a 20
percent lower price, switching vendors
right away is a good idea. Asking an
existing vendor to match the price is
often a relationship killer, and in most
cases, the vendor is unable to do so. v
Sebastian Pereira, a member of the
Multifamily Broadband Council and
CEO of Broadband Enterprise, can be
reached at Sebastian@broadbandent.
com. Valerie M. Sargent, executive
director of MBC, also contributed to
this article. For more information on
MBC, please contact her at vsargent@
mfbroadband.org or 949-274-3434 or
visit www.mfbroadband.org.
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Too Many TV Choices?
Viewers develop strategies for sorting through streaming, SVoD, cable and other video
platforms to find shows to watch.
By Michael A. Kashmer / Digital Broadband Programming Consultant

A

s streaming services bulk up their schedules with
original content, viewers have more and more
content choices. Netflix and Apple lead the pack in
announcing new shows, many of which have high production
values, including the requisite star power.
The number of scripted TV shows continues to grow. Data
from FX Networks Research documents the growth from 389
in 2014 to 455 in 2016. According to the Television Critics
Association, 2017 is on track to be even higher, with 342 new
shows added between July 2016 and July 2017. There are more
options to sample in the same amount of leisure time.
This growth reflects an increasing number of shows on each
network as well as growth in the number of platforms that
compete with all content providers, new and old. New video
programs tend to premiere on the same day, forcing viewers
to choose among platforms. A few decades ago, viewers might
have needed to choose between a show on NBC and one on
CBS. Tough choice at the time. Ed Sullivan or Milton Berle?
In the pre-DVR days, you made your choice, and that was that.
Friends tell me they hear about a new streaming, must-see
program only to find their current services don’t carry that
new show. Once they realize how narrow their viewing options
are, a feeling of helplessness turns quickly to total frustration.
They ask, “Why didn’t I notice that the program was
available only on a platform I don’t subscribe to? Why was I
too cheap to subscribe to more platforms? Do I dare admit
to my friends that I have been talking incessantly about a
program that I can’t get? How can I tweet or post about the
best show of the season without having seen it? Will people
think it is strange that I haven’t commented?”
These questions quickly lead to deeper perplexities:
“Should I scroll past recommendations for shows I have no
interest in seeing? Did rapid scrolling make my TV freeze? Is
it OK to watch a show I’ve already seen if I enjoyed it the first
time? Is that a real choice?”
Hub Entertainment Research points out that more viewers
are using subscription video on demand (SVoD) platforms, and
those who do are more likely to have multiple SVoDs. The “Big
Three” SVoD platforms – Netflix, Amazon and Hulu – showed
dramatic growth in the last few years. The number of U.S.
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households subscribing to at least one service increased from 51
percent in 2014 to 68 percent in 2017, and subscribers to more
than one service grew from 18 percent to 36 percent.
HOW VIEWERS FIND SHOWS
Given this explosion of programs to sample and (one hopes)
enjoy, how do viewers find, choose and watch certain shows
over others?
Hub Entertainment Research offers a few answers:
• Viewers are now more likely to watch their favorite shows
online than through TV, DVR or VoD.
• Discovery of shows on pay TV is most likely to be via
advertising. Online shows spread by word of mouth.
• Original content is key to keeping subscribers interested.
Availability of a show on just one platform keeps viewers
there. This “stickiness” factor works best for Netflix,
followed by Hulu and then Amazon.
• Adding a new OTT subscription makes consumers more
likely to say they would cut existing services.
• More viewers search with a specific title in mind (28
percent) than browse (21 percent), but most use a
discovery strategy that falls somewhere between the two.
• Younger viewers are more likely to have no particular
show or genre in mind when they start browsing. Viewers
18–34 are more likely than those 35-plus to browse for
a new show, and older viewers are more likely to seek a
specific show.
• About three times as many viewers say they actively look
for new programs than say they do not (39 percent versus
12 percent).
Have viewers reached content saturation? Younger viewers
would say “no,” and older TV watchers would say “maybe” or
“yes.” v
Mike Kashmer has worked in cable TV for more than 30 years in
distribution, finance and programming. His experience includes
network startups and foreign-language programming. Reach
Mike at mikekashmer@aol.com.
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Don’t get left behind

Make the
GIG+ Leap
Consumer demand for
bandwidth is unprecedented.
Are you ready?

Consumers are asking more from their service providers than
ever before. Will you be able to support the growing demand
for this critical service? Progressive communities are deploying
Gigabit services to stay a step ahead of bandwidth demand,
drive economic development and deliver an unmatched
broadband experience for customers.
Calix is the leading enabler of gigabit communities in North
America with thousands of communities deployed by customers
who are already benefiting from making the “gig” leap.

Contact us at
calix.com/gigabit to see
how we can help you
deliver gigabit services
to your community.
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Adapting to Change
Speakers at the Broadband Communities fall economic development conference discussed
how technology disrupts lives – and how it offers lifelines to help individuals and
communities cope with that disruption.
A BBC Staff Report

C

hange is nothing new, according to
technology guru Ray Kurzweil. It’s
been ever-present – and picking up
speed – for billions of years. What’s new is the
pace of change relative to the human life span.
As technology accelerates, people have less
and less time to adjust to new conditions. Each
year is different from the last, and next year
promises to be even more different.
Career change, once a rarity, is now the
norm. People now hold an average of 12
different jobs over their working lives – and
the same job can change from year to year.
Technologies on the horizon, such as artificial
intelligence and robotics, threaten to make
lives, livelihoods and communities obsolete.
Nearly half of today’s jobs are forecast to
disappear in the next 25 years, according to
an Oxford University study. Those who plan
for community change no longer talk about
achieving a desired end state but about creating
a culture of continual adaptation.
Adapting to change was a pervasive theme at
the Broadband Communities 2017 conference

As technology transforms the workplace,
identity-rooted work and specialized
technical knowledge will become less
valuable.
16
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on Fiber for the New Economy, held in Atlanta
in November. In session after session, speakers
stressed that technology is both the source of
disruption and the means of adapting to it.
Broadband connectivity is a necessary part of
the solution. But successful adaptation requires
more than technology, speakers said. It takes
vision, determination and communication on
the part of individuals and communities.
Following are some highlights from these
discussions.
JOBS OF THE FUTURE
Gary Bolles,
eParachute: Work is
the channeling of human
energy to solve problems.
By understanding more
about their unique mixes
of skills and attributes,
people can continually
Gary Bolles,
optimize what they do for
eParachute
their work and continually
prepare themselves for
their next steps. Identity-rooted work (such as
being an accountant) will become less valuable,
as will specialized technical knowledge. New
technical knowledge can be acquired fairly
quickly. Transferable skills (such as getting
along with people) will become more valuable.
Everyone will have opportunities to navigate the
new world of work and perform meaningful,
compensated work in the future.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

Right now there are many opportunities for technology
to disrupt work, but increasingly, technology will offer more
opportunities to enhance work. For example, with augmented
reality showing where to place a drill, a manufacturing worker
can do tasks he or she couldn’t do before.
Greg Laudeman, Magellan Advisors:
Manufacturing is moving to lights-out
facilities. The economic opportunities
are not in jobs in those facilities but in
designing the products and equipment
and systems to make them work.
Paul Baker,
Georgia Tech: The
Greg Laudeman,
World Economic
Magellan Advisors
Forum, predicting
the skills needed
for future work, says that STEM
(science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) skills are necessary but not
sufficient. Soft skills are required, too. A
Paul Baker,
Georgia Tech
brilliant engineer who can’t communicate
with others isn’t very effective.
Which problem are you trying to solve – creating jobs or
matching available skills to needs? Reframing the problem
may be necessary. One entity I consulted with told me it
needed more training, but then it had no jobs to fill. In
another case, a company was given incentives to locate a
factory in a small town, but it soon had to shut the plant
because it couldn’t find enough trained workers or resources
to train workers.
Georgia Tech was asked to develop an online master’s
program in computer science, and 17,000 students applied.
It has a higher dropout rate than the in-person program, but
the quality of the graduates is the same. One of the teaching
assistants is an AI bot, but students can’t tell. Through this
program, Georgia Tech has contributed a 9 percent increase
in computer scientists at low cost.
Nicolette Darjean, David Thibodaux
STEM Magnet Academy, University
of Louisiana: We are teaching
high school students a college-level
engineering curriculum using an online
educational tool called Project Lead
the Way. We use industry problemsolving techniques to do real projects.
Nicolette Darjean,
We started by creating STEM activities
University of
for public parks. Then we were chosen
Louisiana
to put a microlab on the International
Space Station, so the students coded
the lab to work autonomously in zero gravity for 30 days.
The students came up with the Atomic Agora, a tiny-house
project. This was a two-year venture that the kids designed
from scratch, working with an architect. They wanted it to be
a benefit for an underserved community. When Mozilla came
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 |

through with a grant, the students realized that the house had
to be more than a home – it’s also a Wi-Fi hub, a guerrilla
classroom and a miniature example of a smart city.
Kids with diverse learning styles can learn and create in
different ways. We don’t teach to a test; our students learn
better by making education a hobby, and they do a lot better
on the tests. There are challenges, though. No one else in the
district really understands what we’re doing. And industry
representatives won’t come in to look at the students’ projects.
They take for granted that kids can’t do this kind of work.
We’d like to make connections between the community and
the industry. It could make a real difference in the economic
development of our city and state.
Theresa Collington, WorkingNation:
Ashbury Manufacturing in West Virginia
needed robotics and automation, but
it didn’t want to displace its workers.
It partnered with Xometry to enlarge
its market and was able to add robots
without firing people. It started the
robots paired with workers on the night
shift. Workers learned how to let the
Theresa Collington,
robots do the rote tasks and focus more
WorkingNation
on the higher-level tasks.
In Kenosha, Wisconsin, Gateway Technical College
partnered with Snap-on Tools and Fiat to create an advanced
automotive technology program. They found bright kids and
created career paths for them.
ADAPTIVE COMMUNITIES

Gary Bolles,
eParachute

Gary Bolles, eParachute: Adaptive
communities make use of emergent
leaders, who aren’t necessarily the
traditional community leaders but those
who are passionate about the future of
the community. These communities have
processes to convene on a regular basis.
They use rapid-cycle assessment and
reporting on what they’ve done.

Peter Hirshberg,
Coauthor, Maker
Cities: Innovative programs help
communities adapt to change. Rising
Tide Capital, a nonprofit in Jersey
City, New Jersey, puts people through
a 15-week program to train them as
entrepreneurs. It’s been very successful
in terms of income. In Coeur d’Alene,
Peter Hirshberg,
Idaho, the Innovation Collective engaged Coauthor,
Maker Cities
the community to think through what it
wanted; it decided on formal and informal
entrepreneurship training focused on
robotics and artificial intelligence. In Pittsburgh, which evolved
from steel to software to robotics, the museums, libraries and
foundations got together and came up with mechanisms for

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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STEM education. Brooklyn, New York, needed affordable
space to put equipment; the city acquired the Brooklyn Navy
Yard for a dollar and used the space for companies that could
offer advanced jobs. In an era of broadband and connectivity,
social connectivity matters most.
Kokomo, Indiana, was an auto innovation town, but a
lot of that industry left. The community realized it wanted
to preserve the downtown core, where manufacturing was
concentrated. It wrote a 15-year plan and is fleshing that out.
In Wenatchee, Washington, a high school student visited a
Maker Faire in Seattle and then brought one to Wenatchee.
The change makers in all these cities were individuals who saw
something and catalyzed the rest of the city. They made quite
a transition from despair to turnaround.

Matt Dunne, Center
for Rural Innovation

18

Matt Dunne, Center for Rural
Innovation: In White River Junction,
Vermont, the community came together
and decided that being weird and
decrepit could be cool. People created
“flywheel synergy” around the creatives.
They transformed unused buildings
into live/work artist spaces. Their big
breakthrough was starting an MFA
program in graphic novel writing. Now
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there’s an Equity theater, software developers, a publishing
house and a vibrant downtown. I wouldn’t have thought
enough people were there to do it, but they stayed focused on
creative energy. They brought in resources and exported value.
Debra Lam, Georgia Tech: Smart
cities lower the barriers for entrepreneurs.
They make possible coworking spaces,
accelerators, and innovative landscapes.
Archana
Vemulapalli,
District of
Columbia:
Implementing smartDebra Lam,
Georgia Tech
city technology can
enhance residents’
access to earnings and education. One
example is mobility applications. If
Archana Vemulapalli,
I’m planning the right way, I’ll provide
District of Columbia
options for residents to get from point A
to point B in multiple ways at multiple
price points. They’ll be able to get to their jobs – or job
interviews. The same goes for public Wi-Fi. And smart-city
applications attract businesses that care about these things.
You can’t be a smart city without being a connected city. v
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Social Broadband
Rural economic development requires grassroots action to build and use broadband.
By Tim Will / Catalpa Partners

C

onventional wisdom states that a
technological solution is the panacea
for reaching the vast areas of the United
States that have no or subpar internet. However,
making broadband internet access faster through
investment in fiber optics does nothing for the 35
million Americans who cannot read text or for
the 17 million seniors – potential beneficiaries of
cost-cutting advances in telemedicine – who find
the internet too difficult to use.
According to a 2003 assessment by the
National Center for Education Statistics, about
14 percent of adults in the United States are
functionally illiterate. Few have entered the new
internet economy or tapped its vast economic
and intellectual potential. Nor can they easily
look for jobs, apply for unemployment benefits
or food stamps, fill out student-aid forms or
take online classes.
The U.S. Census estimates that 49.2 million
U.S. residents are 65 or older, and according to
a recent Pew Research Center survey, 41 percent
of them do not use the internet. Thirty-four
percent stated that it was too difficult, and 19
percent said broadband was too expensive.
INTRODUCING SOCIAL
BROADBAND
Inclusive solutions require community
investments in what Catalpa Partners calls
“social broadband.” Social broadband involves
educational, technical and political steps
that are technologically appropriate, are
inexpensive and empower marginalized or
incipiently marginalized citizens. These steps are
prerequisites for any community that endeavors
to balance broadband availability with internet
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literacy. They involve building partnerships and
developing participation within the community
during its evolution to a rural internet
community.
Social broadband is a dynamic, communitybased process to future proof the community
from expected technological obsolescence. It
affords the creation of a multitude of small,
home- and farm-based businesses through
inclusion of the community in the value chain
of multiple worldwide markets. This is especially
important to communities that attempt to justify
the cost of a broadband infrastructure with
factors that may be missing from a broadband
provider’s return on investment calculus: the
community’s accelerated economic growth,
cohesion, resilience and even economic survival.
Why wait and pay to expand a provider’s
grid out to a rural community? Communities
need to connect themselves back to that grid.
Conversations about gigabit transport are
somewhat lost on folks who have dial-up or
1.5 Mbps DSL. For communities losing their
youthful populations, the stakes are too high to
wait for conversations with incumbents to start.
Rather, the process starts by reconciling the
leadership of a poorly connected community to
the fact that its broadband deficiency is not just a
technical issue; political impediments aggravate
the imbalance in rural broadband connectivity.
First, the community needs to look at the genesis
of electrical cooperatives in the United States.
Although municipal electric utilities were fairly
common by 1890, 40 years later, 90 percent of
U.S. farms and small towns were dark at night,
except for the occasional kerosene lantern. Does
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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Farmers and displaced textile workers in North Carolina learn to use the internet.

this sound familiar? A Depression-era
federal agency, the Rural Electrification
Administration, established a loan
program to alleviate the disparity, but
power companies largely ignored it.
Instead, people formed decentralized,
nonprofit electric cooperatives,
controlled by their rural memberships.
Nine hundred cooperatives still exist
today in 47 states.
A similar paradigm exists today.
Communities will not progress
economically or educationally without
high-speed broadband. Traditionally
self-reliant rural communities should
not give up their roots. Communities
need to take the initiative.
ACQUIRING THE
TECHNOLOGY
In the short term, it’s unlikely that
conversations about fiber optics, other
than as backhaul, pertain to many
rural communities – fiber broadband
is just out of reach. The answer to
high-speed broadband connectivity in
rural communities will probably lie
with a wireless internet service provider
(WISP) rather than a wireline or
cellular provider.

Attracting a WISP requires
completing the following tasks:
• Form a community broadband
committee.
• Develop a survey to take to
community members.
• For each willing household, collect
– The address – or better,
longitude and latitude
– The needed broadband speed
– The amount the household is
willing to pay for that service.
If the broadband committee collects
200 commitments at the industry
average of $50.00 per month for
broadband, that’s $10,000 per month,
or $120,000 annual revenue out of one
little community. Now the community
is in a position to negotiate instead of
supplicate – and the WISP won’t need
to invest a cent in marketing costs.
Most WISPs respond that 50
confirmed customers are enough to
justify placing an antenna to serve the
community wirelessly, and that wireless
infrastructure just might be useful
in serving an adjacent community.
The business case is even better if the
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local jurisdiction will help with the
use of public assets such as rights-ofway, pole access, EMS infrastructure,
backhaul, and the use of water towers,
other strategic promontories and public
buildings as antenna bases.
Catalpa Partners’ principals started
placing broadband antennas on
water towers in 2010, but we quickly
learned that pastors of churches
have both a spiritual and a material
interest in communicating with their
followers. Many places of worship
have steeples, others have minarets and
most have parking lots that permit
these architectural devices to serve
as unobstructed base platforms for
wireless antennas. Some can even be
induced to sponsor internet literacy
programs for their neighbors.
No computers? Fully depreciated,
three- to five-year-old, internet-ready,
corporate laptop computers with
built-in Wi-Fi capabilities are available
by the pallet at low cost to nonprofits
and governments in an interesting
intersection of Moore’s law, corporate
largesse and the disposal costs of
hazardous waste.
|
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The farm-to-market broadband platform brought Chef Jean-Pierre Marechal from Charlotte to Searcy Farm in Hendersonville, North Carolina, in
search of high-quality produce.

BRINGING MARGINALIZED
BUSINESSES INTO THE NEW
ECONOMY
The success of a social broadband project
involves developing and empowering
small, broadband-connected businesses
– and this requires extensive technical
support. Technical support programs are
likely already available locally, but they
may not be visible to or coordinated
with other programs.
Catalpa Partners has worked to
support small farmers and value-added
food producers, growers of high-value
organic crops, permaculturalists,
horticulturalists, livestock breeders,
beekeepers and other full- and parttime rural food producers. Armed
with high-speed broadband, this group
can form the basis for a new internetbased rural economy with a worldwide
customer base and a huge, eight-to-one
multiplier effect on the local economy.
However, small farmers – who,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau,
are more than 60 years old on average –
are unlikely to immediately adopt highspeed internet connectivity, be internet
literate or even own computers.
Because of prior lack of connectivity,
this economically valuable food sector
22
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was already trying to play catch-up with
the rest of the internet economy. Part
of the challenge was to convert people
from a “small farmer” mind-set to a
“small business called a farm” mind-set.
We found the Rural Entrepreneurship
through Action Learning (REAL)
curriculum age-appropriate and
of immense help in focusing rural
entrepreneurs. Utilizing REAL’s 35
years of expertise, methodology and
materials are colleges, high schools and
community development programs in
43 states and nine countries.
Unlike electricity in the 1930s,
the internet requires more skills than
flicking a light switch.
In many rural areas, high school
students must fulfill a community
service requirement for graduation.
Who better to tutor the rural boomers
who have limited internet literacy than
high school millennials?
Despite graphical user interfaces, the
internet is profoundly text-bound. In
my county, the local community college
literacy program started at a fourthgrade reading level – too high for many
of the functionally illiterate. Many
older farmers and unemployed factory
workers have learning disabilities that
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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went untreated because diagnostic
testing in schools was not mandated
until 1987. Catalpa Partners sought out
and trained volunteers to tutor older,
unemployed textile workers and farmers
in a discreet, one-on-one format, with
exceptional, gratifying results.
We found classrooms in schools,
community colleges and EMT stations
whose internet-equipped spaces were
available to be used at night by adult
students and their teenage tutors. Many
libraries also have internet-accessible
computers, but few are in classrooms
where volunteer tutors, students and
teachers can freely and discreetly
converse.
INTRODUCING
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
Taking advantage of a nationwide local
food movement, we approached top
chefs in heretofore remote cities and
showed them how to use an internally
created, transactional website (www.
farmersfreshmarket.org), which
displayed the fresh, high-quality, instock and available food inventory of
dozens of small farming businesses. At
the same time, we taught the owners
of the small farm businesses – the
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farmers – to use their own “produce
aisles” of this online grocery and to
upload photographs and descriptions
of their goods for universal display
on the internet. Before long, chefs,
neighborhood buying clubs and valueadded produce resellers were using
their credit cards to purchase absolutely
fresh produce before it was even picked.
Often, city folk were eating food that
had been part of a plant in a farmer’s
field six hours earlier. Keeping up with
the times, the website evolved into
Farmzie, a free app available on iTunes.
INVOLVING COMMUNITY
ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS
Insurance companies already pay for
selected medical procedures performed
using telemedicine devices over the
internet. Manufacturers are responding

with internet-enabled monitoring
devices. Hospitals now have an interest
in migrating their patients from office
visits to internet-based monitoring
in homes. That gives them a reason
to advocate for universal broadband
coverage in their market area and to
add internet literacy to their list of
health-related instructional programs.
High schools and community
colleges must prepare students for the
new economy by exposing them to the
concepts of new media and website
development, networking, application
support, web hosting and cloud-based
business. Students will need these
concepts in any new job or business,
and some will be needed specifically to
work in technical support roles.
Broadband is a commodity.
In most cities, consumers have

several competing providers of that
commodity. Underserved communities
must learn that they, like their rural
electric co-op counterparts, can
leverage their aggregated political and
economic power to acquire and use
broadband. Communities must learn
to use what they have to get what they
want. Negotiation, not supplication. v
Tim Will is a principal in Catalpa
Partners, based in Asheville, North
Carolina, and the former executive
director of the Foothills Connect Business
and Technology Center, a nationally
acclaimed rural economic development
program awarded the Purpose Prize and
HP’s Hackborn Award for the use of
technology in social innovation. Contact
Tim at twill1948@gmail.com.

A SOCIAL BROADBAND CHECKLIST
PROJECT ELEMENT
Community broadband committee

DESCRIPTION
A small group of community leaders to
investigate items below
High-speed broadband connection
The goal:
25 Mbps download
4 Mbps upload
24/7 Wi-Fi hotspots
Minimum
6 Mbps download
4 Mbps upload
Community-based technology training 10 networked public PCs with open-source
centers
software and unlimited internet access
Community development
Outreach to organized community groups
Smartphone/internet navigation
Volunteers from community colleges,
literacy programs
high schools, hospitals
Internet application instruction
Volunteers from community colleges,
high schools, hospitals
Website design instruction
One-on-one volunteers from community
colleges
Entrepreneurship program
REAL, high schools, community college,
SCORE
Internet technical support hotline
Volunteers from community colleges,
high schools, hospitals
Reading literacy programs
Volunteers from community colleges,
high schools, hospitals
Political liaisons
County, school, municipal officials

Technology outreach

Regional tech companies invited to
semiannual technology exposition

Did you like this article? Subscribe
here!
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2017 |

PURPOSE
Liaison with interests outside the community

COST
Minimal

Serving the underserved at FCC and North Carolina
state standards

Priceless

> $500 per location
Serving the unserved at enabled community
centers, fire stations, libraries, downtown businesses
Enabling training at libraries, community colleges,
high schools, community centers, churches, hospitals
Providing technical education, Wi-Fi hot spots, grants
Training those who have only cellular service
available for internet access
Providing inexpensive, teacher-led class instruction
in workplace applications
Creating small businesses, developing needed skills
Promoting home-based/small business, increasing
rural demand for broadband
Meeting high school community service
requirement
Allowing more residents to use the internet
effectively
Reducing regulatory impediments to WISPs,
providing grant funding, allowing use of public
assets as broadband infrastructure
Involving and highlighting community tech
businesses

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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$500 to $1,000 per site
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal tuition costs
for certificate program
Minimal tuition costs
for certificate program
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Expenses paid by tech
companies
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Broadband’s Impact
In Five Communities
Early results show that high-speed broadband has positive impacts for communities in
rural Minnesota.
By Ann Treacy / Treacy Information Services and Bill Coleman / Community Technology Advisors

This article is excerpted from a study commissioned by Blandin Foundation, which supports broadband
and other rural development projects in Minnesota. The full study, which includes detailed calculations of
community investments and benefits, can be read at www.mnbroadbandcasestudies.org.

W

e were asked to study the impacts
of broadband in five counties that
received funding from Blandin
Foundation. All the counties became familiar
with Blandin’s Minnesota Intelligent Rural
Communities (MIRC) model, a holistic,
broadband-based economic development
strategy that embraces five community
indicators of success: broadband, marketing and
advocacy, knowledge workers, innovation and
digital inclusion. Four communities used the
model in planning sessions.
The ultimate goal of the MIRC model is
to have a strong balance in each strategic area,
and most communities deployed activities
addressing each indicator. Part of the process
is recognizing at the onset where a community
is strong, deciding where it needs to become
strong and working to make that happen.
We found that broadband is essential to a
thriving community, but it is not a panacea,
and it won’t work in a vacuum. The featured
communities have broadband, but they are
successful because they also have strategies for
using it.
STUDY METHODS AND FINDINGS
We used established formulas to calculate the
economic impact of public investment in each
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community. Though the numbers are imprecise,
we believe they are representative. In three
counties, the annual collective economic benefit
for residents surpassed the public/community
investment in one year. In one county, the
benefit surpassed investment in slightly more
than a year, and in the last county, it will take six
years, but benefits will still surpass investment.
We gathered data for each county but
found it difficult to track the impact of better
broadband because although the impact may be
immediate, the tools that measure impact are
not. Often the most recent data available dates
from 2015 or 2016, before most of the networks
reached a critical mass. But one county has had
broadband long enough to measure the impact,
and that county has seen an increase in median
income and population growth.
We also spoke to representatives from each
community to gather firsthand accounts of
the value of broadband investments. People
mentioned that schools were improving and
families were moving to the area. Signs of
thriving were evident.
Though we included hard numbers
whenever possible, we learned that value is in
the eye of the user. For one, it means turning a
$400,000 business into $4 million business. For
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

someone else, it means helping two kids
with math homework at the same time.
For others, it means keeping the local
newspaper printing.
Following are highlights from
our community interviews in the five
counties.
BELTRAMI COUNTY
Bemidji Leads, a group of engaged and
invested community members, has
met monthly for 15 years. Members
meet to create a vision of what they
want their community to be, and then
they work to make it happen. As Jim
Benson, a former president of Bemidji
State University, says, “They plan from
the future.” They are intentional and
holistic as well as specific. Broadband is
a key component of their plan.
Bemidji is home to Paul Bunyan
Communications, a member-owned
cooperative created in the 1950s to
bring infrastructure to its members.
Today, Paul Bunyan’s purpose remains
meeting the telecommunications needs
of its owner-members. To this end,
Paul Bunyan borrowed $100 million in
federal funds to bring the GigaZone, a
world-class fiber-to-the-home network,
to its members. Besides investing in
infrastructure, Paul Bunyan has been
an active partner in community efforts
to drive broadband adoption and
sophistication of use.
The GigaZone is more than
connectivity; it’s a branding message
that has caught on both for Paul Bunyan
and the community. Existing customers
want to convert to the GigaZone, and
new customers ask for it by name; it
makes Beltrami County a more desirable
place to live. Communities throughout
Minnesota are trying to woo the
GigaZone into their areas.
Another key asset for promoting
the use of broadband and technology is
the LaunchPad, the local entrepreneur
incubator that offers daily and monthly
co-working space and ongoing
programming, including training,
mentoring, networking and community
planning.
We met with representatives from
Beltrami County at the LaunchPad. In
the shadow of Paul Bunyan, they have
built a cool technology buzz that has

matured enough to see some results.
Their intentionality is striking both
in the community’s determination
to “plan from the future” and in the
provider’s unique marketing of the
GigaZone service.
• Bemidji and Beltrami County are
booming. They are a finalist for
Best Minnesota Town of 2017.
Enrollment at Bemidji State
University (BSU) is up for the third
year in a row. Twin Cities Business
featured Bemidji in its February
2017 edition with a 10-page story,
“Bemidji 2.0,” which called Bemidji
“a high-speed, regional center of
enterprise.”
• Mike Stittsworth bought his
family’s butcher shop, Stittsworth
Meats. In 2014, he posted a
Facebook status promising a $200
voucher to the person who shared
the message the most times. That
post went viral. He now has 63,000
Facebook fans, and customers
start arriving 15 minutes after he
posts a special. People take road
trips to visit him; 57 percent of his
customers are new. And he doesn’t
even sell online – yet. (Refrigerated
delivery is the hiccup; he’s working
on it.) He is also working on an
expansion involving processing
local meat. He started with three
employees and has plans for 27 fulltime employees next year.
• Aircorp Aviation restores WWII
aircraft from around the world.
It uses broadband for promotion,
research, part sourcing and cloud
computing. Fabricating parts that
are no longer available requires
sharing large files and collaborating
remotely in real time. The company
developed software for project
management and a platform for
sharing documentation called the
Air Corps Library, which is like
Ancestry.com for airplane parts.
Like genealogy, aircraft restoration
is a passion, and Aircorp has visitors
from around the world. It gets 30 to
40 requests for tours a month and
hosts an event on Veterans Day for
300 people. That means tourism
revenue for the community.
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Aircorp could have located
anywhere with broadband. It chose
Bemidji because people in the area
are good builders. It could not grow
the business without broadband.
Annual revenue is $4 million;
General Manager Erik Hokuf says
that without fiber, revenue would
be more like $300,00 to $400,000.
With broadband, the company is
aiming for $50 million in 10 years.
Through its website and reputation,
Aircorp has been approached by
major airlines with requests to help
fabricate parts – a major part of
the reason that $50 million over 10
years is possible.
• Broadband on Main Street has
allowed small shops to stay in
business. Up to 90 percent of their
sales are now online. Broadband
levels the retail playing field;
when a big-box retailer moves in,
it takes local money, but online
local businesses do the opposite.
Boutiques are booming in Bemidji.
People can make money in a niche
business by appealing to customers
both locally and online.
• Broadband is making health care
easier. Sanford Health, in Bemidji,
the largest health care provider in the
region, has gone digital. For patients,
that means access to a health care
portal to get health information
and make appointments. It means
e-visits, a cost-saving convenience
that’s growing in popularity. Sanford
can’t standardize remote care because
not everyone in its service area
has access to adequate broadband.
Nevertheless, it is looking to add
50 doctors. Recruiting doctors will
be easier because they will have
a state-of-the-art workplace and
broadband access at home, which
means their children will have access
for education and accompanying
spouses will have increased
employment opportunities.
• Paul Bunyan Communications
hosted two highly successful
GigaZone Gaming Championships,
in which teams and individuals won
real money for gaming. Recruiting
participants was easy, and the events
brought tourists to the area. It built
|
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Paul Bunyan Communications sponsors an annual gaming championship that boosts tourism.

a buzz about the community and
will lead techies and future techies
to consider Bemidji when they look
to relocate. Paul Bunyan has seen an
increase in intern applications since
hosting the event.
• At BSU, 15 to 18 percent of
credits are generated online, and
most classes have some online
component. Not being place bound
is valuable. Students can attend class
from home, the school connects
directly with the tribal college
for collaboration, and the school
can offer custom classes (such as
graduate coursework for teachers)
to multiple locations. This reduces
costs for the school and the students.
In surveys, students have ranked
online classes tops for interaction.
An emphasis for BSU in the
future is international recruiting. The
university does about 90 percent of this
recruiting without leaving the country.
Broadband allows communication
with recruits and in turn allows new
students to stay connected to home as
they transition to school.
CROW WING COUNTY
In 1999, the Brainerd Lakes Chamber
of Commerce and the Brainerd
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Lakes Area Economic Development
Corporation (BLAEDC) held a
leadership conference for local
community leaders. They looked at the
challenges of their internet capacity and
decided they needed more bandwidth.
At about the same time, another group
of county and town leaders focused on
the need for broadband for the schools
came to the same conclusion.
In 2001, the school system levied
for funding for schools and technology.
It worked with local telephone provider
Consolidated Telecommunications
Company (CTC) on a plan to
extend broadband to the rest of the
community. As CTC deployed fiber, it
laid strands for the schools and strands
for general use. The schools worked to
get public entities connected, and CTC
worked to connect private companies.
That effort built a bedrock for better
broadband, and the effort is ongoing.
The county received support through
stimulus grants and Minnesota Borderto-Border grants to deploy fiber to the
outskirts of the county.
Getting broadband is only half of
the job. Project partners (the school
district, chamber and BLAEDC)
focused on getting their constituents to
use broadband, especially on business
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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improvements with broadband. In
2016, Brainerd got funding from the
Blandin Foundation to work on a Tech
Talent Recruiter program to help build
local technology skills and promote
Brainerd as a tech-ready community.
Crow Wing County also received
Blandin Foundation support through
its partnership with the Resilient
Region, which led to classes for local
businesses, an effort to recruit tech
companies to the area, and computers
for youth at risk.
Sheila Haverkamp, executive
director of BLAEDC, explains the
power of broadband: “For the last
decade, our fiber optic network has
been an important factor in helping
startup companies grow and succeed
here. And now we’re getting noticed
from others throughout the state.”
House prices are up, median income
is up and Brainerd, the county seat of
Crow Wing County, is getting noticed.
We met with representatives from
Crow Wing County at the Chamber
BLAEDC location in a room sponsored
by CTC that had $30,000 to $40,000
in technology and gigabit access at our
fingertips. It’s the same room where
community members meet to learn
how to better use technology.
• The Chamber of Commerce
offers online marketing classes for
businesses. It tries to be specific
and practical in the classes, which
serve everyone from medical centers
to resorts. One attendee who sells
underwater cameras attributed $1
million to attending the class.
• To replace jobs lost in paper
mills, the community focused on
“tech services” for people who use
technology. It promoted the need
for, training for and availability of
tech services. Now, 20 tech services
companies employ 1,000 people.
They all need broadband.
• In 2014, the Governor’s Fishing
Opener was held in the Brainerd
Lakes area. This was a big
opportunity for a community
to promote local tourism and
hospitality. Crow Wing County was
able to take full advantage of the
opportunity with mobile hotspots
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from CTC at the lake. It allowed
everyone to upload selfies to their
favorite social media channels.
People come to Crow Wing looking
for broadband. One millennial
was moving to the area for a job
but would buy a home only with
internet access adequate for good
gaming. BLAEDC found him a
home with a CTC connection.
A Brainerd employer told the
city if it couldn’t find 80 trained
workers, it would have to leave.
The local schools got an $18
million Department of Labor and
Industry grant to develop and offer
technology training, degrees and
certificates in the school and for
workforce development. Companies
can stay and grow in the area.
Because the residents have
broadband, the county is able to
provide services online. That means
24/7 access to information and
transactions. The county answers
questions online, livestreams (and
archives) meetings, and uses hosted
software. Staff appreciate it because
it allows them to focus on providing
public service versus answering rote
questions repeatedly.
One resident shared, “On my street,
we have four families that have
shifted from seasonal to full-time
owners.”
Resident Nate Grotzke said, “We
didn’t have high speed until two
years ago. I have four kids, and they
need broadband for homework.
I don’t know what we would
have done for homework without
broadband. In middle school,
the kids were spending a ton of
time on math at home to no avail.
They weren’t getting any real-time
support. Now the online system
tracks kids’ homework. If we didn’t
have broadband to do that, we’d
be done.”
Mark Prazak works for Microsoft,
which has a large number of
employees who work remotely. Now
that he has gigabit access at home,
his travel is reduced by a third. He
used to travel a week per month.
This year, he’s traveled twice in
seven months.

GOODHUE COUNTY
Red Wing, the county seat of Goodhue
County, is served by Hiawatha
Broadband Communications (HBC)
and has had fiber access for almost seven
years. In 2009, Red Wing partnered
with HBC to apply for ARRA funding
but was not considered unserved
enough to qualify, so HBC forged
ahead without grant funding. HBC
evolved as a successor to an innovative,
not-for-profit education initiative, and
its vision remains “to enhance and
enrich the lives of those we serve.”
Red Wing was a Blandin Broadband
Community and through the program
worked to boost broadband adoption.
The effort was led locally by Red Wing
Ignite, a local organization that is
part of a national effort to encourage
communities that have gigabit access
to make good use of it. Red Wing
Ignite is an incubator, a convener and a
supporter of technology in the schools
and business community.
• Red Wing and Goodhue County
are thriving. They were a finalist
in Deluxe Corporation’s Small
Business Revolution – Main Street
contest. They were the first rural
community to become a US Ignite
community. In 2014, they hosted
what might have been the first rural
hackfest in the United States and
was certainly the first in Minnesota.

• BIC, a pen manufacturer, has a
facility in Red Wing that needs
symmetrical 300 Mbps access.
HBC supports that need with fiber
to the premises. Without those
speeds, the BIC facility would have
to consider moving or stop growing.
Neither option is good for BIC or
Goodhue County.
• Kohlnhofer Farms has sophisticated
hog operations, including
networked cameras and other
monitoring of the hogs. It uses a
combination of fiber and HBC’s
Air Wireless service to track the
animals. Less staff time is spent
monitoring hogs, and it is easier to
follow market prices, ensuring that
the hogs are sold at the right time.
• Before 2016, educators were required
to physically show up for work,
even on snow days, to get work
credit. Now when school is canceled
because of weather, Red Wing
educators can work on professional
development from the comfort and
safety of their homes. This means no
time loss for them, increased safety
and easier work/life balance for
teachers who are also parents.
• Xcel Energy has two plants and
an operations center in Red Wing.
Broadband keeps everyone working
reliably. Field staff now use tablets
to make immediate updates about
outages and upgrades. Broadband

Red Wing Ignite offers co-working space with printers, Wi-Fi and gigabit access.
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access is a key piece of any disaster
recovery plan.
• Woodruff Marketing now does 90
percent of its work online. Creative
staff upload huge files; what would
have taken hours to upload 15
to 20 years ago (or with a slower
connection) now takes minutes.
They also work with a lot of video.
The company started in 2004 with
one person and now has 17. The
owner explained, “The company
could exist without fiber, but it
wouldn’t be growing.”
LAKE COUNTY
In 2010, Lake County received an
ARRA award of $66.3 million to
improve broadband access; about $10
million of the award was an outright
grant, and the rest was a low-interest
loan. The community was optimistic,
and the need was great. A broken
steam pipe caused a 12-hour internet
outage over three counties in northeast
Minnesota, and local providers
estimated it would be 10 to 15 years

before they upgraded their connection.
There were bumps along the road
to getting fiber to the community, and
bumps remain. Portions of the county
are not yet served with fiber, there is
still an outstanding loan, and local
provider Lake Connections is looking
to sell the network, which is managed
by Consolidated Telecommunications
Company (CTC). But local champions
are unapologetic because they
accomplished what they set out to do,
and they are reaping benefits.
Lake County boosted broadband
adoption and increased user
sophistication by becoming a Blandin
Broadband Community in 2013–2014.
It gave computers to low-income
families, provided hours of training to
a wide range of people and purchased
community iPads to get people started
using technology.
We met with community leaders,
educators and entrepreneurs at the new
Two Harbors high school. Median
household income is growing, house

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Broadband is necessary but not sufficient. Like a treadmill in the
basement, broadband is helpful only when it is used. Community
members need training and encouragement. Community institutions,
such as schools and health care providers, need to clear away other
barriers to achieve higher uses of technology.
• Smart communities plan from the future. They work to get ahead of the
curve by studying demographics, technology shifts and trends. Rather
than trying to catch up to what others are doing, they lead.
• Smart providers build for future demand, not current usage.
• Sufficient broadband is invisible. Communities that have broadband
quickly take it for granted and assume that sufficient broadband is in
place – just like electricity.
• Economic developers and community leaders are able to devote their
time and attention to implementing innovative, tech-based economic
development strategies rather than on improving broadband access.
This gives them a distinct advantage over unserved counties in which
local teams spend countless hours pursuing broadband deployment
and struggling with limited bandwidth and unhappy residents and
businesses.
• Innovative communities build a buzz. It doesn’t take a gig to get 63,000
Facebook fans (as one butcher in Bemidji has done), but it takes a
culture of use, which means access, training and encouragement to
use technology.
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prices are climbing and residents say
more families are moving in because
of the broadband connection. It’s an
additional asset to the community:
there’s Lake Superior and there’s fiber.
Although the county is served, the
region is not, and the disparity is clear.
Broadband makes some areas more
desirable but leaves the unserved at a real
disadvantage. The school has to mitigate
that imbalance when developing
curricula because not every student can
do online homework from home.
• Lake County is picturesque. It
reaches from Lake Superior to the
Boundary Water Canoe Area to the
Canadian border. Tourism is the
leading industry. While some folks
thought broadband might distract
vacationers, it’s drawing more
people and allowing people to stay
in the area longer. Resorts find that
guests extend their visits when they
can work while away. Each day of
extension means greater revenue for
the local shops, restaurants, lodging
and attractions.
• Lake County deployed Wi-Fi with a
fiber backhaul at the campground in
time for the summer season. People
are amazed at the speeds. Despite a
summer of rain, there was a record
number of campers, up 22 percent
from normal. Better broadband is
certainly a contributing factor.
• What local residents enjoy about
broadband is the freedom to live
where they want with the lifestyle
they want, which often means by
the lake or in the woods. Areas
considered too remote for broadband
in some counties are attracting new
families in Lake County.
• Incoming resident Patrick
Krekelberg of Krekeltronics can
live anywhere he can get online,
but he needs enough broadband to
collaborate in real time with clients
and partners to provide technology
integration solutions. That means
fiber. He is planning to move his
family of six to Two Harbors soon.
His wife homeschools their four
children, which also requires highspeed broadband.
• Chris Swanson’s digital marketing
firm, Pure Driven, has a distributed
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workforce of 16 employees and
25 full-time contractors scattered
around Minnesota. He produces
content for businesses all over the
world, which means a steady stream
of data to and from the cloud. They
use a centralized phone system
that supports video conferencing
and constant collaboration.
With asynchronous broadband,
communication and content
sharing wouldn’t work; superfast
broadband gives him an advantage
over competitors, even those in large
cities.
• John Bathke, a local realtor, got
his fiber connection two years ago;
prior to that he had DSL that was
slow and poor quality. Uploading
images to the real estate website is
much easier now. The morning we
met, he had uploaded 11 photos in
3 seconds – a job that would once
have taken an hour. He has seen
more folks from cities (Duluth, St

Paul, Minneapolis) look at the area
as housing becomes more pinched
back home. People want homes with
broadband, especially for vacation
homes. The week we spoke, John
had two ready buyers – one from
Canada, one from Missouri. Both
said their top needs were broadband
and electricity. Conversely, people
“on the wrong side of the lake” with
limited or no broadband are unable
to sell their houses.
• Most, but not all, Lake County
students have broadband at home.
Not even the mobile hotspots work
in some areas. However, the schools
have been able to move parent
communication online. They no
longer send paper notes, report cards
or warning notes home, savings
printing costs. More important,
parents get involved in students’
education in real time. Instead of
waiting until midterm to hear about
any issues, parents can (and do!)

check students’ work online when
intervention can be most helpful.
SIBLEY COUNTY
Sibley County has worked on
broadband in partnership with Renville
County and area towns for more than
10 years. Early on, they decided to
focus on fiber to the farm because,
despite the higher cost, they wanted
to ensure that everyone got access.
The original plan was to work with
the local governments, but they had
trouble reaching consensus with all
communities. That opened the door to
a new solution – a cooperative.
RS Fiber was born. In phase 1, the
10 cities committed to an $8.7 million
bond for an economic development
loan to the RS Fiber Cooperative to
construct the fiber backbone that
connects the cities and an FTTH
network in each community. In phase
2, which could begin in 2019, the 17
townships will be asked to lend $5
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million to the cooperative to begin
construction of a fiber-to-the-farm
network. The cooperative will make the
bond payments on behalf of the cities
and townships and borrow another $42
million from various bank sources to
construct and operate the network.
RS Fiber hired HBC to manage
the network buildout, operations and
marketing. It offers fixed wireless
services (50 Mbps down and 25 Mbps
up) to hold customers over until fiber is
available.
Knowing that access is only half
the battle, RS Fiber created a plan
to increase demand for and use of
broadband in the community. It offers
classes for the community, including
computer basics and more specialized
classes; computers for low-income
households; and an Innovation Center
with hotspots, broadcast technology
and a drone obstacle course. RS Fiber
also became a US Ignite community.
We met with representatives from
Sibley County at the Winthrop and
Gaylord courthouses. The group was
led by Mark Erickson, who has been
involved in the FTTH project in
the area. The network is still being
deployed, and digital inclusion efforts
are underway, so there’s a lot of
learning going on.
• A medical school is planning to open
in Gaylord in 2018. Easy access to
Minneapolis and St. Paul and the
rural location were selling points,
but broadband was a necessity. The
medical school is expected to have an
enrollment of 600 students. It will
add at least hundreds of professional
and support service jobs to Gaylord
and surrounding communities.
The Gaylord City Council and
the medical school owner plan to
work together to stimulate the local
economy as other businesses related
to medical education open offices
in Gaylord.
• Winthrop News, Winthrop’s local
newspaper, used to take 30 to 60
minutes to upload to the printer.
Often that connection timed out,
putting the paper in danger of
losing its printing time slot. Now
30
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it takes minutes to upload. Having
two people working online at the
same time used to be difficult. Now
the company is looking at building
a website and using live video. It
has started to use Facebook to reach
the 20–30-year-old demographic
that wasn’t reading the weekly
newspaper, and is working on
monetizing that effort.
The city of Winthrop is upping
its social media profile. It is active
on Facebook and created a mobile
app (Winthrop on the Go) to
promote the city. The app has been
downloaded more than 500 times,
including by many people from
outside the area. It’s a good tool to
promote tourism and recruit new
residents.
At least one happy grandma reports
that her grandson moved his
computer to her house for better
gaming. His family (which doesn’t
yet have fiber installed) doesn’t
mind, as having him off their
connection means better speeds for
the rest of them.
Access for farms was a goal for
Sibley County. Focusing only on
the higher-density cities and towns
would have been cheaper, but
farmers are using the fixed wireless
solution to monitor the fields at work
and the house when they’re away.
Families are moving into the areas
that have broadband. People have
seen more homes sold in areas with
fiber; some are snatched up from
Craiglist before they are formally
listed. As the mayor of Gibbon said,
“It’s good to hear kids playing ghost
in the graveyard again.”

CONCLUSIONS
These five communities provide
models for economic development and
community vitality in rural Minnesota.
By using advanced broadband networks
as a foundation, they are attracting
talented people and significant
investments. Community leadership
helped create these advanced networks,
and continued leadership will be
essential to making full use of internetbased technologies into the future.
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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These communities are well-positioned
to do so.
Some factors most important to
making broadband work – population
size (or density) and an engaged
provider – are out of the control of
communities. But Lake and Sibley
counties have proved that it is possible
to make broadband work without those
things. In both cases, two factors made
broadband possible – tenacious leaders
and public/community investment.
In Sibley County, community vision
helped attract a committed provider
partner that has been a key asset to the
project’s success.
For Lake County, the opportunity
to apply for federal funding
stimulated interest and action. County
commissioners had the courage to move
forward despite the risk. Their path has
been bumpy, but the commissioners
stand by their decision. Their vision,
leadership and tenacity have been
key to getting the network built. The
community benefits will come. This
is true in most hard-to-serve rural
places: Local leadership matters.
Most communities look to outside
parties for expertise on the technical
choices involved, but local community
champions are needed to drive the
vision and follow through.
In Sibley County, citizens stepped
up to create a cooperative. Many
tireless leaders stepped forward to drive
this approach and build the momentum
needed to move forward with public
funding.
Community leadership is
essential to maximize broadband use.
Improvement requires a concerted effort
throughout a community with the
fortitude to put in the time it takes.
The primary role of the provider
partner is to provide broadband that is
adequate today and will meet the needs
of tomorrow. A provider that makes
broadband an asset, not a deficiency,
is needed. An engaged provider is the
best-case scenario for a community in
need of better broadband. In three case
study communities, the provider took
the lead on broadband connectivity and
participated in community efforts to
increase use and sophistication of use.
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In Beltrami County, beyond
bringing GigaZone fiber network to the
region, Paul Bunyan Communications
participates in the local co-working
space and hosts an annual online
gaming championship. Paul Bunyan’s
CEO is chair of Greater Bemidji,
the local economic development
organization. In Crow Wing County,
CTC invested in equipping a
meeting room in the local economic
development office that can be used
for training and other meetings and
provided grants and technical assistance
to area schools. Its COO is on the board
of the Brainerd Lakes Development
Corporation. In Goodhue County,
HBC was active in getting Red Wing
Ignite started and with continuing
operating and project funding.
Lake and Sibley counties started
their own broadband organizations –
one a government enterprise and one
a broadband cooperative – when they

failed to find willing provider partners.
These investments in their future
required significant capital and human
commitment and were risky and
controversial among folks who doubted
the communities would benefit in the
long run. Perhaps in part because the
economic future of both community
and provider are so closely tied, both
new provider entities took active roles
in supporting community broadband
adoption efforts.
Community leadership is essential
to maximize the economic benefits
of broadband use. Four communities
set improved broadband services as
priorities, and two (Lake and Sibley)
made extraordinary local efforts to
achieve that goal. Beltrami has been
lucky to partner with a locally owned,
community-minded cooperative
provider that has been a national leader
in bringing world-class, gigabit-speed,
symmetrical fiber networks to hard-toserve rural areas.
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Finally, each community created
civic infrastructure to support this
long-term work; leaders meet regularly
at multiple levels to maximize the
economic benefits of broadband
investments. Examples include
economic development boards of all
types, chambers of commerce and
their committees, Blandin Broadband
Community steering committees,
and county commissioners and city
councils. v
Ann Treacy is the owner of Treacy
Information Services, which helps
businesses and nonprofits use the internet
to provide or gain access to information.
Bill Coleman is the owner of Community
Technology Associates, which helps
communities improve local broadband
networks and spur use of broadband for
economic development. Contact Ann at
atreacy@treacyinfo.com and Bill at bill@
communitytechnologyadvisors.com.
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Training for the ‘Gig Economy’
The internet has opened new possibilities for those who have difficulty finding
employment in the current economic environment. To tap into these opportunities,
economic development agencies must learn to think beyond traditional workplaces
and traditional jobs.
By Jessica Denson / Connected Nation

T

he traditional 9-to-5 job still exists, but
it’s becoming less and less common.
According to recent research from
economists at Harvard and Princeton, 94
percent of net job growth in the United States
over the last decade has been in the form of
“alternative work.” However, few groups are
training people for this type of employment.
“Ninety percent of jobs created since 2010 are
nontraditional jobs. These are freelance or what
are called gig-type positions. Many are online
and require specific skill sets that companies
need,” says Stu Johnson, vice president of Digital
Works, a training program that Connected
Nation operates. “Yet our educational and
workforce systems are not agile and adaptive
enough to train people for the needs specific to
today’s job market. Historically, people invested
in education they could amortize over a lifetime
career. The workforce of today requires a lifetime
of learning – the career someone has today might
not exist tomorrow, and tomorrow’s job likely
doesn’t even exist today.”
However, many communities, both urban
and rural, have been slow to respond to this
change because their economic developers
follow traditional economic growth strategies.
In other words, they’re focused solely on getting
companies to locate in their areas.
“The bottom line is that just building a
plant or improving a building so a business will
move to a town is not where the economy is
32
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going,” Johnson adds. “It’s hard for traditional
workforce groups to adapt to this new approach.
They need to understand that investing in
programs that can train residents to fill these
jobs, even if they are located elsewhere, means
they’ll be working from home or even an
internet-ready facility in their community and
contributing to their economic growth locally.”
FILLING THE JOBS OF THE FUTURE
Digital Works is one of the few training
programs tailored specifically to the gig
economy. Connected Nation, a nonprofit
that seeks to expand broadband to all people,
established the program when it noticed that
many urban and rural communities lacked
digital literacy training. As of early December
2017, Digital Works had placed 852 people in
jobs that required specific online-related training.
These jobs varied widely, ranging from
customer service to tech support, web design,
search engine optimization, bookkeeping, data
entry, claims processing, travel/hospitality,
title searching, transcription, telehealth and
teaching. Depending on the job content,
employers require applicants to have access to
broadband at various speeds, either at home or
in a co-working center. Even more important
than speed is reliability – employers typically
look for committed rates of broadband access
rather than “best efforts” service.
Digital Works training consists of a fourweek-long class that teaches digital literacy and
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

technical skills, employer-specified skill
sets, career planning and job readiness.
After participants graduate, Digital
Works provides them with long-term
mentorship and support as they move
forward and face the unique challenges
of the nontraditional workplace.
Digital Works partners with more
than 70 employers across the country
to understand what skill sets they need
from new employees. This enables staff
to tailor training to jobs that employers
need to fill, grow relationships with
employers and build a reputation for
providing important training that’s not
being done elsewhere.
FUNDING FOR TRAINING
The overall cost of training workers to
fill these jobs is much less than the cost
of traditional job creation, and workers
are often in the local workforce,
contributing to the tax base, within six
to eight weeks after beginning classes.
That’s why cities are increasingly
willing to fund such training.
In most cases, cities are the only
realistic sources of funding, though they
can sometimes supplement the costs
with foundation grants. Employers will
pay for specialized, advanced training
but not for training in basic online skills.
And alternative workforce training
programs don’t fit neatly into categories
eligible to access other educational and
job training funding streams.
Tammy Spring, who works in
Columbus, Ohio, trains and supports
others who lead Digital Works classes
across the country, from Michigan to
New Mexico. She says, “The hardship is
knowing that we have something that is
good and effective, but we can’t offer it
in a community unless there is funding.
If communities fund our program and
follow its guidelines, then the number
of people this can help is incredible.
The training can be used to provide
supplemental income if someone has a
short-term need, such as medical bills,
or it can lead to a full-time job. There
are so many opportunities for economic
growth when communities embrace
and fund it properly.”
“If we create just five to six jobs
a month, that’s more than 70 jobs
yearly, at about $4,000 per placement,”

Tammy Spring and Stu Johnson congratulate a Digital Works student completing his training in
Columbus, Ohio.

Johnson said. “But with each new
student committed to the program,
the cost per placement goes down. In
addition, many communities find other
ways to offset the cost.”
Newaygo, Michigan, is a great
example. The small town had a facility
in the downtown area that was internetready and mostly unused, and it
donated this toward a training program.
“The classes there are supported by
curriculum and training provided by
Digital Works, but the trainer’s salary
and the facility’s rent and maintenance
are handled directly by Newaygo,”
Johnson explains. “It gives the students
a place to attend the classes, a place to
apply for jobs and even a place to work
online, once they are employed.”
LOOKING FORWARD
TO 2018
Program staff are working on
developing one-week, intensive training
boot camps in Ohio. They are also
looking at new ways to serve overlooked
segments of the population, such as
those who have been incarcerated and
would have better chances of getting

Did you like this article? Subscribe
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jobs if they could work online. Another
such group is military spouses who may
have to move without warning and need
jobs they can perform from anywhere.
Single parents, veterans and active
military, individuals with differing
abilities or mobility challenges, retirees
who want or need to contribute to
the workforce again, and people who
are simply facing temporary financial
struggles all have special requirements
and could benefit from online training.
“We have a 100 percent placement
rate with those who stick to the
program. Some positions are easier to
fill than others, but our staff will not
quit until a graduate is placed,” Johnson
says. “We know that employers need
skilled workers but can’t find them, and
there are people who need a job but
can’t find them. We bridge that gap.” v
Jessica Denson is the communications
manager for Connected Nation. Reach
her at 502-341-2024 or jdenson@
connectednation.org to learn how to tap
into the potential of the growing online
and gig market.
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Building the Broadband Economy
An innovative program in eastern Kentucky teaches businesses to capitalize on
broadband access.
By Masha Zager and Hilda Legg / Broadband Communities

A

s many communities have learned,
broadband – even great broadband –
isn’t a panacea for economic woes.
Rather, it is a precondition for businesses and
communities to compete effectively in the
modern economy. Spinning that broadband
into gold requires considerable training and
effort; even with those inputs, the results may
be a long time in coming.
In eastern Kentucky, the collapse of the coal
industry, long a major employer, created severe
economic hardship. Though a successor to coal
hasn’t yet emerged, government agencies and
economic development organizations at all levels
are aware that the region needs to participate
more fully in the digital economy. Efforts are
underway to retrain miners and other displaced
workers as computer programmers and homebased call center agents.
In addition to jump-starting new industries,
local leaders aim to grow the region’s existing
businesses by helping them leverage the
internet. The Eastern Kentucky Concentrated
Employment Program (EKCEP), which serves 23
Appalachian counties with training, employment
and workforce development programs, has

Small businesses need technical assistance
to make informed decisions about using
e-commerce, social media and websites to
find new customers.
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pursued this strategy since receiving a grant from
the U.S. Economic Development Administration
(EDA) in 2015. (EKCEP’s Teleworks USA
program, which trains home-based workers, was
featured in the January-February 2016 issue of
Broadband Communities.)
LEARNING COMPANIES’ TRAINING
NEEDS
Ian Mooers, the economic and entrepreneur
liaison at EKCEP, used the EDA grant to set up
an internet and e-commerce training program
in six communities in EKCEP’s service area.
Beginning in spring 2016, he reached out to
54 companies in the retail and manufacturing
sectors. With help from Strategic Networks
Group (SNG), he surveyed about 15 of them to
find out how they currently used the internet
and compared that to national benchmarks
derived from SNG’s earlier studies.
Based on the survey respondents’ needs
and opportunities, EKCEP devised a program
that included workshops, one-on-one technical
assistance, website analysis, and training in
e-commerce and social media, conducted
mostly by the Kentucky Small Business
Development Center. Mooers says, “We’re
finding that all these small businesses really
need technical assistance to help them make
informed business decisions.”
PATHWAYS TO NEW MARKETS
EKCEP also brought in Advantage Kentucky
Alliance (AKA), a nonprofit funded through the
U.S. Department of Commerce manufacturing
extension partnership program, as a consultant.

|
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Daffodils Boutique uses social media to broaden its customer base.

AKA helped eight of the manufacturing
and engineering companies learn to use
the internet to research and approach
new markets so they could become less
dependent on coal and less centered
on eastern Kentucky. For example, an
engineering firm that had previously
specialized in the coal industry learned
to market its services to construction
firms and municipalities, and some
machine shops broadened their ranges
of products and services.
Scott Broughton, the center
director for AKA, explains that AKA’s
growth management program teaches
companies to identify potential
customers through a systematic
approach that involves searching the
internet for data about market size,
marketplace trends, competitors’ reviews
and other relevant information. He says,
“In the past, these companies didn’t
have that capability, and there was a lot
of guesswork. Now there’s a tool to help
them identify customer needs.”
Poor internet access can be a
stumbling block for companies trying
to get into new markets, Broughton
says. Another difficulty is that small
companies generally do not have full-

time staff dedicated to growing the
business. The burden of learning and
applying internet technology tends to
fall on business owners, who already
perform several different roles. (As
Broughton puts it, “The owner might
be on the shop floor, welding.”)
Still, if business owners recognize
that they need to find new markets and
are proactive about the effort, they can
usually succeed. “The program isn’t
just about growth but about changing
the culture to a culture of growth,”
Broughton says. He estimates that
eastern Kentucky businesses have hired
between 400 and 500 new employees
in the last year as a result of the
growth management program (not all
connected with the EKCEP grant).
CUMBERLAND MINE SERVICE
One participant in the AKA program
is Cumberland Mine Service, a familyowned business that builds facilities
to process mined materials into usable
minerals. Cumberland’s experience
illustrates both the promise and the
challenges of AKA’s approach. Coal
once accounted for 90 percent of
Cumberland’s business; today, nearly
90 percent is non-coal minerals such as
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phosphate, quartz and silica, and the
mines the company services are largely
out of state. Because its newer customers
are scattered around the United States,
Cumberland engineers start each
project by exchanging photographs and
drawings via the internet.
Cumberland struggled to get
adequate internet access – its service
used to go down for days at a time
and did not improve until the local
congressman intervened. But even with
the more reliable service it has now,
the company is frustrated in its efforts
to search for new customers on the
internet.
Craig Garland and Chris Garland,
Cumberland executives, describe the
AKA program as very useful and well
thought out but add, “We’d need a
pocketful of money to implement
it. … We wish we could do more
implementation, but we hardly have
people left to train.” The company
is less than half the size it was in the
heyday of coal, and the brothers feel
their situation is a classic Catch-22. But
they remain hopeful, saying, “You’ve
got to find your way through it on a
gradual basis.”
|
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EKCEP’s training on digital
marketing and social networks was
similarly challenging – “We haven’t
been able to get to it yet,” the Garland
brothers admit. But the program helped
them update their website (though it
could still use more “tweaking”), which
has led to more inquiries from potential
customers, and EKCEP also provided
training for one new hire. “It’s like
turning a big ship in the harbor,”
they say.
ONLINE BRANDING FOR
RETAILERS
EKCEP has had some success
teaching retail businesses about digital
marketing, social media and online
branding. According to Mooers,
participating companies have become
acutely aware that they need to be
visible online. They learn to use search
engine optimization and online ads
to drive customers to their websites
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or Facebook pages. Mooers says that
of 17 business owners at a branding
workshop, “every one came up to me
and said ‘Wow, we needed this.’”
One clothing retailer, Daffodils
Boutique, learned to use Facebook
Live and now broadcasts videos twice a
week, getting as many as 7,000 views.
The videos feature new products,
events, celebrity visits to the store and
even trade shows. When customers can
see and vote on new products at the
trade shows, Daffodils has a better idea
what to order. Business has boomed as
a result.
Kindra Horne-Baker, a principal
of the company, attended the EKCEP
workshops. “I learned a lot,” she says.
“They gave us a push.” Now she is
experimenting with other social media
in addition to Facebook, including
YouTube, Instagram and Pinterest,
with varying degrees of success. “That’s
where all our audience is,” she says.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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“Hopefully, in 2018 we can have an
e-commerce website.”
Even though individual business
owners feel they have much more to
learn and implement, the program as a
whole has exceeded its goals. EKCEP’s
grant originally called for creating 15
jobs. Though the program is not yet
completed, it has already saved 142
jobs and expects to create 25 new jobs.
Most important, it’s brought a changed
outlook to the program’s participants.
“They’re learning to leverage real-life
vibe into an online strategy,” Mooers
says. v
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband
Communities. You can reach her at
masha@bbcmag.com. Hilda Legg is a
consultant and an advocate for rural
broadband and economic development.
She is the vice chairman of Broadband
Communities. Reach her at hilda@
hildalegg.com.
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Why Fiber?
WELCOME TO THE BROADBAND AGE
This is the age of fiber optics.

T

he information and
communications revolution is
being brought to you by glass
– long, thin, pure strands
called optical fibers. So much data zips
around the world today in commerce,
education, entertainment and personal
communication that copper wires and
radio waves could carry only a tiny
fraction of it.
Because fiber optic cable has
so much capacity, it has for decades
formed the backbone of the internet,
cable TV networks, telephone

(including cellular) networks, private
business networks and even data center
networks. Without fiber optic cable,
none of these systems would be costeffective. Most would not work at all.
The final step – which is already in
progress – is to extend fiber optic cables
all the way to homes and businesses
and replace the old networks entirely.
Worldwide, network operators agree
that only fiber to the home, (FTTH,
also called fiber to the premises,
or FTTP), can meet the exploding
demand for bandwidth and deliver next-

generation services. The only debates
involve the speed of the transition.
In this publication, we explain how
this evolution is likely to happen and
how it affects communities, real estate
owners, businesses that use broadband,
businesses that supply broadband, and
providers of content and services over
broadband.
Along with the “how,” we explain
the “why” – why you need fiber
and what fast, reliable, affordable
broadband means to individuals,
businesses and communities.

One new service enabled by fiber networks is telemedicine, which can improve the health care available in smaller communities.
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Why Fiber?

At the Noblis Center for Applied High Performance Computing, the fiber network operated by
Danville, Virginia, enables always-on videoconferencing.

Fiber offers far more bandwidth,
reliability, flexibility and security and
a longer economic life than alternative
broadband technologies.
In terms of cost, FTTH is more
expensive to build in some cases and
less expensive in others, depending
mainly on what infrastructure is
already in place and what kind of
condition it’s in. Fiber is always less
expensive to maintain and operate.
Fiber is more sustainable. Fiber
networks use less electric power than
copper, can often be maintained
remotely and are made of glass (that is,
sand), not a mined and refined metal.
Consumers who subscribe to
FTTH rate it as the fastest, most
reliable broadband technology. They
appreciate that fiber networks can
deliver broadband services for medicine,
education, home-based businesses,
home automation, video and games.
Businesses value fiber connections,
too. For economic efficiency and for
redundancy, critical business systems
now operate at huge data centers – in
the “cloud” – rather than on local
computers. The speed, reliability and
security of fiber connections are what
make cloud services viable.
Soon, ubiquitous fiber will also
be needed to connect 5G wireless cell

sites, make possible near-universal
self-driving cars and securely connect
the internet of things – hundreds of
networked devices in every home and
throughout every community.
WHO HAS ACCESS TO FTTH?
In the United States, more than one in
four households have fiber connections
available, and about half of them
(roughly 16 million) subscribe to
FTTH services.
That’s less than the average for
the rest of the developed world. U.S.
broadband providers have finally begun
to catch up; 5 million homes are newly
passed and marketed to consumers
each year in North America. (A home
with a fiber connection available is said
to be “passed by fiber.”) The target is
moving, however. China has more than
100 million FTTH subscribers and
more than 700 million homes passed
by fiber, many in rural areas.
WHO IS BUILDING FTTH?
More than 1,100 entities (listed at
www.fiberville.com on the BroadBand
Communities website) provide FTTH
services in the United States today, and
most are small. Nearly all were in the
telecommunications business to begin
with – they are independent telephone
companies, franchised and private
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cable companies, local internet service
providers, wireless ISPs and cellular
providers.
In addition, new companies have
formed specifically to build fiber optic
infrastructures. Other nontraditional
providers include cooperative
electric utilities, property developers,
technology companies, municipalities
and public-private partnerships.
Though small providers outnumber
the large ones, the major telephone
companies still account for about half
of new FTTH connections and the
majority of the existing connections
in the United States. Verizon, which
started offering services on its Fios
network in 2005, was the first major
company to deploy fiber to the home
and now accounts for close to 6 millon
FTTH connections. In addition, it
transferred about 1.7 million Fios
customers to Frontier when it sold its
residential assets in 17 states. AT&T,
which has ramped up its FTTH build
in the last several years, now has about
2 million customers. CenturyLink
has some FTTH available in 11 U.S.
metropolitan areas.
The large franchise cable
companies have also experimented with
fiber to the home, especially in new
communities. Their pace quickened
in 2015. As the demand for gigabit
services grows, they have begun to
build FTTH on a larger scale, usually
by melding it into their existing
networks, which have always been fiber
from their local and regional hubs up to
local nodes.
Existing telecom providers build
FTTH as part of their normal upgrade
cycles, to meet customers’ bandwidth
demands. However, nontraditional
providers have more specific reasons
to deploy fiber. For example, property
developers can enhance the value of
their real estate by putting fiber into
new properties or upgrading existing
properties.
Local governments, electric
co-ops and other community-based
organizations are attracted to FTTH
because it positions their communities
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for tomorrow’s jobs and economic
growth. There are now more than 220
municipally owned or public-private
fiber networks, and hundreds of other
communities are studying whether to
build such networks. There are also
about a dozen FTTH networks built
by Native American tribal authorities.
Some community networks serve only
businesses; most serve households
as well.
Finally, new types of entities are
poised to enter the FTTH market. For
example, investor-owned utilities, some
of which are already deploying fiber for
smart grids and leasing dark fiber to
carriers, could easily extend their fiber
to homes and businesses.
FTTH IS THE ONLY
UNLIMITED BROADBAND
TECHNOLOGY
In most areas, fiber already extends
well beyond the backbone. That’s why
all types of broadband service have
improved recently. Cable providers
typically build fiber into neighborhoods
and then use coaxial cable for the
last 100 to 2,000 feet. Many phone
companies build fiber to within a
few thousand feet of homes and use
copper wire with some variant of DSL
(these days, often VDSL2) to deliver
broadband. For in-building use and
very short copper runs from existing
fiber, a new DSL technology called
G.fast is available.
In rural areas, fixed wireless
broadband is common. A new wireless
technology, 5G, is poised for large-scale
deployment, starting around 2020, for
both fixed and mobile use. The industry
envisions 25 million “micro-cell” sites,
typically attached to telephone poles
and each serving as many as 10 or 12
households. Each micro-cell will be
connected to fiber.
Another new option is to extend
fiber with millimeter-wave, point-topoint wireless connections, which can
help deliver broadband to especially
difficult-to-serve neighborhoods. These
links are designed in such a way that
they can be replaced with fiber over
time.

Despite many recent advances,
the copper and wireless “last miles”
to customer premises still have
inherently limited capacity. Tweaking
more bandwidth from them becomes
increasingly difficult and expensive as
time goes on. This isn’t true of optical
fiber, whose capacity is effectively
unlimited.
The technologies for transmitting
data over fiber are well understood,
and the upgrade path for the electronic
components that send and receive
signals has been defined for years into
the future. If anything, increasing fiber
bandwidth will become less expensive
rather than more expensive.
The latest FTTH technologies,
such as NG-PON2, allow the same
infrastructure to serve multiple
providers or multiple separate networks
(residential, enterprise and wireless) of
a single provider. Each network can
have its own wavelength (color) of light,
and the different wavelengths share
the same fiber strands. Software can
be used to reconfigure the networks to
meet special demands, such as game
days at a big stadium. An NFL stadium,
for instance, may have 4,000 cell sites
to serve patrons who stream the game
they are watching. But why pay for the
connections when the stadium is empty?
THE PAYOFF
FTTH providers enjoy much greater
revenue than traditional broadband
providers. FTTH subscribers today
typically spend 30 to 40 percent
more per month than DSL or cable
subscribers – not because basic services
are more expensive (they aren’t) but
because more and better premium
services are available.
For example, ultra-high-definition
video communications are challenging
to implement well over any medium
but fiber. Taking pay-TV services on
the road (true TV Everywhere) requires
high upstream bandwidth at home.
On average, FTTH offers three
times the upstream bandwidth
of its closest competitor. Home
energy management services, home
security, home education and medical

monitoring services all benefit from
fiber’s high reliability.
In general, access to utilities makes
private property more valuable, and
now broadband over FTTH is the
utility that owners and renters especially
value. Fiber connections make homes
easier to sell and to rent – in fact,
according to recent surveys of residents
by RVA LLC and analyses of actual real
estate prices by the Fiber Broadband
Association, buyers of houses and
condominiums are willing to pay a 3
percent premium for a fiber-connected
home, and renters are willing to pay an
8 percent premium. Fiber-passed homes
also sell and rent faster, on average.
Renters and buyers both know
that with fiber, they can get the most
attractive services available on the
market today – and that if an exciting
new service is introduced in a few years,
they’ll be prepared for that as well.
In addition, working from home –
either as a telecommuting employee or a
home-based entrepreneur – is far easier
with FTTH than with other types of
broadband connections. A 2010 study
showed that entrepreneurs were a third
more likely to start a home-based
business if they had FTTH than if they
had cable or DSL, and current data
indicates that’s still true. That’s an extra
$40 to $50 billion a year added to the
U.S. economy.
FTTH communities have
advantages in attracting everything
from advanced manufacturing to
contact centers to data centers.
Today, fiber is often a non-negotiable
requirement – Amazon’s recent RFP for
a new headquarters stated, “Ensuring
optimal fiber connectivity is paramount
at our HQ2 location.” In addition,
FTTH communities can nurture
the tech startups and home-based
businesses that will provide tomorrow’s
jobs. They can provide better education
and health care for residents, deliver
government services more efficiently
and engage citizens in government.
In these pages you’ll see the
advantages of ultra-broadband,
especially broadband based on fiber to
the home. v
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Broadband and Bandwidth
An explanation of broadband terms
Q: What is bandwidth? And, by the way, what’s a
gigabit?
A: In a network, bandwidth (what engineers call bitrate) is
the ability to carry information. The more bandwidth a
network has, the more bits of information it can carry
in a given amount of time. (Each “bit” is a 0 or a 1 –
the smallest unit of information.) Networks that have
high bandwidth tend to be more reliable because fewer
bottlenecks disturb the flow of information and because
the information flows through the network in less time,
reducing the chance a disturbance will happen during
the trip. These days, many fiber networks are designed
to provide a gigabit (one billion bits) per second to users
who need it. In fact, some 2 gigabit per second (2 Gbps)
and 10 Gbps systems have been deployed. In a 1 Gbps
network, a two-hour video can be downloaded in as little
as 16 seconds, and the images will be perfect.

watch video on several screens at once; in addition,
video formats are becoming more bandwidth-intensive.
So-called 3D immersive HDTV – already used in
some academic and industrial settings for telepresence
– requires between 50 Mbps and 300 Mbps. 4K video,
sometimes called Ultra HD, requires 16 to 32 Mbps even
with the best compression technology, depending on how
fast the screen action is and how much of the screen is
taken up by fast-moving objects.
Virtual-reality (VR) video is now readily available
for movies, games and even news reports. VR adds
visual information to each frame, making possible
multiple alternative views, and thus can vastly increase
file sizes and bandwidth requirements. Consumers
can easily create VR clips with “360-degree” cameras
that cost $300 or less and view them on phone screens
attached to simple headpieces – one style, from Google,
is made of cardboard. But VR also requires very tight
synchronization between the sound and the images. If
they are slightly off, users can be nauseated.

Mbps

Q: How much bandwidth – or information delivered
by bandwidth – do people need?
A: The amount of bandwidth we need grows every year.
Worldwide internet traffic roughly
doubles every two years and
has increased even faster lately
because of smartphone use. Much
DSL Bandwidth Declines with Distance
of the growth has been for video
from Fiber Node
– traditional pay TV, over-the600
top or internet-based video, and
video communications. By the
VDSL2
500
end of 2013, network equipment
vendor Cisco noted that traffic
VDSL2, Vectoring
had reached levels not expected
400
G.fast, Vectoring
until 2020 – seven years ahead of
schedule. Traffic has continued to
300
increase since then.
Video requires not only
200
extra bandwidth but also extra
reliability. The smallest delay
100
in data transmission can result
in distorted views. People now
0
0
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The bandwidth of a DSL signal declines with distance from the fiber node. VDSL2+, the most advanced form of DSL in general use, can deliver about
30 Mbps download speed at 3,000 feet, depending on the quality of the copper. Vectoring and bonding (combining the VDSL signals among multiple
copper wires) can increase the speed. G.fast, a new technology, can reach 500 Mbps for 100 to 200 feet when copper is high quality, dropping to 325
Mbps download speed and 325 Mbps upload at 150 feet. VDSL has very poor upload speeds (typically a fifth of download speed), but G.fast achieves
symmetrical speeds by adding a sophisticated transmitter at the customer end. The extra electronics are a new point of possible failure, of course.
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278 EXABYTES

Monthly global internet traffic,
2021 (3x current)

51%

2016 growth in peak-hour data
traffic

Q: Is video the only driver of bandwidth demand?
A: Bandwidth requirements for many kinds of data are
exploding. For example, think about uploading photos to
a cloud storage facility such as iCloud. Digital cameras
create larger and larger images; 30 megabyte images are
not uncommon, and some digital cameras produce 100
megabytes per image. Amateur HD video cameras create
about 10 gigabytes per hour of video – the equivalent of
300 of those 30 MB still images. The fastest specialized
cameras for filming explosions and movie special effects
can create up to 300 terabits (300,000 megabits)
per second.
Self-driving vehicles will exchange data with nearby
cars and the internet through roadside micro-cell access
points (rather than directly with each other) at about a
gigabit per second per car – dwarfing today’s video volume.
Voice-activated searches on Siri, Google Search and
Cortana take more bandwidth than text searches, and
they require near-perfect transmission to be decoded
by supercomputers at data centers (no, Siri doesn’t live
on your phone). As voice search becomes the norm,
upstream bandwidth is being saturated quickly.
In health care, the medical images produced by
equipment such as CT scanners are easily a hundred
times larger than camera images. A 2D mammogram
image is about 20 megabytes; the newer 3D
mammograms average 500 MB but can reach 3 GB.
Business and science have entered the era of bigdata applications that collect and analyze data on
massive scales. Today’s big-data applications range from
consumer pricing models to particle physics to control
of electrical grids. Big data doesn’t work without big
bandwidth. A single DNA sequencer produces enough
data to monopolize a 5 Gbps connection.

Q: What’s the difference between upstream and
downstream bandwidth, and why is it important?
A: Downstream bandwidth gets the most attention because
most users need more downstream bandwidth than
upstream – especially for video entertainment. But
emerging consumer uses, such as voice-activated search
and dictation, home video uploads, cloud storage, distance
learning, video communication and telemedicine, may
require as much upstream bandwidth as downstream.
Small businesses, often home-based, often need upstream
bandwidth as well – consider a wedding photographer
sending proofs by email to clients. Businesses now often
copy all their working data files upstream to a remote
computer center for safekeeping.
Fiber is far better able to support upstream
bandwidth than any other medium.

33%

63%

Cellphone share of worldwide
internet traffic, 2021

Q: Can’t copper carry high bandwidth?
A: Copper can support high bandwidth for only a few
hundred yards – the length of two or three football
fields. The longer a signal travels on copper, the lower the
bandwidth is. That’s true for even the newest copperbased technologies. Vectored DSL allows 50 Mbps
downstream for as far as 1,800 feet under ideal conditions,
though it won’t work on very old copper wiring, it limits
upstream bandwidth and it requires expensive electronics.
G.fast starts out with high bandwidth over very short
distances, but older DSL technologies catch up within
1,000 feet. Under ideal conditions with vectoring
(crosstalk cancellation between individual copper strands)
and bonding (simultaneous use of more than one pair of
copper wires), G.fast can provide 500 Mbps bandwidth in
each direction up to 300 feet (and sometimes a bit more)
from a fiber node – at least in the lab.

All wireless devices share of
worldwide internet traffic, 2021
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Broadband and Bandwidth

G.fast has an important role: In multiple-dwellingunit (MDU) buildings that have existing good copper
wiring, G.fast can meet today’s bandwidth needs, but it
requires bringing fiber very close to customer premises and
is still limited in comparison with true fiber to the home.
Optical fiber is unique in that it can carry highbandwidth signals over enormous distances. Fiber uses
laser light to carry signals. Under some circumstances,
a signal can travel 60 kilometers (36 miles) over fiber
without degrading enough to keep it from being received.
The international minimum standard is 20 kilometers
(12 miles).
Q: What about wireless? I’m hearing about trials of
gigabit LTE, and the emerging 5G systems will
provide 3 Gbps or more.

A: That’s the potential bandwidth shared by all users
connected to an access point. A wireless user might get
high speeds for a moment or two if no one else is around,
but average wireless speeds, even for 4G, are similar to
those for DSL. 5G wireless will perform better because it
accesses more radio spectrum and because each tiny cell
site will typically service only 10 households.
However, even 5G is not a substitute for fiber. All
wireless broadband technologies depend on fiber to move
information to and from cell sites. Even so, each antenna
can support only a finite number of cellular signals.
Cellular data traffic grew 4,000-fold from 2005 to 2015
and will grow another eightfold to 10-fold by 2020.
Cellular providers severely limit wireless data
use, encouraging or forcing customers to use Wi-Fi
connections instead of cellular networks for data. (Some

The Light Fantastic

A

ll modern communications systems are based on
fiber optic cable – hair-thin (or thinner) strands of
glass that carry information by transmitting pulses
of light, which are usually created by lasers. The
pulses are turned on and off very, very quickly. A single fiber
can carry multiple streams of information at the same time
over different wavelengths, or colors, of light.
Fiber has many advantages over copper, whether that
copper is in the form of wire or coaxial cable.
•

•

•

•

•

Fiber is great for rural areas. Signals travel long
distances inside fiber cable without degradation or need
for refreshing – 40 miles or more in many real-world
networks and 65 miles or more in some.
Fiber is easy to deploy. Thin fibers can be packaged
in a cable or a narrow ribbon or inside a hollow plastic
microduct less than 1/8 inch in diameter. Fiber cable can
be hidden easily on the surfaces of walls in old buildings.
There are even hair-thin fiber products that can be
attached to walls with adhesive tape and painted over.
Fiber is permanent. Once installed, fiber is upgraded
by changing the electronics that create and receive the
light pulses, not by replacing the cable itself.
Fiber is rugged and weatherproof. Unlike copper,
it does not corrode, is not easily affected by water and
generates no heat. Lightning doesn’t damage it. Nothing
hurts it except a physical cut.
Fiber networks cost less to operate than copper.
The most common FTTH network technology, GPON,

•

uses no electronics – and therefore no power – between
the provider’s central office and the customer premises.
Even optical networks that require electronics in the
field use far less power than copper networks do. Glass is
easily made from sand, an abundant resource.
All-fiber networks are far more reliable than
copper. Surveys by market researcher Michael Render
of RVA LLC show that a typical DSL modem has to be
reset by a user about once a week. For fiber, it is once a
month or less. This is critical for telemedicine and for
distance learning, but it is also important for businesses.
We have all sought to pay for an item by credit card
only to find that the card reader is not working. This is
usually because the DSL or cable modem connection has
been lost. A few lost sales per month can cost a retailer
more than the monthly fee for the connection!

INCHING TOWARD FTTH
Why doesn’t everyone have FTTH? The reasons are historical
– copper networks were built first. When last-mile copper is
in good condition, network operators try to avoid replacing it.
There are many, many ways they can improve its bandwidth
and reliability until replacing all the old copper with new fiber
is practical. However, these technologies are not as reliable
as FTTH and generally do not offer as much bandwidth. So
consumers should understand that what they are getting is
not as good.
DSL. One strategy already mentioned is bringing fiber
close to users – sometimes called FTTN, for fiber to the
neighborhood or fiber to the node – and using some version of
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wireless providers are experimenting with unlimited data
plans, but they generally end up canceling heavy users.)
Wi-Fi connections, in turn, work best when they can
quickly offload data to a fiber network. A typical cellular
data plan allows 3 to 5 gigabytes per month. Use your
phone to view video, and you quickly run over the limit.
Over a gigabit fiber line, 5 gigabytes would take just 40
to 50 seconds to download! So a typical phone’s monthly
data limit is 1 minute of peak usage on an FTTH
connection.
Point-to-point wireless links, typically using
millimeter-wave antennas to extend fiber networks,
can provide high data rates. (There’s a slight penalty in
reliability, however.) This kind of wireless is not cellular.
Each user gets much of the total bandwidth potential of
the transmission link as long as the wireless link can be

DSL. In all versions of DSL, the light pulses from the fiber are
converted into an electrical signal and sent via copper to the
user. The bandwidth the user gets depends on the type of DSL
used, the number of customers sharing the same copper line,
and the distance between the user and the conversion point.
Best results are obtained when that distance is 3,000 feet (.9
km) or less; beyond a mile, DSL service is extremely slow.
Fiber extended to the basement of an MDU building is
called FTTB, for fiber to the basement (or building). If fiber
comes to the curb or backyard of nearby homes, it may be
called fiber to the curb or cabinet, or FTTC for short. It may
also be called fiber to the distribution point, depending on the
conversion technology used.
When fiber is within 300 to 500 feet (100 to less than
200 meters) of homes, the newest DSL technology, G.fast,
can provide fiber-like speeds. The electronics can be expensive
and tough to maintain, but G.fast saves the cost of replacing
the last few feet of copper with fiber.
Cable. Most cable TV companies use hybrid fiber-coax
(HFC) networks. In a typical HFC system, fiber runs to a
neighborhood node (often called a DOCSIS node, for Data
Over Cable Service Interface Specification). Coaxial cable
from the node serves between 100 and 500 users. In recent
years, cable companies have been splitting fiber nodes and
pushing fiber deeper into networks to increase bandwidth.
Ethernet. MDU service providers often bring fiber as
far as each floor of a high-rise building and then deliver fiber
to individual units over an Ethernet LAN, using Cat 5E or
Cat 6 copper cable. Ethernet LANs can also be used in singlefamily neightborhoods, but they rarely are. Ethernet LANs
can extend about 300 feet and provide gigabit service.
Wireless. There are two ways wireless can combine with
fiber. One, sometimes called hybrid fiber-wireless (HFW),
attaches millimeter-wave wireless to a fiber node to exchange
signals with user premises up to two miles away. HFW has

connected easily to fiber. Increasing the user density in
a point-to-point wireless system makes the links shorter
and thus more reliable. This is exactly the opposite of
cellular, in which higher densities mean that more people
must share each cell site. Once bandwidth needs require
an upgrade to fiber, the wireless link can often remain in
place as a backup.
Q: What makes fiber “future proof”?
A: The equipment used to send light signals over optical
fiber keeps getting better. So equipping an existing
fiber network with new software and electronics,
and with lasers that pulse light faster, or lasers that
use different wavelengths of light, can vastly increase
available bandwidth without changing the fiber itself.
New electronics are very inexpensive compared with

been available for several years and is used to serve areas –
often a few buildings – in a network that uses mainly fiber. In
San Francisco, for instance, it is used to serve large apartment
buildings and commercial spaces. In Boston, it is often used
to serve clusters of small frame buildings with three to six
dwelling units in each.
An emerging wireless technology that will partner
with fiber is 5G cellular. The vision is that 5G microcells, perhaps 25 million in the United States alone, will
supplement pure fiber connections that already exist and
create new connections – especially in rural areas – where
each micro-cell will serve five to 10 residences. 5G can use
multiple radio bands from 600 MHz (similar to broadcast
television) to 35GHz (in the millimeter-wave region of the
radio spectrum). This should make 5G service reliable in
bad weather and allow it to offer enough bandwidth and low
latency (reaction time) to accommodate household needs and
the needs of driverless vehicles. But all the micro-cells have to
be connected to fiber strands to work well.
FTTH TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT STAND STILL
The first fiber deployed in volume to homes about 20 years
ago used technologies called EPON and BPON and typically
supplied 600 megabits per second to be shared by as many
as 64 customers. Today, the norm in the United States is 2.4
Gbps shared by 8 or 16 customers.
The emerging technology, NG-PON2, offers up to 80
Gbps divided among multiple customers. It allows multiple
carriers to seamlessly share the same network and allows
the network to automatically reconfigure to meet customer
demands. It can connect to 5G wireless small cells and G.fast
fiber distribution points as well as to homes and businesses.
Yet it runs on fiber that might be 20 years old or more,
sometimes supplemented by copper that is even older. The
Light Fantastic!
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Broadband and Bandwidth

the original cost of laying the original fiber. At the
customer end, a system can be designed so that customers
can simply pull an old unit out and plug a new one
in. Therefore, once fiber has been deployed, network
operators can keep increasing bandwidth as needed at
very little cost.
Q: How long has fiber optic technology been in use?
A: Fiber optic cable has been used for almost 40 years to
carry communications traffic from city to city and from
country to country. Almost every country has some fiber
optic cable, delivering services reliably and inexpensively.
The first time fiber delivered a signal directly to a home
(in Hunter’s Creek, Florida) was more than 30 years ago.
Q: All providers seem to claim they have fiber or
“fiber-rich” networks. What’s different about fiber
to the home?
A: Don’t be fooled! It is true that most cable, DSL and 4G

wireless networks use some fiber. 5G fixed and mobile
wireless networks will use an enormous amount of fiber
because each small cell will need to be fiber-connected.
However, this approach requires expensive, difficultto-maintain electronics at the point where fiber meets
copper or at the wireless antenna. These electronic
devices use a great deal of power and are quite sensitive
to lightning strikes. Even the cost of bringing electric
power to them can be huge, depending on where they
are located. The available bandwidth is far less than in an
all-fiber network. And most of these halfway approaches
do not allow symmetrical bandwidth – cable and DSL
systems generally can’t upload information as fast as they
can download it.
Q: Isn’t a network with some fiber good enough?
A: It may be fine to send emails, download songs or share
family photos. If you want to log on to the corporate
LAN from home and work effectively or run a home-

Telehealth

F

iber has long been the
technology of choice for
in-hospital networks and for
the consultations between
local clinics and off-site specialists that
improve the standard of health care
outside major metropolitan areas.
In addition, telehealth is making
its way into homes and offices. Reliable,
high-speed internet connections,
combined with secure video
conferencing systems and networked
health monitoring devices, allow patients
to receive health care services from
home or from the workplace. Today,
Wi-Fi hotspots and expanding fast
cellular service supplement fiber to bring
emergency medicine to many more.
Until recently, regulatory
and insurance restrictions limited
the opportunities for home-based
telehealth. But use is now expanding,
in part because reliable fiber broadband
is more available and in part because of
new products aimed at the young and
the well-off.

As of summer 2017, 35 states and
the District of Columbia require private
insurers to cover telehealth, although
not always to the extent they cover
in-person services. Medicare covers
some costs in areas (especially rural)
that don’t have easy access to caregivers,
and Medicaid coverage is available in
48 states plus the District of Columbia.
At press time, the Medicare Telehealth
Parity Act of 2017 and several other
telehealth bills with bipartisan support
were pending in Congress.
The Federal Communications
Commission has $400 million in
annual Healthcare Connect funding to
subsidize broadband service for rural
healthcare facilities. It also pays up to
65 percent of project facilities costs.
The Rural Utilities Service has about
$30 million available each year for
telemedicine and educational facilities
grants, but they cannot be used to cover
local matches for Healthcare Connect.
They are targeted to areas that already
have broadband service, and they cover
equipment and training.
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TELEHEALTH IN ACTION
Following are some examples of how
telehealth is being used:
•

•

•

The Cleveland Clinic, a leading
U.S. health care provider, operates
a nationwide virtual urgent-care
clinic called Express Care Online.
A patient can call in from any
smartphone, tablet or computer
and have a secure video call with
a clinician, with or without an
appointment. In most patients’
states, the clinician can provide a
prescription if appropriate.
Children’s Mercy Hospital
in Kansas City conducts 200
telemedicine evaluations a month –
about 10 percent of its total.
Doctors in 23 specialties can see
patients via telemedicine, and
Mercy’s radiology and cardiology
departments help diagnose and
monitor children at smaller
hospitals that could not justify the
cost of hiring a specialist.
Thomas Jefferson University and
Health System in Philadelphia
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based business, you’ll need more. If multiple people in
your household use the internet at the same time, you’ll
need more. And what about uploading a high-def video
of your child’s football game or sitting down to dinner
virtually with family members a thousand miles away?
Q: With cable, DSL and wireless, there’s often a gap
between advertised and actual bandwidth. Is that
true for fiber?
A: No. Cable, DSL and wireless networks are often heavily
oversubscribed – that is, providers promise users more
than the total amount of available bandwidth because they
know not all users are going full throttle most of the time.
As a result, networks slow down during periods of heavy
use, such as when teenagers come home from school.
Copper networks are also subject to speed degradation
when wiring condition is poor. Fiber has enough
bandwidth and reliability that providers can guarantee
high speeds with little or no oversubscription. If a fiber

•

•

has invested more than $20
million in telehealth. Its virtual
emergency room, JeffConnect,
connects patients with doctors 24
hours a day to deliver care and
consultation by video conferencing
through phone, tablet or computer.
The Centerstone Research
Institute, a nationwide behavioral
health provider headquartered
in Nashville, runs a telehealth
program, Coaction Health, for
health care “superutilizers.”
Coaction Health provides
broadband connections and
intensive broadband-based
monitoring for clients whose
multiple physical and mental
health problems make them very
expensive to treat. Clinicians
conduct daily assessments of each
client, and sensors in clients’
homes alert clinicians to the
need for additional interventions
(for example, if a client has not
gotten out of bed). By reducing
unnecessary hospital visits and by
getting clients to the hospital in
a timely fashion when they are in
need of care, the program greatly
reduces the costs of their care.
University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences (UAMS) and the Arkansas

•

network is designed properly, users will always get the
speeds that are advertised – or better.
Q: My cable company says it can deliver fiber all the
way to my home. Is this possible?
A: Yes, using any of several methods, including a new
technology called DOCSIS 3.1, which can work well
with fiber. However, DOCSIS (whether 3.1 or earlier
versions) limits upstream data bandwidth – and in some
cases, downstream bandwidth, too – even if there is fiber
all the way to the home. This is because their systems
have generally been designed to carry video one way,
down to a subscriber’s home.
At the same time, some cable companies are
beginning to install true fiber to the home, replacing
DOCSIS with technology such as GPON, EPON or
active Ethernet, that allows symmetrical gigabit services.
It’s confusing – and that’s why consumers need to find
out exactly what a cable company is offering. v

Trauma Communications Center
can examine an injured patient
by video and direct treatment and
follow-up for the injury at the
nearest hospital. This saves medical
evacuation flights that can cost
upward of $30,000 each. UAMS
also runs a telestroke program
called AR SAVES, which offers
life-saving consultations for stroke
victims in 53 hospitals. As a result
of the program, 33 percent of
stroke victims in those hospitals
now receive clot-busting drugs,
compared with 1 percent earlier.
NewCourtland, a senior services
provider in Philadelphia, has
operated its LIFE telehealth
program, modeled on the
Medicare/Medicaid Program of
All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly
(PACE) initiative, since 2007.
PACE serves individuals age 55
or older who are certified to need
nursing home care, are able to
live safely in the community with
supportive services and reside in
a PACE service area. In the LIFE
program, remote monitoring
helps substitute a $125 per month
technology cost per person
for $225-plus per day (usually

•

more) in nursing home costs. By
employing remote monitoring
over broadband, NewCourtland’s
pilot project enabled 33 residents
to move safely from traditional
nursing home care to less restrictive
environments, realizing an annual
savings of more than $1.8 million.
A U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs review of its home
telehealth program found a 25
percent reduction in the average
number of days hospitalized
and a 19 percent reduction in
hospitalizations for patients using
home telehealth. Fiber providers,
whose networks rarely suffer
outages, have a huge advantage in
supporting programs like these.

The future of telehealth looks
even better as active young adults get
used to monitoring their waking and
sleeping hours with sensors on smart
watches tethered to home Wi-Fi.
Large computing firms, most notably
IBM with its Watson supercomputer
technology, are rolling out services
to monitor and interpret such data
automatically for physicians who
care for those with chronic medical
problems. Apple and other marketers of
“fitness” watches aim to do the same. v
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Why We’ll Always
Need More Bandwidth

I

n a century of telephone
communications, the bandwidth
on voice channels changed very
little. But for the past 25 years.
internet bandwidth needs have grown
exponentially. Cisco Systems estimates
that global internet traffic in 2020 will
be equivalent to 95 times the volume of
the entire global internet in 2005.
As late as 1988, the national
internet backbone was a single T1
trunk line – that is, 1.5 Mbps. In
1992, global internet networks carried
approximately 100 gigabytes of traffic
per day. Ten years later, in 2002,
global Internet traffic amounted to 100
gigabytes per second. In 2015, global
Internet traffic reached more than
20,000 gigabytes per second! By 2020,
the gigabyte equivalent of all movies
ever made will cross the global internet
every 2 minutes. Monthly worldwide IP
traffic will reach 25 gigabytes per capita
by 2020, up from 10 gigabytes per
capita in 2015.
Naysayers say the boom is about
over because humans can only absorb
so much video, and video is responsible
for at least 60 percent of all internet
traffic (either on the web, by direct
streaming, or through file sharing). In
fact, the boom has just gotten started.
Bandwidth needed for self-driving
vehicles to communicate among
themselves will be greater than the
bandwidth needed for video – a gigabit
per second for each of the 20 million
vehicles on U.S. roads at any one time.
That number doubles during rush
hours, so the peak could be three times
higher than today’s residential demand
peak – and residential demand will
continue to grow too, thanks to the
internet of things, more viewing devices
and so forth.

On the internet, bandwidth drives
innovation, and innovation drives
bandwidth demand. Sure, increased
bandwidth lets us send email faster,
but bandwidth’s real value is that it lets
us do entirely new things. In the past
decade, internet video evolved from a
novelty to the standard way of accessing
news, information and entertainment.
New internet-connected devices
emerged – always-on smartphones and
tablets that keep us connected with
the world full-time, smart TVs (and
TV-connected devices such as Fire TV
Sticks and Chromecasts), home security
devices and thermostats that broadcast
alerts and video images to our phones,
smart watches and fitness trackers that

save our workout information in the
cloud. Phones and computers magically
respond to voice commands, aided by
internet connections to supercomputers.
About 1 billion people now have
access to the cloud. Consumers and
businesses store data, run programs
and access computing power in the
cloud. Most new computers, tablets
and smartphones come with free cloud
storage – the default storage location
setting for Microsoft Office is now in
the cloud. Most users no longer know or
care exactly where their files are located
or their programs are running. All they
need is fast, reliable internet access.
Families stay in touch via social
media and video calls – Facebook,

The bandwidth demand from connected cars will exceed the demand for internet video.
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The Networked Future
Innovation will continue, bandwidth needs will keep growing – and only fiber to the home, with its superior
reliability and vastly superior upstream capacity, will be able to keep delivering the goods. Here are a few new
applications emerging today:
•

•
•
•
•

Virtual reality and ultra-high-definition video with
four times the pixels of conventional HD. (With
the new home video cameras that can shoot in
4K format, the demand among video enthusiasts
is becoming as great for upstream bandwidth as
for downstream.)
Videos and games created in virtual-reality formats,
including 3D virtual reality
Self-driving vehicles
Smart utiity grids and other internet-of-things
applications
Seamless audio control and voice recognition

Skype and Twitter have become
household words. Businesses use video
communication whose quality is good
enough to bring the illusion of “being
there” to teleconferencing. It’s called
telepresence. High-definition video
communication has even reached
the home market; telecommuting
workers can send telepresence robots
in their offices to sit in for them at
meetings while they participate via
their home TVs.
Today, virtual doctor visits save
trips to the doctor’s office or emergency
room if people don’t need to be seen in
person. A BroadBand Communities
editor recently participated in a
video conference between a relative,
her in-home physical therapist and
cardiologists at two different hospitals.
The therapist used a mobile app to live
stream the physical therapy session.
Taking classes from home or
dormitory has become routine for
many. MOOCs, or massive open online
courses, give anyone and everyone a
taste of what the country’s leading
universities have to offer. The most
popular MOOC platform, Coursera,
boasts more than 26 million users
enrolled in 2,500-plus courses from 29
countries and 160 institutions – and
Coursera accounts for considerably less

•
•
•

capability for all digital devices – the devices get
their smarts from remote computing centers.
E-jamming and rehearsal applications for musicians
and music teachers, requiring perfect synching of
multiple remote audio streams
Remote operation of complex equipment, such
as medical robots, electron microscopes, radio
telescopes and even nuclear power plants
Interactive classes in which students not only watch
their professors but also participate in real-time,
video-based discussions.

than half of such online activity.
Millions of devices have begun
communicating on the internet without
user intervention. Both home appliances
and industrial equipment, for example,
can send maintenance alerts when they
are not working properly.
Telecommuting and home-based
businesses are on the rise. A quarter of
owners of home-based businesses say

they could not operate without fiber
to the home, and telecommuters say
their employers would be less likely to
let them work from home without fast,
reliable fiber broadband. There appears
to be a pent-up demand for working
from home at least part-time – in a
recent survey of federal employees,
93 percent said they valued the option
to telecommute. v

1 second

A million minutes of video will stream on the
internet each second in 2021

196 FIBER STRANDS

each thinner than a human hair, in a bundle
not much thicker than a pencil, can carry all
the world’s internet traffic.
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Gigabit (And More)
To the Home

A

ccording to a recent study
by Viavi, 57.5 million U.S.
consumers have access to
gigabit internet service
today – not including millions more
with access to Verizon’s Fios Gigabit
Connection, which is just slightly
slower than a gigabit. A gigabit
(1 Gbps, or 1,000 Mbps) is about
100 times higher than the average
downstream internet speed in the
United States and many times higher
than the average upstream speed.
In recent years, hardly a week has
gone by without the announcement of
another gigabit deployment. However,
not all gigabits are created equal.
Many of the gigabit connections
offered are non-symmetrical – their
upstream speeds are often quite low.
Asymmetrical speeds are offered mainly
over cable networks.
In other cases, gigabit tiers are
offered at prices that would discourage
anyone but home-based IT consultants
from subscribing. Only fiber to the
home (or fiber to the building or
floor with excellent inside wiring)
consistently supports symmetrical
gigabit speeds to multiple users.
GIGABIT FIBER OFFERINGS
Google Fiber made “gigabit” a
household word – the term is now
more widely recognized than “fiber
to the home” – but was hardly the

first to offer these speeds. Among
residential providers, EPB Fiber Optics
(the municipally owned network in
Chattanooga, Tennessee) was the first
to offer 1 Gbps access throughout a
large service area.
Other network operators, both
public and private, quickly followed
suit. By the end of 2016, large
companies such as AT&T, CenturyLink
and Cox had begun offering gigabit
FTTH service in selected locations, and
Comcast offers 2 Gbps FTTH service
in some locations. Independent telcos,
municipalities, electric co-ops and
competitive providers also joined the
gigabit club.
The first residential 10 Gbps
deployment was announced in
late 2014 by US Internet, an ISP
in Minnesota. Several others soon
followed, including Rocket Fiber, a
new ISP that is revitalizing Detroit.
Residential 10 Gbps service is still well
beyond the affordable range, but some
customers have already adopted it for
home-based business use.
Providers find that offering gigabit
service enhances their reputations as
technology leaders without adding
significantly to their backhaul costs.
WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH A
GIG (OR 10 GIG)?
The number of gigabit subscribers is
still small but is steadily growing. A

2X

Growth in peak-hour internet traffic vs.
growth in total traffic
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survey by Telecom Thinktank and
RVA LLC found (not surprisingly) that
gigabit subscribers are heavy internet
users. They are online an average of
8 hours per day, compared with the
overall average of 2.5 hours, and they
have many networked devices. Many
are content creators, and others are
work-at-home professionals who need
low latency and rapid file transfers.
BroadBand Communities’
interviews with gigabit users suggest
that gigabit speeds are especially useful
for telecommuters who need to work
without interruption while other
household members watch videos or
engage in other recreational uses.
GIGABIT APPLICATIONS
Soon, gigabit speeds will enable entirely
new applications. US Ignite, a nonprofit
coalition of industry, academic and
government partners, is promoting
the development of new applications
in health care, education, workforce
development, energy, advanced
manufacturing and public safety, and
many of these – such as applications
for managing smart cities and smart
electric grids – have reached the stage of
commercialization. Because US Ignite
applications rely on fast internet speeds
and low latency (instant response
times), they are being tested in gigabit
cities throughout the United States.
Cities across the United States
are holding “hackathons” – events in
which software developers collaborate
intensively over a weekend or several
days – to encourage the development
of high-bandwidth applications. In
just a few years, gigabit applications
may revolutionize the delivery of
government services, health services,
education and more. v
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Aha!

CUSTOMIZED

Courses at Your Site

On Fiber-to-the-Home Financing and Operations

Education is our mission at Broadband Communities,
and now we are offering a new way to carry it
out – a service focused on fiber-to-the-home. Our
editors and experts will visit your community or
organization to help you learn about …
INNOVATIVE PATHWAYS toward paying for the network you need.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES for public-private partnerships.
NEW WAYS to phase and bootstrap a project with current cash flow …
sweat equity … and savings on a municipality’s existing communications
costs.

VENDOR FINANCING that is often available in the form of delayed
payments … just-in-time inventories … and equipment leasing.

Courses can include use of any or all of our unique tools:
•
•
•
•
•

MSO, ILEC or Muni Financial Calculator
MDU/PCO Calculator
Rural Calculator
Monthly Revenue Calculator
18-Month Operations Cash Flow Calculator

Our sessions will give you such important information as:
•
•

How FTTH has MUCH higher revenue potential than copper
How you can get to positive cash flow as fast as possible

Let us come to your site for daylong or two-day
intensive lessons.
We’ll start with whatever tools you need, and teach you how to use
them. We’ll also talk about what has worked, what hasn’t, and where
projects similar to yours have succeeded or gone bad. Our classes
include custom exercises drawn from your situation, to give you
hands-on experience in both the spreadsheet math and the thought
processes involved. You’ll get beyond some old misleading rules of
thumb and gain a solid understanding of how FTTH is different.

HOW IT

WORKS.
We customize our on-site
courses to suit your needs.

WHO CAN

BENEFIT?
Everyone interested in
or already building a
broadband network.

THE NEED.
Our custom courses are a
convenient, low-cost way to
bring people up to speed
on the latest technologies,
what they cost, and what
they can provide.

Take the first step toward
your community’s fiber
future … BBC experts can
customize a program that
will meet your needs. And
it’s surprisingly affordable
– as little as $2000 plus
expenses.
Barbara DeGarmo, CEO
Broadband Communities
Magazine

281-342-9655
classes@bbcmag.com
www.bbcmag.com

Vital For Education

C

an communities afford not
to assure high-capacity
broadband for their students?
U.S. communities and private
schools spend $700 billion a year
educating 55 million K–12 students. Yet
these students rank 35th in math, 23rd
in reading, 27th in science and 16th in
technological readiness compared with
students in other developed nations.
High-speed broadband is one key to
closing the gap – and to getting a better
return on taxpayer investment. Today’s
best-connected schools demonstrate
how broadband enhances students’
educational opportunities. Though
nearly all schools now have internet
access, and 97 percent are connected
to fiber, not all schools have access to
sufficient bandwidth. According to
EducationSuperHighway, a nonprofit
dedicated to helping schools close the
digital divide, more than 6.5 million
U.S. students still do not have the basic
level of connectivity necessary for online
testing and learning, and millions more
have only the bare minimum.
School districts with superior
broadband capabilities use “flipped
classrooms,” in which teachers record
lessons as videos on YouTube or similar
sites and students study the lessons at
home. In school, students solve problems
based on the previous night’s lesson and
get individual help from teachers.
Students in these districts access
media-rich digital learning materials, in
which texts are supplemented by audio,
video, interactive exercises, educational
games and, increasingly, augmented and
virtual reality. Such immersive lessons
engage students and accommodate
many different learning styles.
One big issue that is taking longer
to solve: ensuring that all students have
access to broadband after they leave the
school building. Fortunately, marketing
surveys show that families with K–12
children are more likely than any

other demographic to buy broadband
services. Still, not all homes have
broadband available, and not all parents
can afford broadband connections.
Census data shows there are still
5 million households with schoolage children who are not effectively
connected to the internet.
Here are a few of the many
districts that have solved this problem.
NORTH GEORGIA NETWORK
North Georgia Network (NGN), a
cooperative regional fiber provider,
supplies dedicated gigabit internet
connectivity to area schools. High
schoolers connect to labs, teachers
and courses that are available in other
districts but not in theirs. Preschoolers
at the Little School in Clarkesville,
Georgia, recently watched a puppet
show staged 80 miles away – too far
for a field trip – as it was streamed into
their classroom. When it was over,
they participated in a live Q&A with
the puppeteer.
OWSLEY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY
For the Owsley County School District
in depressed eastern Kentucky, the
mission is “to create an innovative
learning environment that breaks down
all barriers to student learning and
prepares all students for college, career
and the 21st-century world.”
It’s a big goal for one of the poorest
counties in the nation: Median family
income is about $20,000 in the small
rural school district, Four of every 10
adults lack high school diplomas, and
nearly 90 percent of the 740 students
qualify for free or reduced-price meals.
But Owsley is rich in broadband.
Almost all students have gigabit fiber
internet access, both at school and
at home, thanks to People’s Rural
Telephone Cooperative (PRTC), the
district’s local telephone company.
PRTC has donated service in some
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cases, and the district tries to help
students with surplus equipment if
they don’t have home computers.
Students take courses online that are
not available locally, and sophomores,
juniors and seniors are offered dualcredit courses at several local colleges.
In May 2014, Owsley High
graduated its first student receiving
both a high school diploma and
an associate of arts degree. One of
Owsley’s most innovative ideas is
virtual snow days. Each winter, students
missed nearly a month of school when
snow and ice made traveling to school
too dangerous. Now, kids log in to
Blackboard Learn, the district’s learning
management system, and tackle the
day’s work from home. Blackboard
allows teachers to upload lessons and
supplemental materials for students to
access anywhere electronically. “Instead
of just learning from the book, it
gives you a lot of additional material,”
said one Owsley High student, who
says she accesses the site frequently to
supplement her Spanish classwork.
Thanks to programs such as
MasteryConnect, which monitors
student performance and spots
remediation needs, teachers can deliver
individualized lessons. Both teachers and
administrators monitor the coursework
to ensure that the virtual day parallels
the learning that would have taken place
on a regular instruction day. Owsley’s
teachers don’t get snow days off, either.
“I send [students] Facebook messages,
email them, text and call,” reports one
math teacher. Notices and requirements
for each snow day also go out on Twitter
and Infinite Campus Messenger.
Students can message back.
Equipment provided with a county
health department grant connects the
school nurse with a local health care
provider, who can virtually examine a
patient and then call in a prescription
or refer the child to a specialist. Staff
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members have access to the service
as well.
The district keeps finding new ways
to take advantage of the community’s
robust fiber infrastructure. Two of its
school buses are now equipped with
Wi-Fi.
COACHELLA VALLEY
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
California’s sprawling Coachella Valley
Unified School district also uses the
bus Wi-Fi trick, but on a grander scale.
The district covers more land area than
Rhode Island and – although only 30
minutes from wealthy Palm Springs – is
the second-poorest in the nation. Many
students live in trailer parks. Some
live in abandoned rail cars. To bring
its 20,000 students the advantages of
broadband, Superintendent Darryl
Adams relies on 100 school buses and a
program called Wi-Fi on Wheels.
The money comes from the
community, which voted in 2012 for
Measure X, a $45 million school bond
to fund the Mobile Learning Initiative
over 10 years. Every student got an
iPad, and every bus is equipped with
Wi-Fi so students can work during
daily commutes of up to two hours.
After school, some buses park
near underserved students’ homes all
across the district. Solar panels on the
bus roofs charge batteries that keep
powerful Wi-Fi routers running all
night to provide broadband. Israel
Oliveros, who provides the technical
support for the district, explains,
“We run power through [an existing]
conduit … through the front of the
bus” to the router. Antennas provide
broadband over a 150-foot radius.
FORSYTH COUNTY,
GEORGIA
Since 2012, the Forsyth County school
district just outside Atlanta has used
a business Ethernet connection from
Comcast to support streaming video,
interactive whiteboards, mobile devices
and digital content for 40,000 K–12
students in 35 schools. The system
provides learning plans based on
individual student needs, preferences
and performance. It takes into account

learning interests and learning style to
increase student engagement and boost
academic performance.
Students can learn at home on
their own or at school, using high-speed
internet connections, and be rewarded
by their teachers in collaborative
settings. Forsyth lets students use
their personal internet-capable tablets,
laptops, netbooks and cellphones to
work in classrooms.
Other schools around the country
have substituted standard equipment –

iPads, Chromebooks and so forth –
vastly cutting costs and creating
new learning environments. Forsyth
County Schools reduced its textbook
costs by about 85 percent using
interactive online content, including
streaming video, simulations and other
digital resources that, unlike physical
textbooks, are kept always up to date.
Administrative offices also benefit
from fast, efficient data transmission as
well as from file sharing and document
storage via the district’s central server. v

The Social Media for Older Adults class at New York City’s Queensbridge
public housing runs two days a week for 10 weeks, covering such topics as
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Kickstarter. It is taught by Older
Adults Technology Services (OATS), a nonprofit that receives funding from
city agencies, private foundations, corporations and individual donors.
(Tom Kamber, executive director of OATS, is shown at right.)
As might be expected, almost all students said they wanted to keep in
touch with their families on social media. But many were emphatic in their
desire to make their community better by setting up local organizations to
help the homeless, teenagers, addicts and others.
Good ideas came thick and fast. One was for a better online
community newsletter. Several involved leveraging local church
congregations to gather clothing and appliances for homeless residents
moving into apartments of their own or amplifying the ability of city
agencies and telehealth to help the neighborhood’s infirm.
The heavily used classroom complex, in the basement of the Jacob
A. Riis Neighborhood Settlement, was filling with children as the publicschool day ended and the seniors finished their class. Almost every child
carried a tablet, laptop or smartphone.
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Smart Cities,
Smart Farms

F

iber networks benefit all types
of communities. In particular,
the emerging “internet of
things” offers applications that
transform both cities and rural areas.
Internet of things applications collect
vast quantities of real-time data from
sensors or other devices, transmit it to
centralized computers for analysis and
sometimes take action based on the
results. Sensors are often connected
wirelessly, especially if they are attached
to movable objects – but real-time
collection and upload of large data
sets depends on dense, reliable fiber
networks.
In cities, fiber connections are
revolutionizing the delivery of services.
One common application is IP cameras
for protection of lives and property.
Security cameras are used both by local

governments and property owners. For
example, the Newark (New Jersey)
Housing Authority greatly increased
the safety of its public housing when it
installed a high-performance, fiberbased physical security solution. The
high quality of the camera images,
which enabled the housing authority
to aid in prosecuting crimes, was made
possible by having enough bandwidth
to transport and store the camera
footage. Using a fiber network, the
Housing Authority also linked its
emergency operations center to the
Police Department and the Office of
Emergency Management, allowing all
three entities to share camera footage
and databases.
In the Belgian city of Antwerp –
one of the first cities in Europe to
invest in fiber infrastructure – the

Newark’s fiber-enabled emergency operations
center keeps the city functioning in an emergency.
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Antwerp City of Things includes tens
of thousands of sensors and connected
devices built on the city’s underlying
broadband infrastructure. In one
project, cars from the Belgian postal
office were equipped with sensors to
measure the city’s air quality in real
time. In another experiment, sensors
were installed to measure traffic on two
routes.
Other smart-city projects that
many cities are pursuing include street
lights that adapt to movement by
pedestrians, cyclists and cars; trash cans
that alert sanitation workers when they
need to be emptied, and parking lots
that tell drivers which spaces are open.
All these applications depend on having
fiber available throughout a city.
RURAL APPLICATIONS
The internet of things is equally
important in remote areas. Energy
companies monitor wind turbines,
check the status of oil wells and
tanks and monitor power generation
equipment. Farmers use fiber-enabled
solutions to prevent expensive
equipment and livestock from leaving
their properties. By placing sensors on
grain bins, they can receive alerts if any
grain is missing. Sensors in barns or
chicken coops monitor temperature and
humidity and close curtains or turn on
fans and water pumps if animals are
likely to be in distress.
Most important, broadband
allows farmers to practice “precision
agriculture.” Sensors in the field or
on tractors measure soil conditions,
enabling farmers to apply exactly the
right amounts of fertilizer, water and
other inputs to each square foot of
farmland. This reduces costs and avoids
harmful pollution and runoff. v
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Broadband, Property Values
And Economic Growth

R

ecent studies continue
to show that access to
high-quality broadband
boosts property values and
contributes to economic vitality.

though overall population growth
in those states is higher. The study
concludes that lack of broadband access
is responsible for at least a quarter and
probably half of all rural job loss.

2014
Fiber to the Home Council Americas
(now Fiber Broadband Association)
released a study finding higher per
capita GDP in U.S. metropolitan areas
in which gigabit internet is widely
available. Infrastructure investment, job
creation, entrepreneurship, productivity
gains and companies relocating to
or expanding in gigabit cities are all
elements of this growth.
BroadBand Communities’
examination of all 3,144 U.S. counties
showed a clear relationship between
access to robust broadband and
population gain or loss.

2016
Michael Render of RVA LLC surveyed
MDU residents in the United States
and Canada to find out what they
would pay for access to ultra-highspeed, reliable broadband. Respondents
were asked what discount they would
require on a $300,000 condominium
purchase or on $1,000 per month rental
apartment to live where they would not
have access to fiber. Render determined
buyers would need an average discount
of $8,628, and renters would require an
$80 discount per month.
Render also found that fiber
access increases residents’ satisfaction
with their homes and appears to
reduce churn, helping building owners
and operators maintain high levels
of occupancy and provide a quality
living environment. There is evidence
that residents in MDUs with better

2015
FTTH Council Americas found that
access to fiber increases a home’s
value by up to 3.1 percent. Using
the National Broadband Map and a
nationwide sample of real estate prices
from 2011 to 2013, the study’s authors
investigated the relationship between
fiber-delivered internet services and
housing prices.
The boost to the value of a typical
home – $5,437 – is roughly equivalent
to that added by a fireplace, half a
bathroom or a quarter of a swimming
pool. For homes that had access
to gigabit-per-second broadband,
transaction prices were more than
7 percent higher than comparable
homes that had access only to 25 Mbps
or lower speeds.
BroadBand Communities showed
that the 20 states that restrict municipal
broadband have lost rural population
at a faster rate than other states, even

broadband also spread the word,
reducing customer acquisition costs
for these MDU properties. Using
base financial data from the National
Apartment Association, Render
estimated that fiber can add 11 percent
to net income for MDU owners and
operators per average apartment unit.
BroadBand Communities showed
that the relationship between job loss
and lack of broadband access holds for
all types of counties except counties
where the primary economic activity
is mineral extraction. Those counties
lose and gain jobs based primarily on
international demand and prices for the
commodity extracted. (In the future,
however, broadband access may help
some mining counties transition to a
new economic base.)
2017
RVA showed that, although residents
rank good broadband as the top
amenity they desire in a new dwelling,
building owners and property managers
(who tend to be older) rank it lower. v

Because there are so many home-based workers, installing a fiber connection can add the same
value to a home as a quarter of a swimming pool.
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FTTH for Communities

B

y the end of 2017, the number of public and publicprivate fiber networks in the U.S. reached about
220 – and many of these serve multiple
communities. Many communities are expanding
the networks they started building in earlier years and are

upgrading them to offer gigabit-speed service. However,
the bulk of FTTH communities are served by private
carriers, so municipal efforts often focus on attracting private
investment rather than on building municipally owned
networks.

Questions Municipal Officials
Ask About FTTH
Q: How will a fiber network help our local economy?
A: Fiber connectivity encourages businesses to stay, helps
businesses grow and become more productive, and attracts
new businesses, particularly in high-tech industries.
FTTH supports home-based startup businesses and
helps workers telecommute. It makes a community more
attractive – especially for young people – which can
stem the population loss that many small communities
experience. If inadequate health care resources hamper
growth, fiber connections permit local health care
providers to call upon specialists in regional centers. And if
an unprepared workforce is a hindrance to expansion, fiber
connectivity can enable cost-effective distance learning.
FTTH is only one component of an overall economic
development strategy – but it’s a vitally important one.
Q: How can I get fiber to my residents without
building my own network?
A: Lobby the incumbents – the cable and telephone
companies that serve your town now. Lobby competitive
providers or even local businesses that need more
bandwidth and have the capability to undertake such
a project. Offer such incentives as reduced franchise
fees, access to public property, help with marketing or
an accelerated permitting process. Consider using tax
increment financing or helping providers apply for grants.
If you own an institutional fiber ring that connects
municipal buildings, schools and libraries, or if your
traffic lights are connected by fiber, you might propose
fiber swaps to a potential provider. Take a fiber inventory
to find out whether abandoned or unused fiber in your
town might revert to the locality or be donated in
exchange for a tax exemption.

Educate residents about the value of FTTH, and
encourage them to commit to taking fiber services if and
when a provider offers them. Start a community fiber
campaign online so you can document the extent of
subscriber interest in fiber broadband.
Alternatively, enter into a partnership to build a
fiber network jointly with a private partner. A variety of
arrangements between the public and private parties are
possible, depending on legal requirements and on each
party’s assets and capabilities.
Complete the Google Fiber city checklist (goo.
gl/RYX3hu) to provide information about existing
infrastructure, help ensure access to existing
infrastructure and help make construction speedy and
predictable. Then use that information to issue a request
for information, a request for proposals or another formal
document that outlines your community’s goals for
expanding broadband access and invites service providers
to propose how they might meet those goals.
Q: Would installing fiber require that my streets be
dug up?
A: It depends. Many network builders in North America
use aerial fiber installed on poles along with existing
telephone, electric and cable wiring. Where trenching is
impractical, contractors can often use horizontal drilling
or pull fiber through existing ducts, water pipes, sewers
and gas lines rather than dig up streets and sidewalks.
If a cable network is being upgraded to fiber, in some
cases the old coaxial core can be ejected from the cable
and replaced by fiber without any digging.
When there is no good, cost-effective alternative to
trenching, microtrenching techniques allow fiber to be
laid with less disruption to traffic. In microtrenching, a
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Pulaski Electric System, a municipal electric utility in Pulaski, Tennessee, uses its FTTH network to operate a smart electric grid and deliver triple-play
services to residents.

deep groove is cut quickly into the pavement or road
with a large circular saw on wheels, and fiber is laid into
the groove.
Finally, many cities already have usable fiber under
their streets – fiber that is not being used to its limit or
that has been abandoned altogether.
Q: What can I do to make installing FTTH less
expensive?
A: Start preparing for fiber now by adding underground
ducts whenever you or a utility repair a street or open
it to excavation. You can also adopt an “open trench”
policy that gives telecom providers the opportunity to
install ducts any time a street is opened. When it comes
time for the city or a private provider to install fiber, the
cost will be much lower if the fiber can simply be blown
or pulled through ducts.
Q: Is it better for the same company to run the
network and provide services, or should we

consider an open-access network with multiple
providers?
A: Both methods have been successful. Open-access
networks, in which public or private network builders
“rent” bandwidth to a potentially unlimited number
of service and content providers, offer an alternative
for municipalities that are restricted from selling retail
services or simply do not want to be in that business.
Municipal utilities sometimes prefer to provide
services directly, at least at the outset, for two reasons:
First, being the service provider gives them more control
over the quality of user experience; second, they may
have difficulty attracting third-party providers to
new networks.
The downside of a closed network is less variety
in content and services. Many public broadband
advocates believe that opening networks to innovative
service providers is the best way to maximize the
networks’ value for their communities.

Municipal Options: Pros and Cons
What’s the right path for a municipality that wants better
broadband for its residents and businesses? Here are the basic
choices:
1.

The private option
Large national carriers cannot regularly monitor the needs

and business opportunities in every community they
serve. So tell your existing carrier about its shortcomings
and your needs. Be ready to offer incentives. Appeals to
incumbent carriers may carry more weight if you are in
one of the 30 states that do not limit municipal networks,
and you can threaten to create a competitive network.
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FTTH for Communities

Pro: Giving up a small amount of revenue to modernize
a communications infrastructure can be a great deal.
This approach sometimes succeeds, as it did in Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
Con: National carriers will take a long time to respond
and may threaten a lawsuit if you try to compete.
You have no control.
2. The public option
Investigate building a municipal network alone or in
partnership with nearby communities. Expect to spend
$3,000 to $7,000 per customer to build the network and
$75,000 or more for a consultant to create a business
plan that attracts capital and other funding. Unless
you have in-house expertise, expect to contract out the
network monitoring, maintenance and emergency repair
work. Educate yourself by using the community toolkits
and “deep dives” put together by the Fiber Broadband
Association, BroadBand Communities and others (see
“Digging Deeper”). Lining up anchor tenants such as
developers, hospitals and public facilities (schools, public
safety, libraries and so forth) is a must.
Pro: Independence. An existing municipal utility, usually
a public power company, knows the customers, has
a management team in place, typically owns the
utility poles and may have other assets that can be
borrowed against. That lowers financing costs – not
only because the assets can be pledged but because
lenders see less management risk.
Con: Very few municipalities, even if they have municipal
electric utilities, have the expertise, political will
and resources to create a public broadband network.
Of the 15,000 communities in the United States
big enough to have their own school systems, and
40,000 inhabited places overall, only about 250 are
served by public fiber broadband systems.
3. The public-private partnership option
Public-private partnerships are the most popular
approach at this time. Often, the private company is
a small incumbent telephone carrier (ILEC) already
serving the area. Some potential partners are CLECs –
competitive local exchange carriers. Many CLECs are set
up by developers of housing or commercial office space.
Many are actually owned by ILECs that go hunting for
business outside their regular customer footprints. Still
other potential partners are neither ILECs nor CLECs.
Different regulations apply to each type of company.
In a partnership, each partner brings something
to the table in exchange for partial ownership of the
resulting entity. A small community phone company,
for instance, might offer its existing customer base,
management team, central office and more. The
community might offer access to financing through

lower-interest bonds or government grants, or access to
municipal or school land.
Pro: Partnering cuts the risk substantially. It also tends
to lower the cost of capital – less is needed, and
interest rates are lower. Two entities – a community
and a small carrier – can do something each alone
could not.
Con: Public and private entities tend to have different
goals. Most important for municipalities to
remember is that private companies can be bought,
sold and merged. Thus, a very careful “prenuptial
agreement” must be worked out to cover what might
happen if such events loom.
4. The electric co-op option
If your community is served by an electric co-op,
encourage it to build a broadband network. There are
more than 900 electric cooperatives in the United States.
About 50 have built (or are building) fiber broadband
systems that serve residential or commercial customers,
and many others are making plans to do so.
Electric co-ops have to establish smart grids to
manage their delivery of electricity. Smart grids and
expanded telecommunications services can be combined
on the same network, making the business case stronger
for both. Smart grids can handle metering and complex
time-of-day pricing and demand management tasks.
They also make an electric system more resilient. That
is, the grid will fail less often and recover faster because

Danville, Virginia’s use of its own utility poles for the nDanville network
saved the city time and money.
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so much of it is automated. That’s the “smart” part. But
modern electric grids often accommodate distribution of
highly variable solar and wind power, making them less
stable without “smart” automation.
Pro: Electric co-ops know their customers, own assets
that can be mortgaged, usually have maintenance
and repair staffs in place, and own their utility poles
or have access to poles they don’t own.
Con: Some states ban electric co-ops from offering
telecommunications services. Electric co-ops (and
their lenders) tend to be more risk-averse than
telecom companies because their technology changes
more slowly and because they don’t operate in
competitive markets.

5. Other options
Communities have become creative in devising new ways
to get broadband built. Huntsville, Alabama, leased its
fiber to a national carrier, Google Fiber, to run a fiberto-the-home system there. Given the size and complexity
of the network, this was considered preferable to simply
hiring Google or a local carrier to manage the system.
Some cities have encouraged local companies
(broadband users, rather than broadband providers)
to establish their own connections and sell services
to other businesses nearby. Real estate developers,
particularly developers of near-campus dormitories, are
displaying interest in expanding their customer bases into
surrounding neighborhoods. v

Is FTTH Too Expensive?

Y

ou may hear people make
statements such as, “Of
course fiber to the home is
the best technology, but it’s
too expensive.” Usually, FTTH is not
more expensive than other technologies.
But it’s a complicated subject.
Three kinds of costs should be
taken into consideration: the cost
of constructing a system, the total
lifetime cost of the system, and the
opportunity cost.
Construction costs for FTTH
per customer vary depending on the
terrain, the availability of utility poles,
the population density per road mile
and other factors. But if no other
network is in place, building costs are
comparable for every type of wired
network – fiber, copper, coax. That
shouldn’t be surprising because labor –
which doesn’t vary much for different
types of networks – accounts for most
of the cost of building a network.
So in a new housing subdivision or
a new multifamily community, FTTH
is not expensive. It costs roughly the
same as putting in a copper or coaxial
network.
The equation is different in an
existing neighborhood or MDU,

which usually has a telephone and/
or cable network in place. If the
existing copper infrastructure is in top
condition, rebuilding it with fiber is
more expensive than keeping it. But
if the copper infrastructure is in poor
condition, replacing it with fiber may
be the less expensive option.
The equation changes yet again
when fiber can serve multiple purposes.
An electric or water utility that builds
fiber to manage its grid can extend that
fiber to serve homes with broadband
for a relatively low cost. (If the fiber for
the smart grid extends all the way to
meters, there is almost no extra cost to
use the fiber for broadband.) Similarly,
a multifamily property owner that
builds a fiber network to manage a
“smart building” can use that fiber for
broadband at a low cost.
The newest FTTH technology,
NG-PON2, offers tremendous
synergies. Because of its extremely high
bandwidth, use of multiple wavelengths
and potential for software-defined
networking, it facilitates using the same
fiber for multiple purposes, including
residential broadband, business
broadband, cellular connections and
the internet of things. Verizon is

experimenting in Boston with building
a network that will support both
5G cellular service (which requires
fiber very close to homes) and Fios
residential broadband services. This
reduces the construction cost per
customer for fiber to the home.
Total lifetime costs include not
just construction but also maintenance,
operations and depreciation. In
capital projects of all kinds, deployers
attempt to consider total lifetime
costs. Taking post-construction costs
into account gives fiber infrastructure
a great advantage over copper and
wireless because it has a longer lifetime
and much lower maintenance and
operations costs. It requires less power
and fewer repairs, and it depreciates
more slowly.
Opportunity costs are benefits
foregone by not doing something.
Here again, fiber is a clear winner.
By building a fiber network, a
community can reduce its telecom
spending (both public and private),
take advantage of new smart-city
applications and support economic
growth. Thus, not building a fiber
network incurs the opportunity cost
of those foregone benefits. v
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Community Success Stories

C

ommunities without robust
broadband pay a price –
they lose their jobs and
residents. The BroadBand
Communities continuing study of
population trends shows that a quarter
of all rural job loss since 2010, and
maybe as much as half, is due to lack
of broadband access. In states where
communities can’t even threaten to
build their own networks, counties
with poor broadband lose population
four times as fast as in states that do
allow muni broadband.
But investing in great broadband
doesn’t inevitably lead to economic
success – it’s only the first step. Bankers
have to be sold on investing in local
businesses. Existing business operators
have to learn how broadband can help
them. Government agencies, local
health care providers, educational
institutions and builders all have to be
brought up to “speed” on what fiber
broadband can do.
The good news: Broadband offers
more “bang for the buck” than any
other major infrastructure category –
and it can be built faster. The bad
news: Most planners have never studied
bandwidth issues, and few know how
important broadband is to fulfilling a
master plan.
Following are a few of the many
FTTH success stories BroadBand
Communities has reported on.
RENVILLE AND SIBLEY
COUNTIES, MINNESOTA
These two underserved rural counties,
and the small towns within them,
collaborated to develop a publicly
owned fiber network. Despite
overwhelming local enthusiasm for
the project, the town and county
governments did not reach agreement
on a financing plan. Ultimately, instead
of building a municipal network,

20X

Growth in virtual reality traffic by 2021

residents formed a cooperative – the
first cooperative anywhere in the
United States formed specifically to
build a broadband network – and
RS Fiber was born. Bonds issued by
the towns and townships are helping
finance the network, which has also
tapped into bank financing, state grants
and other sources of funds.
RS Fiber hired Hiawatha
Broadband Communications, a local
competitive provider, to build and
operate the network and provide
services. Ultimately, all premises,
including farms, will be served by
fiber, but because the fiber build is
starting in the towns, the outlying
areas are temporarily served by wireless
broadband. Farmers already use the
wireless service to monitor their crops
and livestock.
While the project was underway,
a medical school announced plans to
open in the town of Gaylord. Easy
access to Minneapolis and St. Paul
and the rural location were selling
points, but broadband was a necessity.
The medical school, which is expected
to have an enrollment of 600, will

add hundreds of professional and
support service jobs in Gaylord and
surrounding communities.
The town of Winthrop has started
to promote itself on social media,
boosting tourism and recruiting new
residents. People are beginning to move
to the areas where fiber is available;
homes for sale are being snapped up
before they are even formally listed.
Winthrop News, the local
newspaper, has a new lease on life.
Not only does it now have trouble-free
connectivity to the printer, but it is
reaching out to new, younger readers
through a Facebook page. Soon it will
be able to add a digital edition and
live video.
SANDY, OREGON
Sandy, a town of 10,000 in the forests
25 miles east of Portland, built its
own gigabit fiber network. In 2001,
when the local telephone company
couldn’t provide a DSL connection to
city hall, city officials began to worry
about broadband availability for local
businesses and residents. Sandy formed
its own utility to provide DSL over
the phone company’s infrastructure

2 MILLION

Robotic surgeries could be performed each
year in the U.S. with reliable broadband.
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before investing in a wireless system
that would ultimately stretch across and
beyond city limits.
After concluding in 2008 that
the wireless network was unreliable
and could not provide the highcapacity connections that were already
becoming necessary, city leaders
decided to provide broadband to
businesses via municipal fiber. By 2012,
most of the larger companies in the
downtown area had connected to the
network, which sold 100 Mbps service.
In 2010, city officials held a
“Why Wait for Google?” contest
that invited residents to demonstrate
demand for fiber to their homes. The
city intended to build an FTTH pilot
project in the neighborhood that had
the highest response rate. But the
contest demonstrated strong demand
everywhere. After comparing the cost
of the pilot project with the level of
demand, the city decided to build fiber
everywhere. SandyNet calculated that
the network would need a 35 percent
take rate to pay off the bond. Even
before finishing the network, SandyNet
achieved a take rate of 60 percent.
The network enabled the city to
replace its aging phone systems with
VoIP and gave police the ability to
use high-speed connections to deliver
grand jury testimony. Having reliable,
affordable, high-speed internet gives
people greater opportunities to work
from home. That improved the real
estate market.
Sandy used an urban renewal
district (often called a tax increment
financing, or TIF, district) to add
a business fiber loop to the almost
completed network. Businesses taking
advantage of the expansion do not have
to pay a connection fee.
TULLAHOMA, TENNESSEE
Tullahoma, with a population of about
19,000 (9,200 households and more
than 1,000 businesses), has one of
the older, established municipal fiber
systems. But the city isn’t resting on its
laurels; in 2012, it became the smallest
U.S. gigabit city (since that time, even

LightTUBe Installer Robert Overman assists in a residential installation.

smaller cities have gone gigabit), and
it continues to earn high marks for
service quality, reliability and customer
support. It became cash-flow positive
in 2013 and expanded to nearby
communities.
Residential internet offerings
range from 30 Mbps/5 Mbps to 1
Gbps symmetrical, with 140 channels
of video available. To differentiate its
service even further, TUB created two
local TV channels, which broadcast
local news, high school sports, school
plays and community events.
In addition to selling triple-play
services to residents and businesses,
TUB is its own best customer: It uses
the fiber network for several smartgrid applications including time-ofday pricing. Its automated metering
infrastructure (AMI) system reads
electric and water meters and uses the
fiber backbone to backhaul information
from the wireless collectors.

Other smart-grid applications
include automatic reconfiguration
of circuits to minimize the effects of
outages and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) to monitor
and control the water and wastewater
infrastructure.
Like many municipal broadband
networks, LightTUBe contributes to
the city’s economic vitality. Tullahoma
is trying to attract technology, health
and retail businesses. The fiber network
helped attract a new call center and
enabled existing businesses to expand.
It also attracted new residents who need
to be able to work from home.
As of 2016, about 100 residential
customers subscribed to the gigabit
service tier at $90 a month. Even if the
market for gigabit service is small, the
fact that TUB can offer the service is
a matter of civic pride, and TUB has
generated excitement about it through
ads, billboards and community
sponsorships. v
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Builders, Real Estate
Developers and FTTH

M

ost large developers of single-family homes
and many developers of multiple-dwellingunit (MDU) communities add FTTH to new
properties. Many MDU owners are retrofitting
older properties as well. As early as 2006, FTTH was
economically viable in new developments with as few as
80 MDU living units or 100 single-family homes. That
number has continued to fall based on improvements in
deployment technology.
For a new multifamily community, a fiber network is
almost certainly the most cost-effective option. It also takes
up less space than copper or coax – equipment rooms are
smaller, and fewer of them are needed. Risers are smaller, too.
Finally, fiber uses less electric power than copper.
Q: Do I need to hire an engineering firm to design
the installation?
A: Fiber does need to be engineered in large apartment
complexes – but that’s true for coax, too, as well as for
managed Wi-Fi.
Smaller buildings do not need sophisticated
engineering. Greater standardization, clever new systems
from equipment vendors, fiber that can be stapled and
bent tightly around corners, distributors’ growing design
expertise and an expanding corps of qualified technicians
have made less formal design regimes feasible and
common.
Q: Do any building codes pertain to fiber?
A: Yes, all the usual fire and life-safety issues apply. For
instance, just as copper with PVC sheathing would be
considered a life-safety hazard because of the combustion
products released when PVC burns, so would various
plastics used in fiber that is meant for outside installation.
Indoors, look for Low Smoke Zero Halogen (LSZH)
cables. If you are using thin plastic microduct, it should be
labeled Halogen-Free Flame Retardant. You use a simple
junction box to change from “outside” to “inside” wiring,
just as you might with electrical cables. Unlike electrical
cables, some fiber can be stripped of its outer sheath with a
simple hand tool and used inside or out without a splice.
Of course, you should check with your local building
code inspector. Aside from fire issues, codes may govern
where fiber optical network terminals (ONTs – the boxes
that convert pulses of light from fiber into electrical signals
for the computer or TV) may be placed on the outside

walls or in common areas. A few municipalities specify
where network connections should be placed in homes.
Q: Where should we put users’ network connections,
assuming no specific building code or guidance
document covers that subject?
A: Expect users to desire broadband connections in virtually
any room in the house – bedrooms, office-dens, the
kitchen. That’s because internet connections these days
accommodate telephones, televisions, set-top boxes,
thermostats, security sensors, fire and smoke monitors
and, of course, computers. As the “internet of things”
develops, even more appliances will be internet-enabled.
Many manufacturers already provide such connectivity.
The newest generation of FTTH gateways can
handle close to 4 Gbps wireless throughput, and some
FTTH deployers now use Wi-Fi connections for all
devices except whole-home DVRs. Creating a wireless
home network requires careful placement and tuning
of equipment, but it is generally much simpler and less
expensive than rewiring homes, which was standard
practice until very recently.
Q: In single-family homes, I often see ONT boxes –
the fiber terminals – hung on the outside walls.
Can they also be placed indoors?
A: Yes. In harsh climates, where heat or heavy snow could
affect the outside installation, you will probably want to
put ONTs indoors or at least in garages. Outdoor ONT
models are sometimes placed in unheated garages or
utility rooms; you can also buy small, portable indoor
models that look more like cable or DSL modems and
connect them with tough, flexible fiber that can be
laid anywhere. Indoor ONTs, which are popular with
apartment dwellers, are sometimes designed to be userinstalled. Most are not much bigger than a cellphone
unless they are combined with a wireless gateway.
Q: Why do ONTs sometimes require backup batteries?
A: Optical fiber cannot conduct electricity. Thus, keeping
a network connection running during a power outage
requires a battery at the user premises or a fiber cable that
includes a thin copper conductor connected to an off-site
battery. Many standard designs are available for in-wall,
between-stud boxes that hold the battery, ONT and fiber
connections. As cellphone use has grown – in 2017, fewer
than 7 percent of U.S. households do not have cellphones
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Other Options for MDUs
A brownfield building with existing good copper can be
modified to deliver excellent service for today’s needs.
Fiber can be brought to the basement or to
a pedestal on the development’s grounds. From
there, variants of DSL such as VDSL2 can bring good
broadband service 500 feet away, or more. Variants of
G.fast can bring fiber-like speeds 300 to 500 feet away, in
systems that are beginning to be deployed now.
Cable coax can carry increased bandwidth by
conversion to DOCSIS 3.1 – a task handled at the local
DOCSIS node, which is often split so that each node
serves 50 to 100 customers rather than the old limit of
500 customers. The DOCSIS node is served by fiber and
can be converted to an all-optical or G.fast network
as well.
Gigabit connections can be provided via Ethernet
from fiber terminals in the basement or in a utility closet
on each floor. The distance limit for most Ethernet cable

is about 300 feet.
Providing wireless service for cell phones and for
communitywide Wi-Fi that users can take outside their
units and onto elevators or into garages may need
specialized engineering. However, the task is often
easier in older buildings, whose materials are not as
impervious to signals using cellphone wavelengths. One
shortcut offered by most telephone companies: Users’
individual Wi-Fi systems can be configured to handle
cellphone communications, and cellphones can roam
on different Wi-Fi hotspots.
Owners that retrofit older buildings with non-FTTH
solutions should keep in mind that they will need to
continue upgrading their infrastructure to meet growing
bandwidth demand. In many cases, short-term savings
may be dwarfed by the higher costs of operating,
maintaining and upgrading non-fiber infrastructure.
Fiber to the unit is the only future-proof solution.

Q: Is lightning a problem with fiber?
A: No. Because fiber does not conduct electricity, lightning
strikes do not directly affect fiber at all. Fiber does not
have to be grounded.

Q: Is FTTH a sustainable technology?
A: Glass is made from sand – an inexhaustible resource
that uses far less energy and creates far less pollution
to manufacture than does extraction of copper from
its ore. FTTH generally consumes less power than
other broadband technologies. Passive optical networks
(variants of GPON and EPON) are especially energyefficient because they require little or no active electronics
in the field. FTTH enables more sustainable lifestyles,
too. A 2008 study by PricewaterhouseCoopers showed
that the greenhouse gas emissions associated with
deploying an FTTH network are outweighed within
five years by the savings from increased telecommuting.
Other fiber-enabled applications, such as telehealth,
telepresence, distance learning and cloud computing
– and, of course, smart-grid applications and home
energy management – reduce travel, minimize heating
and cooling loads or help shift energy consumption to
renewable sources. v
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– the need for batteries to keep voice communication
working has become less urgent. In areas that have poor
cell service, however, you should consider using backup
batteries for ONTs.
Q: In a multiunit building, does every dwelling unit
or office need its own ONT located at the unit?
A: No. Separate ONTs for each unit in an MDU building
can be located centrally, often in a basement or an
equipment cabinet. There are also ONTs designed to serve
multiple units, typically four or eight. This flexibility is
made possible by small, low-power circuitry and by the
fact that many ONTs can deliver 1 Gbps or more – often
enough bandwidth to share among multiple customers. In
fact, 10 Gbps ONTs are becoming common.

Growth in global internet traffic,
2005 to 2019

By 2020, all movies ever made
could be streamed in 2 minutes.
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Property Developers
Win With Fiber

F

or a collection of detailed
articles on these and other
properties that have deployed
fiber to the building or fiber
to the unit, see www.bbpmag.com/
property/Property_Land.php. There
you will find details of the technologies
used at more than 40 properties in all
property sectors and in all regions of the
U.S. Here are three recent examples.
$25 GIGABIT WOWS
RESIDENTS
Park Square at Seven Oaks in
Bakersfield, California, is an upscale
apartment community whose developer
built its own fiber-to-the-unit network.
Now every resident receives gigabit
internet service for an unbeatable $25
monthly price – an attractive amenity
for high-tech professionals.
Bakersfield, halfway between
Los Angeles and Fresno, is home to
high-tech hipsters and oil executives.
Telecommuting is popular there, in
part because it reduces employers’
needs for high-priced office space. For
telecommuters, the basic prerequisites
are a strong cellphone signal and a
broadband connection – preferably a
gigabit. Andrew Fuller, president of
Fuller Apartment Homes, knew he
needed first-class broadband to appeal
to his target audience.

Fuller had done many bulk service
deals with cable companies, obtaining
bandwidth at one-third the street price
and using cheap and plentiful internet
access as a marketing tool. By the time
Park Square was being designed, bulk
wasn’t such a good deal. It would have
cost 80 percent of market price.
Instead, Fuller decided to bring
fiber to the 224-unit, mid-rise property,
build a traditional copper Ethernet
LAN and provide internet services
directly – an approach he had used once
before. But the 14-acre Park Square site
needed cable lengths that far exceeded
the limits of Ethernet over copper.
The solution: a full FTTH
network. Installing the GPON fiber
LAN cost considerably less than
Fuller would have paid a service
provider, and the costs of operation,
maintenance and future expansion
are also lower. Consultants helped
raise the contractors’ comfort with
the technology.
Network operations and technical
support are outsourced to a local service
provider. Fuller Apartment Homes has
a commercial contract with a national
carrier for bandwidth to the property.
The carrier’s fiber terminates in the
Park Square clubhouse. Fiber is run
directly to each of the 16 buildings,
and a fiber patch panel on the side of

“In the future, apartment properties might be
branded or labeled in terms of their internet
access as much as their curb appeal. If owners
don’t plan for that, they’ll miss an opportunity.”
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each building distributes the fiber to an
ONT in each unit.
Said Andrew Fuller: “The field
subcontractors … knew mostly electrical
and standard copper communications
cabling, but installing an optical fiber
network was something many had never
been involved with before. Surprisingly,
with the help of a local network cabling
expert, they discovered that it was really
pretty straightforward.”
The total cost was about $100,000,
or a bit more than $400 per unit.
Fuller Apartment Homes saved up
to $150,000 by building the network
itself. But the true ROI, says Fuller,
came from halving network power
consumption and reducing the space
needed for telecom closets and from the
longer usable life of fiber.
FIBER TO THE UNIT IN DEER
RIDGE APARTMENTS
Jamestown (aka “The Buffalo City”)
is a thriving city in North Dakota
with a diverse economic base – the
kind of place people want to move to.
IRET Properties, a midwestern real
estate investment trust, had already
built rental properties there, but rental
vacancy rates were still below 2 percent.
As Steven Paul, IRET’s regional
manager, says, “This showed the need
for quality housing in that market,”
so IRET decided to build another
multifamily property.
Deer Ridge Apartments, which
opened in fall 2015 with 163 units
in three buildings, is now the largest
apartment community in Jamestown.
It’s targeted to a broad range of middleto upper-income residents – anyone
from University of Jamestown students
to empty nesters – and offers such
amenities as a heated underground
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garage, a game room and a fitness
center. “The entire project is the
amenities,” Paul says. “That’s what has
differentiated us.”
Once the plans for Deer
Ridge Apartments got underway,
the opportunity for a new type of
amenity presented itself. Jamestown
is a CLEC community for Dakota
Central Telecom (DCT), a telephone
cooperative based in Carrington,
North Dakota, about 40 miles from
Jamestown. Over the last few years,
DCT has upgraded all its facilities,
both in its home territory and its CLEC
territory, and it is now 100 percent
fiber-based.
Because DCT’s service area is
mostly rural, MDU buildings are
relatively rare. DCT does serve another
Jamestown MDU with fiber, but that
building has copper cabling from
the comm room to the individual
apartments. As Deer Ridge was new
construction, DCT saw it as a great
opportunity to try out some new
fiber-to-the-home technology that
it hadn’t had a chance to use before,
such as indoor riser-rated microduct
and 3mm pushable/pullable fiber, as
well as managed Wi-Fi. IRET saw a
great new amenity for its residents – an
amenity that no other service provider
in Jamestown was offering.
And the residents? After some
initial puzzlement about where to plug
in their computers, “they’re excited
about it,” Paul says.
SAN TRAVESIA:
POSITIONING FOR LONGTERM COMPETITIVENESS
Things are percolating in the McDowell
corridor, a formerly rundown, 8-squaremile portion of southern Scottsdale,
Arizona. Ever since the mall that
anchored the area closed, the city has
promoted revitalization there; today,
private capital is pouring in, and new
jobs are opening up. The McDowell
corridor has great potential because
it’s close to everything – the Phoenix
beltways, the Sky Harbor Airport,
Arizona State University, the quaint Old

San Travesia

Town (Scottsdale’s downtown area) with
its financial and health care institutions,
and the cities of Phoenix and Tempe.
“It’s a phenomenal location,” says
John Carlson, vice president of the
residential division of Mark-Taylor,
one of Arizona’s largest apartment
developers. So phenomenal, in fact,
that Mark-Taylor chose it as the site of
a Next Generation community – the
designation it gives its newer assets,
whose living units, Carlson says, are
“more like modern, custom homes”
than like apartments.
Assembling the 29-acre site was a
complex undertaking – Mark-Taylor
had to redevelop several parcels,
including the dilapidated mall – and
took several years. It was worth the
effort, Carlson says: “We felt this
was the ideal product for an urban
environment like south Scottsdale.
An opportunity with this much
space is quite rare. We leveraged the
expansiveness by building the Valley’s
largest rental units. … We believe
residents appreciate that apartments
don’t have to be compact just because
they’re in urban locations.”
San Travesia (named after the
Spanish word for “crossroads,” not
for an actual saint) opened in January
2015, complete with “everything a
discerning apartment resident expects,
and more.” The average resident age is
32, and the average household income
is above $100,000. Residents include
both empty nesters moving out of their

houses and young professionals who
aren’t ready to buy their first houses.
One thing Mark-Taylor expected
discerning residents to want was good
internet access. Fortunately, the property
was being planned at about the same
time as Cox Communications’ 1 Gbps
service, branded as Gigablast. When
Cox approached the developer about
installing the new technology at San
Travesia – based on fiber to the unit and
wireless 802.11ac gateways – Carlson
jumped at the chance. “Our strategy is
long-term hold,” he explains. “We’re not
looking to exit. We wanted to be armed
with the right technology to take care of
our residents on a going-forward basis.”
The choice appears to have been
a good one. When the property first
opened, leasing agents had to explain
to prospective residents what a gigabit
was; today, residents tell their friends
about the gigabit service, and the
friends call the leasing office to ask
when they can move in. The property
is 9 percent ahead of its rent projection
– which, given that Mark-Taylor prides
itself on accurate projections, is “very
significant,” Carlson says.
The company’s next three
developments will all be Gigablast
communities. “There’s no going
backward at this point,” Carlson says.
“The take-home is that, as you move
into the future, apartment properties
might be branded or labeled in terms
of their internet access as much as their
curb appeal. If owners don’t plan for
that, they’ll miss an opportunity.” v
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Digging Deeper

I

nterested in fiber to the home?
Start with a visit to www.bbcmag.
com. BroadBand Communities
publishes a print and online
magazine seven times per year,
publishes breaking news online every
day and holds two conferences per
year. Its mission is building a fiberconnected world.
BroadBand Communities’
database at www.fiberville.com shows
all FTTH deployments in the United
States – about 1,100 at the end of 2017
with more added every week.
BroadBand Communities’
investor feasibility models and monthly
cash flow models for FTTH are
available free at www.FTTHAnalyzer.
com. The models are designed to
be easily adapted to your specific

situation – whether you are in an urban
or a rural district, whether you are a
community leader, a service provider or
a property owner.
Hundreds of network providers use
these models, but they are a special boon
to municipalities and small telephone,
cable and electric companies starting
to investigate the feasibility of fiber in
their localities. The models allow you
to perform preliminary studies for little
or no cost and then decide whether to
take the next step of hiring a consultant.
Most users of these models get rough
cost data from nearby communities or
companies that have already deployed
fiber. Find them on the fiberville.com
database. Planning a network in two
or more very different sections or time
periods? The Multi-Neighborhood

Fiber serves the whole world’s communication needs, even at King Tut’s tomb in Luxor, Egypt.
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Financial Analyzer can handle it easily.
The Fiber Broadband Association
(www.fiberbroadband.org), formerly
the Fiber to the Home Council, is a
nonprofit association whose mission
is to accelerate deployment of all-fiber
access networks by demonstrating how
fiber-enabled applications and solutions
create value for network operators and
their customers, promote economic
development and enhance quality of life.
It holds quarterly meetings and monthly
webinars and offers other information
for fiber deployers. See especially
its Community Toolkit (toolkit.
fiberbroadband.org) for resources for
municipalities, providers, activists and
more. The toolkit guides you through
the process of getting started, organizing
your community, creating a business
case and building a network.
LEGAL AND FEDERAL
The law firm of Baller Stokes &
Lide (www.baller.com) offers links to
many groups working on broadband
issues and to discussions of laws and
regulations covering FTTH. Its open
resource library is at www.baller.com/
category/community-broadband.
The Commerce Department’s
National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA,
www.ntia.doc.gov/category/broadband)
helped fund more than $3 billion worth
of middle-mile fiber networks (the
networks that link national interstate
communications trunks with local
broadband providers). It also helped
coordinate multiple federal agencies as
they rewrote regulations to encourage
broadband network construction.
The Federal Communications
Commission regulates broadband
providers and oversees the Universal
Service Fund, which supports
broadband in high-cost areas through
such initiatives as the Connect America
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U.S. households
have access to
FTTH.

Fund. View proposed regulations and
submit comments on them at
www.fcc.gov.
The Department of Agriculture’s
Rural Utilities Service (www.rd.usda.
gov/about-rd/agencies/rural-utilitiesservice) helps fund infrastructure,
including telecommunications
infrastructure, in rural communities
and on Native American reservations.
The application process is now online.
To apply for Telecom Infrastructure
and Telecom Farm Bill grant and
loan funding, visit www.rd.usda.gov/
programs-services/rd-apply.
ORGANIZATIONS AND
ACTIVISTS
The National Association of
Telecommunications Officers and
Advisors (NATOA, www.natoa.org)
supports the communications interests
of local governments. It helps clarify
local, state and federal communications
laws, administrative rulings, judicial
decisions and technology issues. It
analyzes and addresses emerging issues
in areas such as local government
communications and internet policy;
broadband planning best practices;
cable franchising; wireless zoning;
new technology initiatives and
advancements; and operation of public,
education and government (PEG)
access channels. Members include
consultants for and employees of state
or local governments and agencies.
Industry representatives, students,
government or access center employees
can join as nonvoting associates.
The Rural Telecommunications
Congress (www.ruraltelecon.org)
is a national nonprofit organization

for government, university, industry
and private citizens committed to
addressing crucial broadband issues in
rural areas.
The Blandin Foundation (www.
blandinfoundation.org) aims to help
rural Minnesota communities thrive,
but its information on FTTH, including
case studies, is relevant to any would-be
deployer. The foundation has partnered
with nearly 70 Minnesota communities
and 110 organizations.
What makes a smart community?
The Intelligent Community Forum
(www.intelligentcommunity.org)
has an annual “smart community”
competition and publishes numerous
reports and studies showing what
communities worldwide can do with
broadband. In 2015, it expanded its
brief to help communities evaluate the
broadband networks that make these
services possible.
The Institute for Local SelfReliance is a nonprofit research
and educational organization that
provides technical assistance and
information on environmentally sound
economic development strategies. It
is a great source of information about
community broadband networks, and
its broadband advice, blog and podcasts
(www.ilsr.org/initiatives/broadband,
www.muninetworks.org) have helped
many communities.
The Coalition for Local Internet
Choice (CLIC, www.localnetchoice.
org) represents private and public
interests that support the authority
of local communities to make their
own broadband choices – including
construction of their own networks.

90%

of seniors who own
condos demand
fast internet.

10X

Growth in global
video game traffic
by 2021.

Next Century Cities (www.
nextcenturycities.org) had 181 member
cities in 39 states at the end of 2017.
Its members are committed to helping
other cities realize the full power of
high-speed, affordable, accessible
broadband. It is politically neutral
and does not advocate exclusively for
municipal-run networks. Member
communities have pursued a variety of
paths to better broadband, including
private and public-private networks. The
organization also offers a community
activists’ toolkit on its site.
The Schools, Health & Libraries
Broadband Coalition, popularly
known as “Shelby” or SHLB (www.shlb.
org) promotes broadband for anchor
institutions and their communities.
KC Digital Drive (www.
kcdigitaldrive.org) is the organization
formed to ensure that Kansas City–area
communities would take full advantage
of the gigabit network deployed there
by Google Fiber. It shares its findings
with other communities around the
United States.
NTCA – The Rural Broadband
Association (www.ntca.org) represents
small and rural telecommunications
carriers, of which a substantial portion
have deployed some fiber to the home.
It sponsors a Smart Rural Community
program and a Certified Gig-Capable
Provider program.
The Multifamily Broadband
Council (www.mfbroadband.org)
advocates for independent broadband
operators and service providers
that serve multifamily housing
communities, fostering knowledge and
networking among its members. v
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Measuring Broadband and Job Loss:
Population or Income?
New research by Broadband Communities finds a clear relationship between broadband
access and median family income but no clear causality.
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

S

ince 2014, I have been studying the effects of poor or
nonexistent broadband access on population loss in all
3,144 U.S. counties. This research was motivated by the
fact that since 2010, rural population levels have been falling
for the first time since the Civil War. In a series of articles
in Broadband Communities, I have shown that at least a
quarter and as much as half of all population loss in rural
counties has been due to lack of broadband access.

counties by dominant economic activity as determined
by the Department of Agriculture (farming, retirement,
mining, manufacturing and so forth) and showed that the
original correlations held up extremely well whether the
counties were rural or near-urban. The one exception was
for mining counties, whose population trends depended
more on world commodity prices than on broadband
availability.

• “Bad Broadband Equals Low Population Growth,”
November-December 2014, reported a clear relationship
between population loss from 2010 to 2013 and the
percentage of each county’s population that has access
to at least 25 Mbps service, as indicated by the National
Broadband Map. But correlation is not causality. Did
the population loss come first, discouraging broadband
deployments, or did the lack of broadband cause the
population loss?
• “New Evidence on Muni Broadband,” May-June 2015,
showed that lack of broadband access caused population
loss in a quarter to half of the counties. We distinguished
between the 20 states that restricted municipalities from
building their own networks and the 30 states that did
not. The restriction states suffered four times the rural
population loss rate of the nonrestriction states even
though their overall population growth rates were higher.
The restriction states also strongly tended to have a much
larger digital divide between have and have-not counties.
By threatening to build their own networks, municipalities
could force national carriers to provide at least some
improved service. Those in states that did not allow these
threats were at a severe disadvantage.
• “Broadband: The Key Ingredient for Rural Economic
Development,” November-December 2016, disaggregated

In all cases, I used population rather than income as the
proxy for economic health. No job? Move to the city! Those
who use population as a key variable note that it is measured
more accurately than income and that its error limits
(confidence intervals) are well known and are considerably
smaller and more predictable than those for income.
In addition, people who live in rural areas tend to cite
population loss as an indicator of economic distress. They say,
“Our kids go off to college, and they don’t come back.”
But what would happen if I used income – specifically
median family income as measured by the Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey (ACS)? In the raw ACS data,
error limits for median family income are often as much as 10
times (on a percentage basis) greater than those for population
– and sometimes much more. In part this is because
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• The ACS studies most urban areas every three months, but
it surveys rural areas as seldom as once every three years.
• ACS estimates “hidden” income on the basis of bank
deposits, but people don’t always deposit money in the
counties where they live. Much income from the “casual”
off-the-books economy never even reaches a bank.
• Income measured by ACS includes benefits – everything
from the earned-income tax credit and SNAP benefits to
disability payments. Residents do not have full discretion

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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as to where to spend that income.
Some, but not all, can be used to
buy broadband services.
• Those who cannot find jobs tend
to have lower incomes. When they
leave their home counties, their low
income disappears with them, and
median income can rise as a result.
This is why some economists find
no income differences at all between
low- and high-broadband counties.
• Unlike population loss, which
measures an exact phenomenon,
medians are tricky. Often a median
masks a bimodal distribution. For
example, say a population has a lot
of individuals earning $30,000 a
year and many making $60,000.
The median might be $45,000,
even though few actually have that
income. I checked scattergrams to
guard against that possibility. The
scattergrams reproduced with this
article show that medians tend to
have large error limits but, at least
in rural counties, not to be bimodal.
• The value of the median as a
measure of family well-being is
further blurred by age distribution
and family size. It also is affected
by group living – in college dorms,
prisons (which tend to be rural),
agricultural bunk houses and so
forth. Group living can affect
“family” size.
Finally, because of privacy laws,
medians cannot be disaggregated
into individuals or even individual
households. One cannot obtain a
smaller error limit (again, confidence
interval) by calculating a median of
medians, an average of medians, or
an average of averages. A true metaanalysis combining multiple counties
to reduce the error limit would require
data on every individual.
All that said, I did find a clear
relationship between median family
income and quality of broadband access
(Table 1). Counties in the top 10 percent
of their own states for broadband access
had median family incomes of $53,000
in 2015 (expressed in 2010 dollars);
top-half counties, $47,000; bottom half,
$42,000; bottom 10 percent, $41,000.

Broadband
Quality
Ranking
Top 10%
Top half
All Counties
Bottom half
Bottom 10%

All Counties
$ 53,080
$ 47,269
$ 44,370
$ 42,382
$ 40,773

Restriction
$ 54,525
$ 47,706
$ 44,360
$ 41,988
$ 40,976

Non-Restriction
$
51,738
$
46,681
$
44,390
$
42,754
$
40,719

Table I. There is a strong relationship between a county’s median income and the quality of its
broadband service, but causality is not established, as there is very little difference in terms of
income between states that do and don’t restrict municipal broadband. People who can’t make
a living leave, so population loss does not necessarily change the median income, at least in the
short five-year period studied. However, restriction states add to the glitter of their cities, the top
10 percent in state access rankings. In other words, income may have a large role in broadband
use, but it has only a small role in broadband access. Finally, the numbers in the table overstate
the precision. All this data should really be rounded to the nearest 1,000. Source: ACS, 2010–2015,
incomes expressed in 2010 dollars.

The compression at the bottom
end of the scale was also expected,
as the bottom 10 percent (almost all
rural) tends to have zero or near-zero
broadband access, and the bottom half
(which includes the bottom 10 percent)
is typically not much better. At the top
of the scale, many urban areas boast
near-universal or universal 25 Mbps.
The broadband access rankings
are derived from National Broadband
Map data, which are riddled with
uncertainties. The uncertainties are
larger in rural areas, which often feature
easy-to-deploy towns next to rural areas
with very low premises density.
Urban areas do tend to have
bimodal population types – more
seniors, more young families with
at most one child, more one-person
households, as compared with rural
areas. They also have more full-time
working members among adults.
INCOME VERSUS
POPULATION
Because there is no direct connection
between income for restriction and
nonrestriction states, the income data
itself cannot be considered evidence
for causality. To test for causality, I
regressed the income data for each
county against the population data.
I know the population data well
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enough, again, to be sure that at least
25 percent of all rural job loss (as
measured by population loss), and as
much as 50 percent is due to lack of
good broadband access. In exercises of
this type, considering the uncertainties
in the data itself, a regression R 2
(coefficient of determination, or
measure of causality) greater than 0.10
is considered a strong score.
For all U.S. counties together,
the R 2 between restriction states is
0.14, a quite strong showing. For
nonrestriction states, it is 0.11. This
suggests that about $2,000 of the
$13,000 income gap between the top
broadband “haves” and the bottom
broadband “have-nots” is due to relative
lack of broadband access.
For rural farming counties (counties
whose dominant economic activity
is farming and that are not part of
a metropolitan statistical area), the
regression coefficient, R 2, is 0.16. There
is no similarly strong relationship for
the relatively few counties that practice
agriculture close to an urban area.
In contrast, urban retirement
communities show a rather strong
regression coefficient, R 2 = 0.24, and
rural retirement counties (the dominant
economic mode in the South; see the
November-December 2016 article noted
at the start of the story) are at 0.11.
|
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Figure 1. The regression coefficient between population loss and income is 0.11 (top image, for counties in nonrestriction states) to 0.14 (lower image,
for counties in restriction states) – a good result, considering uncertainties in the underlying data collected by the Census Bureau. This suggests that
median income does rise with broadband access and fall with lack of access. Note that median household income is not strongly bimodal but is quite
diverse, county to county. In these charts, note income where trend line crosses into positive population growth.

Finally, many economists say
population itself attracts jobs. That’s
especially so for service jobs in retail,
restaurants and medical facilities. The
real estate industry is fond of saying
that construction itself brings jobs.
But in rural areas especially, few real
estate developers would build large
subdivisions on spec. So this effect is
limited to fairly slow growth.
Nor do rural residents believe that
population increase causes job growth.
72
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Polling shows high antipathy toward
immigrants, based on a belief that
immigrant populations, rather than
creating jobs, crowd out native-born
Americans and depress wages.
Others say jobs bring population.
That would certainly be true for large
industrial establishments. Locate a new
automobile plant in a rural area, and
its population will obviously grow. But
those types of plants are uncommon.
One thing is clear. Years ago, the
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Census Bureau calculated that as baby
boomers age and die, all net population
growth after 2021 will be due to
immigration. Without population
growth to pay for the next generation’s
Social Security and for the nation’s
defense needs, the country’s best days
may be over. That effect will be most
severe in rural areas. v
Editor-at-large Steve Ross can be reached
at steve@bbcmag.com.
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Figure 2. There is a fairly strong relationship between income and population loss in rural farming counties, a regression coefficient of 0.16. Note that
median household income is not strongly bimodal but is quite diverse, county to county.

Figure 3. For retirees in urban areas (top), the regression coefficient is a strong 0.24, reflecting the fact that the households have more uniformity than
in rural areas (lower image), where it is 0.11. Note that median household income is not strongly bimodal but is quite diverse, county to county.
Did you like this article? Subscribe
here!
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
2017 |
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Readings on Broadband and the
Economy
Broadband continues to be an important economic driver, researchers say – but the
story is getting more complicated.
A BBC Staff Report

O

ver the two decades since broadband
internet access started to become
available, researchers have asked
whether it contributed in a positive way to
economic activity. During that time, many
studies have confirmed broadband’s impact on
the economy. Following are excerpts from this
year’s batch of research reports.
As these readings show, the answer seems to
be, as Facebook might put it, “It’s complicated.”
To summarize the authors’ findings,
• Higher broadband speeds lead to higher
GDP, but the effect tapers off at higher
income levels.
• Rural firms are more likely to locate where

•
•
•

•

broadband is available, but it may be too late
now for the have-not areas to catch up.
RUS broadband loans help boost the farm
economy, but only in metro-adjacent
counties.
Broadband can boost rural employment, but
only in metro-adjacent counties or where
workers’ skills have been upgraded.
The economic benefit of the internet can’t
be measured just in terms of new jobs – it
includes the creation of new categories of
goods and services.
As next-generation networks are deployed,
even more new types of goods and services
will be created.

Broadband Speeds Matter
Impact of Broadband Speed on Economic Outputs: An Empirical Study of
OECD Countries, Economics and Business Review, 2017
By Chatchai Kongaut / National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission of Thailand and
Erik Bohlin / Chalmers University of Technology
This study estimates the relationship between
broadband speed and economic outputs. The
results show that broadband speed contributes
positively to economic outputs, such as GDP.
The effects of broadband speed are also greater
in countries with lower income. The policy
recommendation is therefore that countries
should focus on and encourage high-speed
74
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broadband infrastructure and its adoption in
their national broadband plans and policies. …
This study does not aim to quantify the
exact effects of broadband speed on GDP.
Instead it points out the importance of highspeed broadband, since the causality of highspeed broadband and economic outputs in all
the models shows that the results in all models
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

are consistent and that broadband
speed does matter. With regard to
whether the relationship between
broadband speed and economic output
is linear or nonlinear, the results …

imply that different countries have
different impacts of broadband speed
on the economic outputs (higher
positive impacts on lower-income
countries). It is therefore possible that

the relationship of broadband speed
on economic output is positive but at
a decreasing rate.
http://bit.ly/2zDjTqq

Broadband Influences Rural Firms’ Location Decisions
Broadband Internet and New Firm Location Decisions in Rural Areas, American Journal of
Agricultural Economics, January 2017
By Younjun Kim / Southern Connecticut State University and Peter F. Orazem / Iowa State University
We focus on newly entering firm
location decisions that would be the
most sensitive to the presence or
absence of local high-speed internet
service. New firm location decisions
are predicated on current local
infrastructure, including whether or
not broadband service is available,
whereas most existing firms in the
location entered before broadband was
available in any market. …
We apply our method to data
taken from new firm startups in rural
areas of Iowa and North Carolina. We
choose rural areas because very rapid
deployment of broadband eliminated
meaningful variation in broadband
availability in urban areas. Broadband
deployment started in 1998 and spread
quickly in urban areas that had the
largest customer base[s]. In urban
Iowa and North Carolina, 67 percent
of ZIP codes had at least one provider
within a year. In contrast, broadband
deployment was considerably slower
in rural areas, with only 35 percent of

rural ZIP codes having service within
one year in Iowa and North Carolina.
We find that rural firms are 60 to
101 percent more likely to locate in ZIP
codes with broadband availability. The
broadband effect on firm entry is larger
in rural areas adjacent to a metropolitan
area or with larger populations. In a
robustness test using ZIP code dummy
variables, the effect of broadband on
rural firm entry falls to 3 percent. …
[T]his 3 percent estimate can be viewed
as a lower-bound estimate of the true
broadband effect.
Federal and state governments
have invested considerable resources to
encourage rural broadband deployment
and to reduce the digital divide
between urban and rural areas. Our
findings support the view that rural
firms are more likely to enter a market
with broadband availability. However,
our findings do not suggest that
universal rural broadband deployment
will cause the gap in economic growth
between urban and rural areas to

close. While broadband availability
will increase the likelihood that a firm
will locate in a rural area relative to
other rural towns lacking broadband,
the total number of firms locating in
rural towns might not be affected by
broadband availability.
Moreover, the complementarity
between broadband and agglomeration
suggests that broadband is most
valuable to the rural places close
to urban markets or with higher
populations. The uneven deployment
of broadband across rural locations
has caused recent rural firm entry
to concentrate in a small number
of towns with service. The resulting
agglomeration of firms in these towns
may continue to favor firm location in
these relatively few locations, even if
broadband access were made universal.
Future research will need to investigate
whether broadband deployment into
rural markets increases the total
number of rural firm startups.
http://bit.ly/2zE6bn7

USDA Broadband Loans Boost the Farm Economy Adjacent to Metro Areas
The Impact of Broadband on U.S. Agriculture: An Evaluation of the USDA Broadband Loan Program,
Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy, March 2017
By A my M. G. Kandilov / RTI International, Ivan T. Kandilov and Mitch Renkow / NC State University,
Xiangping Liu, University of Tennessee
The broadband loan programs increase
access to high-speed internet in
recipient communities, which can raise
farm sales by increasing both farm
output and prices received by producers.
Further, high-speed internet may drive

down costs by providing information
on cheaper inputs and better
management practices, leading to an
overall improvement in farm profits. …
We find that the two USDA broadband
loan programs have had positive causal
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impacts on farm sales, expenditures and
profits in a subset of rural counties –
those adjacent to metropolitan counties
– but not in other types of counties.
http://bit.ly/2zHPXad
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Worker Skills Are Critical to Obtaining Broadband Economic
Development Benefits
Connecting the Dots of Ohio’s Broadband Policy, Swank Program in Rural-Urban Policy,
The Ohio State University, April 2017
By Mark Rembert, Bo Feng and Mark Partridge / Ohio State University
The most recent research suggests that
broadband can be an effective economic
development tool in some rural areas,
specifically more populated, metroadjacent areas that have a higher share
of skilled workers. For areas that do not
fall into those categories, the best case
for broadband may not be economic
development. Efforts to provide access in
these areas – especially in areas with low
skill levels – might need to be coupled
with other economic development
efforts aimed at offsetting the potential
adverse effect of firms’ using information
technologies to outsource work or
replace workers with technology, such as
supporting entrepreneurship and skills
development. …

Considering this evidence within
the context of the costs and benefits
of broadband expansion, the vast
majority of benefits stem from benefits
to consumers. Broadband can greatly
expand consumer access to products
and services at lower prices, resulting
in large economic gains. The evidence
regarding the economic development
benefits of broadband expansion are less
assuring. While more populated rural
areas adjacent to metros likely have
opportunities to spur some economic
development through broadband
expansion, these gains are likely to
come at the expense of smaller, more
remote rural areas. The economics
literature suggests broadband

expansion into [rural areas with
low-skilled workforces] can actually
have unintended consequences that
reduce employment. This suggests that
broadband expansion policies should
be coupled with targeted economic
development efforts that include
entrepreneurial support, internet
literacy, and skills development to
mitigate the potential losses associated
with broadband expansion. Finally,
internet job search can significantly
reduce the length of unemployment
for job seekers, producing additional
economic benefits for workers and
the state.
http://bit.ly/2iVDjws

Is the Internet More Like a Country?
Refreshing Our Understanding of the Internet Economy, Internet Association, March 2017
By Christopher Hooton, Ph.D.
Simply placing the internet sector …
within the current NAICS taxonomy
(or other formalized system) produces a
deceptively intuitive fit. Researchers can
quickly provide comparators that seem
appropriately matched: The internet
sector contributes approximately 6
percent of the U.S. GDP; it is a top-20
industry within the United States
economy (in 2015); it is larger than
powerhouse sectors such as construction
(3.6 percent in 2012), transportation
and warehousing (2.9 percent in
2012), and others. All of these are true,
but as several other researchers who
have analyzed the internet economy
have argued, the estimates are likely
conservative, and the comparators are
not entirely appropriate.
Perhaps a more useful approach,
hinted at by du Rausas et al. (2011),
is to consider the internet economy
as a unique market (i.e. the same way
we would a sovereign nation). They
76
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Goods and services developed via the internet
should be considered a unique class.

estimated that in 2009 the internet
would have been one of the 10 largest
national economies in the world, larger
than Canada, Spain, and many other
large developed economies, implying
a global GDP contribution of over
2.1 percent. And while not entirely
applicable, the approach does fit many of
the economic activities in the internet.
Recent years have seen the development
and stabilization of new currencies
(bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies), the
development and sale of new territory
(domains and sites), new production
and distribution infrastructure systems
(apps and network platforms), new
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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communities and culture (social
networks), and the collection and
utilization of new forms of resources
and commodities that can be mined and
processed into economically useful items
(data, APIs and more).
This is not to suggest that the
internet should be considered a country,
but it does illustrate that the types of
goods and services developed via and
available through the internet should,
at a minimum, be given more attention
than they currently receive and …
considered a unique class with a more
sophisticated approach of incorporation.
http://bit.ly/2jbDcyM
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The Future: GigaApps Will
Unlock New Markets
Unlocking GigaWorld Innovation, September 2017
By Gregory Pankert, Ignacio Garcia Alves and Karim Taga / TIME Practice,
Arthur D. Little
Together, the three families of
GigaApps [augmented discovery,
virtual telepresence and automated
living – all dependent on new advanced
networks] will affect most economic
sectors. Fundamentally, future
GigaApps will generate value by
• Reducing barriers to innovation
and time-to-market for small and
mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) and
small offices and home offices
(SoHo), which will be enabled to
affordably access online service
capabilities [that] currently are
available only to larger enterprises or
niche businesses. Examples include
access to cloud-based advanced
analytics (e.g. data mining and
online analytical processing to
understand customers’ habits), and
access to shared platforms to reach
new markets (e.g. shared physical
points of sale where several SMEs
are present as hologram projections).
• Increasing productivity through
increased automation of tasks,
leading to faster manufacturing
processes and production, e.g.
AR-assisted installation of solar
electricity generators or robots
autonomously building houses.
• Unlocking new services by
enhancing interactions between
people and their surroundings via
unprecedented experiences, e.g.
virtual social interactions and AR
guidance for tourism.
We foresee that the industrial
manufacturing, engineering, logistics
and automotive sectors will benefit
most from the three families of
GigaApps, accounting for close to 25
percent of total unlocked value, or close
to €110 billion in Europe by 2025.
The smart home and entertainment
sectors, in addition to retail and
e-commerce, come next, accounting for

14 percent and 16 percent respectively
of the overall GigaWorld market,
followed closely by the health care and
travel and tourism sectors.
We anticipate that augmented
discovery and virtual telepresence
services will largely enable use cases in
the industrial sector (e.g. collaborative
prototyping, drone-controlled
warehouse management), the smart
home and entertainment sector (e.g.
holographic projection of movies or
sport events, virtual teleconferencing,
AR-assisted do-it-yourself installation of
kitchens) and the retail and e-commerce
sectors (e.g. virtual sales agent).
Automated living–related applications,
on the other hand, are expected to
be present in all sectors as connected
objects and machines are increasingly
deployed in all kinds of situations.
By 2025, automated living is
expected to profoundly disrupt all
industries. Its applications will enable
not only human-to-machine interactions
but also machine-to-machine.
Exploiting a broad variety of already
deployed sensors and devices will enable
widespread adoption and development
of a large number of use cases.
Together, the three families of
GigaApps should unlock markets
estimated at €450–500 billion per year
in Europe by 2025 (and yearly €2.4–2.5
trillion at global level). Augmented
discovery and virtual telepresence are
forecast to grow at an annual rate of
67 percent and 68 percent respectively
while automated living should grow
at a pace of 19 percent over the same
2016–2025 period.

Charles Fiber Distribution Points
Superior environmental protection,
more supported ber types, and best
overall value in above grade ber pedestals,
interconnects, cross-connects and ex points

CBGE Below Grade Enclosures

Molded polymer handholes for parkway/
greenbelt placements; ideal for cable slack
storage, sealed cases, irrigation valves and
traﬃc controls in incidental traﬃc areas

http://bit.ly/2zXisnf
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2018 BUYERS GUIDE

Buying for Ultra-Broadband
Builds and Services
Where to buy equipment, software and services for delivering voice, video,
data and more

I

f you are looking for help coordinating a complex
network project, differentiating a multifamily property,
delivering broadband to unserved or underserved
communities, upgrading existing networks with state-of-theart equipment, meeting customers’ insatiable demand for
bandwidth or attracting new businesses to your community,
this is the place to start.
The products and services described here make deploying
networks and services faster, easier and less expensive than
ever before. These vendors can help you plan and execute
your project.

3-GIS
350 Market Street, Suite C
Decatur, AL 35601
P: 256-560-0744
W: www.3-gis.com
Contact: Terry Price
E: tprice@3gis.com

The 2018 Buyers Guide is for
•
•
•
•
•

Property owners and developers
Telecommunications service providers of all kinds
Municipal officials and advisors
Contractors, consultants, integrators and installers
Banks and other capital sources.

Staff members participating in the production of this section
included Irene Prescott and Dennise Argil.

ADTRAN Inc. is a leading global provider of networking and
communications equipment. ADTRAN’s products enable
voice, data, video and internet communications across a variety
of network infrastructures. ADTRAN solutions are currently
in use by service providers, private enterprises, government
organizations and millions of individual users worldwide. For
more information, please visit www.adtran.com

Customers: Telcos
Products/Services: Back-Office Software
ADTRAN
901 Explorer Blvd., NW
Huntsville, AL 35806
P: 800-923-8726
W: www.adtran.com
Contact: Ashley Schulte
E: ashley.schulte@adtran.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Cable TV; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; Wireless
Broadband Equipment; Wireline Broadband Equipment
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Design/ Egineering/ Construction

Optical Fiber and Cable

Back-Office Software

Wireline Broadband Equipment

Test Equipment

In-Home Cabling and Networking

Wireless Broadband Equipment

Fiber and Cable Connectivity

Voice/Video/Internet Services

PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Electric Co-ops

Municipalities

Hospitality

Cable TV

Telcos

COMPANY

MDU/PCO

BUYERS
GUIDE

CUSTOMERS
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3										 3		
Adtran
3 3 3
3 3
3 3		
3			
Advanced Broadband Supply
3 3 3 3 3		
3 3 3 3 3
3
AT&T
3						3								
Calix		
3 3
3 3		
3		
3 3		
Charles Industries Ltd.
3 3 3
3		
3 3		
3			
Clearfield
3 3 3
3 3
3 3 3
3
3
Corning Optical Communications
3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3				
3 3
COS Systems
3 3
3 3 3						 3		
Gigabit Now
3		
3 3		3							
3
GLDS
3 3 3 3 3 3						 3		
Graybar
3 3 3
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3 3 3 3 3
3
Hubbell Power Systems		
3 3
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3							
Lite Access Technologies		
3 3
3		
3					
3 3
National Information Solutions Cooperative
(NISC)		
3		
3 3						 3		
NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association		 3													
OFS
3 3 3 3 3 3
3
3			
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Pavlov Media
3						3								
Power & Tel
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3
Preformed Line Products
3 3 3
3 3
3
3					
Spectrum Community Solutions
3						3								
Synergy Fiber
3						3							
3
Thermo Bond Buildings
3 3 3
3 3									
WideOpen Networks						3		3							
3

Advanced Broadband Supply
10100 NW 116th Way #3
Medley, FL 33178
P: 305-960-7458
W: www.advanced
broadbandsupply.com
Contact: John Zaldivas
E: john@advanced
broadbandsupply.com

Networking; Test Equipment; Wireline Broadband
Equipment; Optical Fiber and Cable

Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos;
Cable TV; Hospitality;
Municipalities
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity;
Wireless Broadband Equipment; In-Home Cabling and
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 |

Advanced Broadband Supply is FTTx Central, stocking all
your fiber connectivity needs with hardline and drop fiber,
several drop enclosures for outside plant and MDUs, various
types of PLC splitters, fast connectors, fiber bundles, fiber
rosettes, patch panels, ODFs, cleaning supplies, tools and
test equipment. We have large inventories and aggressive
pricing, making us the right supply connection. In addition,
we have all your HFC and DOCSIS products in stock, from
HFC – GPON, including cable modems, amplifiers, optical
nodes and much more. We are here to simplify the purchasing
process with prompt and professional service.
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AT&T
208 S. Akard St.
Dallas, TX 75202
P: 800-331-0500
W: www.att.com
Contact: A.J. Mada
E: tajmada@directv.com

Calix
1035 N. Mcdowell Blvd.
Petaluma, CA 94954
P: 707-766-3000
Contact: Carl Meyerhoefer
W: www.calix.com

Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice / Video/ internet Services
Bringing AT&T internet to existing MDUs
AT&T will revolutionize how high-speed internet is deployed
to existing multi-dwelling-unit buildings (MDUs). G.fast
will utilize existing copper cabling in MDUs to minimize
disruption and to deliver high-speed internet (download
speeds up to 500 Mbps) where fiber overbuild designs do
not meet property owner needs. AT&T’s new approach
is especially helpful in condominiums where access to
individual units is not feasible. With G.fast, we still need to
bring fiber to each building, but from the building we will
utilize existing wire within the building to deliver service to
tenants up to 300 feet. AT&T expects G.fast to serve as an
alternative solution to fiber overbuild and help expand the
number of buildings that AT&T can reach with internet
speeds above 100 Mbps. Interested property owners can go to
att.com/fiberproperties to learn more and see if they qualify
for a complimentary property design.

Customers: Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software, Wireless
Broadband Equipment, Wireline Broadband Equipment
Calix is a global leader in platform innovations for access
networks and a leading provider of fiber access platforms and
cloud services. Municipalities and utilities worldwide leverage
Calix fiber access expertise to become the broadband service
provider of choice to their subscribers. Visit www.calix.com
for more information.
Charles Industries, Ltd.
5600 Apollo Drive
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
P: 847-806-6300
Contact: Brad Wackerlin
W: www.charlesindustries.com

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; Wireless
Broadband Equipment; Wireline Broadband Equipment
Charles Below Grade Enclosures (CBGE) are lightweight,
molded polyethylene handholes available in a variety of
tapered rectangular and round sizes. Designed for lightduty placements (parkway/greenbelt applications), these
sturdy below-grade enclosures serve a variety of purposes in
telecommunications, wireless, utility and broadband cable
networks.
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Constructed from high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
Charles Below Grade Enclosures are built to provide years
of maintenance-free service and superior shelter for buried
network components. CBGE allow technicians easy, gradelevel handhole access to splice cases, control valves, slack
cable, and other equipment at network junctions. Molded-in
or applied nameplates offer convenient identification, and
several security bolt patterns are available. All Charles CBGE
products are manufactured in the USA.
Clearfield
7050 Winnetka Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55428
P: 763-476-6866
W: www.SeeClearfield.com
Contact: Tony Lammers
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos;
Cable TV; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops; Sports
Stadiums; Government; Railroad
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; In-Home
Cabling and Networking; Optical Fiber and Cable
Clearfield is the Fiber to the Anywhere company – with a
Fiber to the Anywhere product platform. Clearfield delivers
a streamlined, practical approach when it comes to the
distribution, consolidation, management and protection
of fiber. Whether delivering fiber to the home, MDU, cell
tower or business, Clearfield’s FieldSmart fiber management
platform, CraftSmart OSP fiber enclosures and FieldShield
terminals, microduct, pushable fiber and drop cable platform,
set the standard for a scalable fiber optic network and
unmatched fiber performance while lowering the cost of
broadband deployment.
Corning Optical Communications
800 17th St NW
Hickory, NC 28601
P: 800-743-2675
Contact: Alyson Moore
W: www.corning.com/opcomm
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos,
Cable TV, Hospitality,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and
Cable Connectivity; Wireless Broadband Equipment;
Optical Fiber and Cable; Design/ Engineering/
Construction
Connect Your Community to a Brighter Future
Access to affordable and reliable high-speed broadband is vital
to a community’s economic development. Communities that
are endeavoring to provide this service face unique challenges,
and we’re here to help. Corning’s Community Broadband
Integrators Program provides a comprehensive, “turn-key”

approach to municipal fiber deployments. Working with
Corning, communities can access the product and services
expertise of our entire broadband ecosystem – from passive
and active components to network planning and design,
construction, operation and maintenance.
A great first step for communities considering a fiber
network is completing a feasibility study. Corning offers a
free preliminary feasibility study that includes detailed design
and costs for passive and active components, construction
and operation and maintenance as well as funding options to
consider.
We’re Here. We Understand. We Can Help. Let’s
Connect. Visit www.corning.com/muni
COS Systems
42 Broadway, Suite 12-206
New York, NY 10004
P: 800-562-1730
W: www.cossystems.com
Contact: Isak Finer
E: isak.finer@cossystems.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Hospitality; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software
COS Systems delivers cloud-hosted software to plan, build
and manage broadband networks globally.
COS Service Zones allows network builders to draw
competing zones, or “fiberhoods,” across their cities and see
real-time demand grow as customers sign up using branded
websites. Once target take rates are reached, the networks are
deployed backed by committed customers and secured revenue.
COS Service Zones delivers subscriber-backed, successful
broadband networks and no more failed projects.
COS Business Engine is a proven network management
solution (BSS/OSS) supporting both single-provider and
open-access networks. Subscribers buy their internet services
from an online marketplace, which increases take rates,
ARPU, and customer satisfaction, as the network owner can
offer 24/7 availability, while reaching maximum operations
efficiency, thanks to the extensive use of self-service solutions
and automation.
COS Systems takes customer needs and creates innovative
software solutions that streamline customers’ business
processes, boost sales and profitability, and create satisfied
customers.
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Gigabit Now
12842 Interurban Ave S
Seattle, WA 98168
P: 866-748-8066
W: www.gigabitnow.com
Contact: Dan Sivils
E: dan@gigabitnow.com

Wisconsin and Lithuania, and it supports operators in
49 U.S. states and 47 countries worldwide. Key products
include BroadHub for customer management and billing and
SuperController for multiservice automated provisioning.
WinForce tech, a mobile workforce management platform,
empowers field techs with tools previously available only to
office staff. Available in native Android and browser-based
platforms, WinForce tech is fully integrated with BroadHub.

Customers: MDU/PCO; Hospitality; Municipalities
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity
GigabitNow offers turnkey solutions for the planning,
design, construction, operation and support of gigabit fiberto-the-home and wireless point-to-point networks. Offering
custom internet solutions for small and medium communities
nationwide since 2004, GigabitNow has expertise in a variety
of fiber network architectures (FTTx), wireless and outsideplant (OSP) deployments. GigabitNow are experts in working
with customers in determining the best fiber solutions for
their communities. We have several public and private
community fiber and construction projects across the West
Coast with specific experience in master-planned communities.
We have completed both overbuild and greenfield network
constructions as well as point-to-point wireless deployments.
GigabitNow is in the business of planning, building,
connecting, operating and supporting fiber networks for
communities across the country. Contact us today to discuss
how we can bring gigabit faster broadband to your community.

Graybar
34 N. Meramec Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105
P: 704-770-8731
Contact: Heather Delz
W: www.graybar.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Cable TV; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity;
Wireless Broadband Equipment; In-Home Cabling and
Networking; Test Equipment; Wireline Broadband
Equipment; Optical Fiber and Cable
Hubbell Power Systems
200 Center Point Circle, Suite 200
Columbia, SC 29210
P: 803-216-2626
W: www.hubbellpowersystems.com
Contact: Janet Daurity
E: www.jldaurity@hubbell.com
Customers: Telcos; Cable TV; Municipalities; Electric Co-Ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity

GLDS
5954 Priestly Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92008
P: 800-882-7950
W: www.glds.com
Contact: Kevin Kononchek
E: kevinkononchek@glds.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos;
Cable TV; Hospitality; Municipalities; Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software

Hubbell Power
Systems Inc.
(HPS) is a global
manufacturer and
supplier of a wide
range of network

Since 1980, GLDS
has helped small
operators look big
by providing reliable, full-featured billing and management
software at affordable prices – including cloud-based options
that require a much smaller investment. Partnering with
major equipment suppliers, GLDS supports FTTH, IPTV,
DOCSIS, OTT, LTE, TVE, cloud service, wireless, satellite,
mobile payments and legacy delivery systems. It has installed
solutions for more than 800 small and midsize broadband
operators, including FTTH, cable, satellite, and wireless
operators ranging in size from startups to providers with more
than 450,000 customers. GLDS has offices in California,
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infrastructure products that support construction and
maintenance of a wide variety of OSP network types, whether
fiber, coax, twisted pair or wireless. Our brands include
names you know and trust, including Quazite, PenCell,
Chance, Fargo, OptiLoop, Electric Motion Company
and Hubbell. Product families for OSP networks include
underground enclosures, pedestals, dog houses, pole and
drop line hardware, guy anchors, aerial slack storage systems,
ADSS support hardware, fiber splice closures, a complete line
of bonding and grounding hardware, and tools including
lineman grade gear and Kellems cable pulling grips.
Based in Columbia, South Carolina, with a reputation
for quality achieved by serving electric utilities and their
demanding reliability requirements, HPS supplies OSP
infrastructure products to all types of communications network
owners and those who build and maintain those networks.
Lite Access Technologies
20678 Duncan Way Unit 5
Langley B.C. Canada V3A 7A3
P: 604-247-4704
W: www.liteaccess.com
Contact: Gary Stahlbrand
E: gstahlbrand@liteaccess.com

Customers: Telcos; Cable TV; Municipalities
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; Optical
Fiber and Cable; Design/Engineering/Construction

National Information Solutions Cooperative (NISC)
One Innovation Circle
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367
P: 866-999-6472
W: www.nisc.coop
Contact: Todd Henecke
E: todd.henecke@nisc.cooop
Customers: Telcos; Municipalities; Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software; Customer-Facing
Software
Place the power of true account management in your
customers’ hands! With NISC’s SmartHub Order
Management, your customers have the power to manage
existing services as well as add and upgrade packages 24/7.
Your new customers will have the ability to not only shop
and compare traditional services, wireless plans and devices
but also sign up and purchase on the spot while providing
all information necessary to establish the new customer. This
SmartHub-based solution uses your existing website to market
services based on service location and fully customizable
business rules that accommodate hundreds of bundling
configurations. The shopping cart functionality will allow
your customers to see their price change in real time as they
add and upgrade services, thus reducing the confusion account
adjustments can cause. Let your website do the work and
redirect your customer service representatives’ time to more
critical tasks with NISC’s SmartHub Order Management.

World leader in narrow/microtrench deployment
methodologies, encompassing all aspects of fiber optic
deployment for the FTTx and backbone market.
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NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association
4121 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1000
Arlington, VA 22203
P: 703-351-2000
W: www.ntca.org
Contact: Jennifer Jushchuk
E: jjushchuk@ntca.org

Headquartered in Norcross (near Atlanta), Georgia,
OFS is a global provider with facilities in China, Denmark,
Germany, Russia and the United States. OFS is part of
Furukawa Electric Company, a multibillion-dollar leader in
optical communications.
Please visit www.ofsoptics.com.

Customers: Telcos
Products/Services: Human Resources Consulting Services;
Board Training & Development

Pavlov Media
206 N. Randolph Street, Suite 200
Champaign, IL 61821
P: 217-531-9031
W: www.pavlovmedia.com
Contact: Chris Hunt
E: chunt@pavlovmedia.com

NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association, the premier
association representing nearly 850 independent, communitybased telecommunications companies, provides a range of
human resources and board development consulting services
that lead to improved efficiency, increased education and
innovative ideas. Our services are easily customizable to meet
your needs and allow you to focus on other priorities while
our HR and telco board experts work with your staff.
Board Training and Development
Board training is just one of the educational services offered
by NTCA. With this 11-module development series, you have
the option to choose either one module or many, providing the
flexibility needed to create a unique board training experience.
Human Resources Consulting Services
NTCA’s human resources professionals have helped many
small, independent telcos bring out the best in their
employees and business by offering training, recruitment and
other HR services customized for each individual business to
achieve employee excellence.
OFS
2100 Northeast Expressway
Norcross, GA 30071
P: 770-798-5555
W: www.ofsoptics.com
Contact: Michael Fortin
E: mfortin@ofsoptics.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Cable TV; Hospitality;
Municipalities; Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; In-Home
Cabling and Networking; Optical Fiber and Cable;
Design/Engineering/Construction
OFS is a world-leading designer, manufacturer and provider
of optical fiber, fiber optic cable, connectivity, fiber-to-thesubscriber (FTTx) and specialty photonics products. We
provide reliable, cost-effective solutions for a broad range
of applications, including telecommunications, medicine,
industrial automation, sensing, government, aerospace and
defense. These products help our customers meet the needs of
consumers and businesses today and into the future.
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Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/internet Services
Pavlov Media is headquartered in Champaign, Illinois, and
offers broadband and television services nationally. The
company provides fiber services on its national backbone
network, delivering speeds up to 10 gigabits (10,000 Mbps).
Pavlov Media specializes in private Internet Protocol networks
designed, constructed and operated by a team of dedicated
professionals from the multifamily real estate industry. Pavlov
Media adds value to properties and businesses by delivering IP
products that enhance customer satisfaction and protect assets.
Currently, Pavlov Media serves nearly 200 communities in
43 states and Canada.
The company is the only MDU provider that offers a
national network backbone with 15 data centers and fiber
optic services. Additionally, Pavlov Media is directly peered
with more than 170 content providers, which gives its
communities direct access to the most popular content and
improved performance.
For more information, visit www.pavlovmedia.com.
Power & Tel
2673 Yale Ave.
Memphis, TN 38112
P: 901-866-3300
W: www.ptsupply.com
Contact: Melissa Seibring
E: Melissa.seibring@ptsupply.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Cable TV; Hospitality;
Municipalities; Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Voice/Video/internet Services; Fiber and
Cable Connectivity; Wireless Broadband Equipment;
In-Home Cabling and Networking; Test Equipment;
Wireline Broadband Equipment; Optical Fiber and Cable;
Design/Engineering/Construction
Power & Tel helps you get the most out of your supply
chain by combining our dedicated, customer-first approach
with years of experience and innovative technologies. We
fulfill your ever-changing inventory needs, allowing you to
concentrate on what’s really important – your customers.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Contact: Brendan O’Boyle
E: boboyle@preformed.com
Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos;
Cable TV; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and
Cable Connectivity; In-Home
Cabling and Networking; Outside and Inside Plant

Power & Tel, your premier supply-chain partner in the global
communications marketplace.
Preformed Line Products
660 Beta Drive
Mayfield Village, OH 44143
P: 440-461-5200
W: www.preformed.com

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 |

Preformed Line Products offers innovative product solutions
such as the COYOTE family of fiber optic splice closures,
organizers and trays and the ARMADILLO family of copper
splice closures and accessories. The reliability of our full line
of fiber optic, copper, demarcation, bonding, strand and cable
solutions, combined with our knowledgeable sales team and
technical support services, makes PLP the connection you can
count on.
Our technical support and customer service people are
there when you need them to assist in specifications, to work
with you in the field and to help you with problems. And in
the event of an emergency, we are there to make certain you
immediately have the products, services and support you need
to restore service to your customers quickly.
Visit www.preformed.com or call 440-461-5200 to find
out more about our products and our newest closure, the
COYOTE STP (Service Termination Point).
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Spectrum Community Solutions
400 Atlantic Street
Stamford, CT 06901
Phone: 203-705-5598
Contact: Joe Varello
W: spectrumcommunitysolutions.com

Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/internet Services,
Community Wi-Fi
Spectrum Community Solutions is dedicated to the
multifamily industry. By providing customized Wi-Fi, TV
and voice solutions, we partner with multifamily housing
professionals to enable them to exceed their goals and
enhance their business. Spectrum Community Solutions
integrates superior entertainment and communications
products with dedicated 24/7 customer and technical
support, helping property owners attract and retain more
residents and increase property value.
With scalable fiber connections serving enterprise-grade
managed Wi-Fi, each resident can stream video, download
music, upload photos and more from their portable devices
everywhere on a property. Later in 2017 and into 2018,
Charter will introduce Spectrum Internet Gig service,
available to new and existing Spectrum Pricing and Packaging
(SPP) residential customers in several markets. Spectrum
Internet Gig will deliver wired download speeds of up to
940 Mbps and upload speeds of 35 Mbps, and it requires
professionally installed equipment. We also provide tools that
enable property managers to evaluate the performance of
their network amenity and to leverage access to the amenity
to drive improved operational and financial efficiencies.
Spectrumcommunitysolutions.com
Synergy Fiber
3131 S. State St., Suite 306-307
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
P: 734-222-6061
W: www.synergyfiber.com
Contact: Andres Gomez
E: Andres.g@synergyfiber.com

buildings.” We are a value-driven company that believes in
maintaining a synergistic relationship with our employees,
clients, vendors and property managers. Our industryleading designs include gigabit fiber infrastructure, Ruckus
Wi-Fi and DISH satellite television. Our turnkey package
incorporates structured cabling design, video security systems
and buildingwide access control as a total building solution.
We continue to manage and support building infrastructure
and client needs after turn-up with our 24/7/365 global help
desk, providing you peace of mind throughout the life of
your property. Whether your project is new construction,
retrofitting or rebranding the technology at your property,
Synergy can help you achieve your goals.
Thermo Bond Buildings
109 E. Pleasant St.
P.O. Box 445
Elk Point, SD 57025
P: 800-356-2686
W: www.thermobond.com
Contact: Mike Pottebaum
E: info@thermobond.com

Customers: MDU/PCO; Telcos; Cable TV; Municipalities;
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber Building

Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/internet Services; Design/
Engineering/ Construction
Synergy Fiber is a recognized leader in managed
communications services, providing total technology
solutions for our targeted multitenant “certified giga86
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In business for four decades, Thermo Bond Buildings has
provided buildings for thousands of companies, including
eight of the 10 largest market cap companies in the United
States. We manufacture turnkey FTTH and ILA buildings
and are quickly becoming the nation’s leader in modular data
centers. We offer lightweight, metal and concrete solutions in
virtually any size to support your equipment. Our lightweight
buildings feature composite fiberglass aggregate siding or a
variety of architectural finishes. For applications that require a
hardened facility, Thermo Bond’s pre-cast concrete buildings
are naturally resistant to bullets, vandals and fire. Built to
your specifications, our buildings are either standard or
fully integrated. Our experienced technicians and licensed
electricians can lower your overall site costs by engineering,
procuring and installing your specialized equipment.
We also factory test all equipment to ensure quality and
reliability. Thermo Bond provides quality workmanship,

friendly customer service, flexible integration capabilities and
dependable, on-time delivery.
WideOpen Networks
2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2150
Blacksburg, VA 24060
P: 540-552-2150
W: www.wideopennetworks.us
Contact: Andrew Cohill
E: cohill@wideopennetworks.us

WideOpen Networks
Customers: Communities
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity; Design/
Engineering/ Construction v

Your Living
Network
Miles of fiber going to businesses and homes across
the country. The landscape is constantly changing
and Graybar can assist with laying the groundwork.
We can help you build your network with:
• Tailored solutions
• Unmatched logistics
• Supply-chain and project management
• State-of-the-art technologies
from best-in-class manufacturers
• The largest sales force in the industry
We’re ready for you.
graybar.com

Did you like this article? Subscribe
here!
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Dark Fiber Versus Lit Fiber
San Francisco is considering two options for a citywide open-access network. Both are
good, but one option offers significant advantages.
By Greg Whelan / Greywale Advisors

I

n October 2017, the city of San Francisco
released a feasibility study for a ubiquitous,
open, fiber-to-the-premises network –
ubiquitous as in 100 percent citywide and
open as in open-access broadband. There will
be tremendous benefits to the San Francisco
community if this network is built. Yet there
are also challenges that range from utility pole
attachments to the reaction of the incumbent
service providers.
The study, conducted by CTC Technology
& Energy and IMG Rebel, proposed two
public-private partnership models, a dark fiber
model and a dual model that includes both
lit and dark fiber. Both models are orders of
magnitude better than broadband today. If
either model were widely deployed throughout
the United States, it would unleash a wave of
innovation and economic growth for decades.
Why would a city as large and vibrant as
San Francisco want to undertake a massive $1.5
billion civil construction project, becoming the
owner and potentially even the operator of an
open-access fiber network? For the same reason
many other cities do. The San Francisco report
stated, “Broadband networks rank among the
most important infrastructure assets of our
time – for purposes of economic development
and competitiveness, innovation, workforce
preparedness, health care, education, democratic
discourse and environmental sustainability.”
Modern broadband is critical community
infrastructure, and yet there are digital divides
on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis. The
economics for private entities to serve entire
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communities are challenging. Hence, the city
figured that someone else should build the
infrastructure, and that someone is the city itself.
A SIMPLE BROADBAND MODEL
A simple model can help people understand the
ecosystem impacts of large-scale, open-access
broadband deployment. A simple broadband
ecosystem, shown in Figure 1, includes three
types of entities. On one side are consumers
and businesses. On the other side are cloud
companies that offer the applications, services
and content the first side wants. In the middle
are broadband access providers, which in the
United States include traditional telephone
companies, cable TV companies and mobile
network operators. In an ideal ecosystem, the
entity in the middle provides the two sides, as
well as different entities on the same side, with
access to one another.
The broadband ecosystem is not really that
simple. In the U.S. market, most broadband
access providers also provide applications,
services and content (see Figure 2). In addition,
cloud companies have numerous initiatives to
accelerate the deployment of both fixed and
wireless broadband networks. For example, two
projects led by Facebook, the Open Compute
Project and the Telecom Infra Project, are
trying to accelerate the incumbent providers
to move faster. Alphabet/Google took an
alternative approach and created Google Fiber
to overbuild select cities with its own fiber-tothe-premises networks. Even with net neutrality
regulations, the playing field is not level because
some players have more power than others.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

Figure 1: Simplified broadband ecosystem

Figure 2: Real broadband ecosystem

OPEN ACCESS TO DARK
FIBER
The basic concept of open access is to
separate services from the network.
(See Figure 3.) This can be done at the
dark fiber (passive) layer or at the lit
(active) layer. In the open-access dark
fiber model, the city or other network
owner funds the buildout of fiber
strands to every premises and then leases
individual fibers, address by address, to
service providers. The lease payments
cover the bond payments, and all is well.
The dark fiber model is much better
than today’s broadband market, but
it poses a barrier to entry to smaller
companies. The lessee of any fiber
must light both ends. The broadband
data center (central office) needs
optical equipment to light each fiber.
Doing this at scale requires a budget
and skills beyond the reach of most

entrepreneurial broadband service
innovators.
The same is true on the premises
side – the lessee must deploy some
device to terminate the fiber and hand
off traffic to the in-home or in-building
network. Yes, it can be done, but to do
it even once, not to mention at scale,
a company must buy equipment and
trucks and hire installers.
Thus, a dark fiber model could lead
to a faster version of today’s broadband
ecosystem (Figure 2), in which
national, regional and local service
providers compete to offer triple-play
and internet-only connections.
The lack of service providers is often
cited as a problem with open access.
But how many triple-play or internetonly providers does anyone really need?
If a community had two companies
that competed to lease dark fiber and
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Figure 3: Open-access model

offer today’s services at gigabit speeds,
it would be an elite global community.
This alone does not solve the power
|
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Figure 4: Lit-model broadband ecosystem

imbalance in the ecosystem; it just
makes the whole ecosystem faster.
Large cloud companies could also
lease dark fiber and serve individual
homes. Google Fiber could lease the
entire network, as it did with the open
dark fiber network in Huntsville,
Alabama. Large cloud companies
should see the strategic advantage
of being the gateway for all their
customers’ communications needs. The
big cloud companies certainly have the
resources to light open fiber networks.
If the future of broadband is just
high-speed, best-effort internet access,
does it matter whether a telco, a cable
company or a cloud company provides
that access? The only differences among
them are price and brand strength.
Given the current challenges of
lighting a network at this scale, the
dark fiber model is likely to be limited
to a few large providers. Thus, the dark
fiber model could lead either to a faster
version of today’s broken broadband
market or to a market dominated by
large national brands that have the
wherewithal to light the fiber at scale.
Still, there’s nothing too dark about this
model; it’s a lot better than today’s.
OPEN ACCESS TO LIT FIBER
The key benefit of the lit model is that
it eliminates the barrier of obtaining
90
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the skills and resources to light the
fiber. Rather, the network operator (the
city’s private partner, in the case of San
Francisco) lights the fiber and offers lit
connections to service providers. In this
model, a service provider just needs to
peer or interconnect with the city. It
doesn’t have to purchase and operate
the last-mile optical equipment.
The lit model (Figure 4) enables
multiple service providers to serve the
same home or business over the same
fiber at the same time with guaranteed
quality of service and security. By
contrast, in the dark fiber model, only
one service provider at a time can use
a fiber and serves as the gateway to all
other service providers, as shown in
Figure 1. Switching service providers
requires physically disconnecting the
fiber from one service provider and
reconnecting it to another.
The lit model creates a level playing
field in which all service providers
have equal access to all customers.
It eliminates the disadvantage cloud
companies face in today’s ecosystem –
namely, that their success is determined
by broadband providers’ willingness
to upgrade and those providers’
interpretations of net neutrality. This
disadvantage is increasing as broadband
providers offer more content and cloud
services.
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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INNOVATION CITIES
Many cities claim to be or want to be
“innovation cities.” A big benefit of the
lit open-access model is that it is an
innovation platform. With the lighting
barrier removed, anyone can become
a broadband service provider. Figure
5 shows several possible future service
providers.
Public cloud companies, such as
Microsoft and Amazon, can offer
secure, very high-speed and lowlatency connections to customers
attached to the network. They and IoT
companies will have a platform for edge
computing as well, as the broadband
data center should be locally situated.
Colleges and universities can offer 4K
video lectures and immersive learning
experiences directly to all residents of
the community. Gaming companies
can become service providers and
offer their customers a new level of
experience with ultra-low latencies and
gigabit speeds.
City governments can become
service providers, offering every resident
e-government services securely and
at high speed and keeping all local
data local. They can also utilize the
ubiquitous fiber network as a platform
for smart-city and public-safety
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that don’t live within their fixed
broadband network footprints. These
forward-looking incumbents would
see a city-funded and -operated openaccess network as a big win.
The city of San Francisco should
be lauded for showing how a major
metropolitan area can implement two
models of a ubiquitous, open, fiberto-the premises network. The dark
fiber model has limitations but is far
preferable to today’s model. The lit fiber
model eliminates a barrier to entry
and opens the broadband network to
a wide array of new services. Yes, there
are challenges, but the outcome for the
community would be epic. v
Figure 5: Lit-model broadband ecosystem in an “innovation city”

applications. Local businesses can
become service providers, too, serving
local customers locally and securely at
gigabit speeds. All these services can be
delivered to the same home at the same
time over the same glass strand.
These are the easy examples. Once
lit, open-access networks are widely
available, new broadband applications
will arise that people can’t even think
of today. That’s the power of having
an innovation platform driving a
community.
Open-access broadband, dark or
lit, does not have to be a threat to
incumbent service providers. It’s not a
zero-sum game, as it is when Google
Fiber comes to town and builds its own
network. A forward-looking incumbent
would welcome someone else doing the
heavy lifting of constructing a citywide
fiber network. Dark or lit, a citywide
network will turn the incumbent’s
access network into a variable cost that
scales linearly, instead of today’s huge,
front-loaded, fixed-cost model.
Incumbents could reallocate the
$1.5 billion saved in San Francisco,
for example, toward developing new,
innovative services and content. They
could become nimble, like cloud
companies. They would also enjoy the

same playing field when they serve the
75 percent or more of U.S. customers
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Greg Whelan is a principal of Greywale
Advisors, broadband consultants
specializing in broadband networks and
neutral communications infrastructure.
Contact him at gwhelan@greywale.com.
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Building Fiber to Schools
Here’s a good-news story: The drive to provide high-quality internet service to U.S. schools
has made tremendous progress, and the goal of universal connectivity is within sight.
By Masha Zager / Broadband Communities

O

ver the last four years, U.S. schools
have made great advances in
connectivity, enabling students to
take advantage of digital learning. According
to a new report by EducationSuperHighway,
a nonprofit dedicated to helping schools close
the digital divide, more than 35.2 million
students gained access to the broadband they
need for digital learning between 2013 and
2017. Ninety-seven percent of schools are
now connected by fiber, and 88 percent have
sufficient Wi-Fi in their classrooms.
This rapid progress was made possible
by the FCC’s 2014 changes to E-Rate, a
Universal Service Fund program that subsidizes
connectivity for many schools and libraries.
The FCC provided additional E-Rate funding
and gave school districts more flexibility to
get the connectivity they need. In addition,
schools were able to take advantage of falling
bandwidth prices.
The other side of the story is that work still
remains to be done. As many as 6.5 million
students still do not have sufficient connectivity,
more than 2,000 schools still need to be
connected to fiber and about 10,000 schools
still need Wi-Fi. But EducationSuperHighway
has strategies for reaching the goal of

When schools have data on broadband
prices, it changes the balance of power.
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universal connectivity, and Evan Marwell, the
organization’s founder and CEO, says, “I have
a lot of confidence that we’ll get awfully close
by 2020.”
NEGOTIATING BETTER DEALS
For 6 million of the 6.5 million students,
gaining sufficient connectivity is a matter of
negotiating more favorable prices with service
providers. Because E-Rate has a “lowest
corresponding price rule” that obligates
providers to bid the lowest price they offer other
similarly situated E-Rate customers, schools
should theoretically be able to get the same
prices as their peers. However, many schools
are overcharged because they don’t know what
other E-Rate customers pay.
EducationSuperHighway’s strategy is to
increase transparency by tracking and publishing
the prices schools pay for connectivity. (In
addition, the Universal Service Administrative
Company (USAC), which administers E-Rate,
recently launched an online tool to help state
and district leaders leverage price transparency.)
“When schools have the data, it changes the
balance of power,” Marwell explains. Most
broadband contracts are for three-year terms,
and as they come up for rebidding, school
districts can often demand the same pricing
available to similarly placed districts in their
states. More than half of this group would not
even have to switch service providers.
For example, Paul Puzzanghera, tech
director for Andover Town & Schools in
Massachusetts, uses EducationSuperHighway’s
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

School districts meeting 100 kbps per student goal
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Ninety-four percent of school districts are now ready for digital learning.
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Ninety-seven percent of schools have the fiber optic connections they require to meet current
and future connectivity needs.
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Eighty-eight percent of schools report having sufficient Wi-Fi in their classrooms.
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price transparency tools to assess how
much bandwidth his district is getting
for its budget in comparison with
nearby districts. He discovered that
although Andover’s negotiated contract
price was within the normal range, the
district lagged behind in its bandwidth
per student. In his E-Rate bid for 2017,
he requested double the bandwidth
to ensure that his district received the
most value possible to meet current and
future digital learning needs.
Waiting for the contract expiration
date isn’t always necessary. Marwell
says, “We’ve seen lots of examples
where, even in mid-contract, the
school district calls up the provider and
says, ‘What the heck?’ It works because
of the economics of broadband – it’s
free for service providers to give them
more broadband. The service provider
wants to retain the revenue, and the
school districts don’t mind paying what
they’re paying; they just want more
bandwidth for it.”
INCREASING COMPETITION
Broadband prices can also be reduced
by increasing competition. Not long
ago, many schools had difficulty getting
any bids on E-Rate contracts, let alone
competitive bids. In most cases, the
only potential service provider was the
local incumbent telco. The situation
has improved in recent years. Several
national fiber operators, such as Zayo
and Level 3, have entered the E-Rate
market on a broad scale, Marwell notes,
as have regional players in some parts
of the United States. Some schools are
connecting to statewide research and
education networks.
In 2014, the FCC began allowing
schools to self-provision fiber – that
is, build and operate their own
connections – if that is the most costeffective solution. Not many schools
have tried to self-provision, and the
FCC is often reluctant to approve
their requests, but it has been done in
a few cases, and the threat of selfprovisioning puts some competitive
pressure on prices.
EducationSuperHighway lists all
the providers doing E-Rate business
in each state on its website so schools
|
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Median cost per Mbps
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The cost of K–12 internet access has declined 78 percent in the last four years.
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2,049
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Rural and small-town schools represent three-quarters of the schools without fiber.

can find out where to send invitations
to bid. “This is where school districts
struggle most,” Marwell says. “They
don’t know who to call.” In addition,
EducationSuperHighway has contracts
with nearly 30 states to inform service
providers about upcoming bids in those
states and persuade them to bid.
CONNECTING THE LAST
HALF MILLION
About 100,000 of the 6.5 million
students live in school districts that
receive favorable pricing but are located
in areas where bandwidth is more
expensive than the national average.
For those districts, time is on their
side. Most could pay for sufficient
94
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broadband with their current budgets
if bandwidth costs fell by 10 percent
– “and that’s less than we’ve seen each
year,” Marwell says. Median bandwidth
costs for schools have fallen by 78
percent over the last four years.
Finally, about 400,000 students
live in districts that simply have not
allocated enough funds for broadband.
On average, these districts spend 90
percent less per student on internet
access than districts that meet
the minimum connectivity goal.
Surprisingly, they are not necessarily
the poorest districts – in fact, they have
slightly fewer financial constraints than
their better-connected peers. To meet
the minimum connectivity goal, these
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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districts need to invest an average of an
additional $1.07 per student per year.
Often, budgets are too low because
districts don’t know how much
bandwidth they need; many don’t
understand that they haven’t allocated
an appropriate amount of funds. “We
need to work with them to get more
budget,” Marwell explains. “It’s an
education challenge.”
KEEPING UP
WITH BANDWIDTH NEEDS
The FCC set a short-term connectivity
goal for schools of 100 Kbps per
student, which is sufficient for access
to online testing and text-based digital
learning. However, as online learning
becomes increasingly media-rich –
audio, video and even mixed-reality
features have become common – many
schools recognize the need to keep
upgrading bandwidth. In districts that
meet the minimum connectivity goal,
the median bandwidth per student is
now 411 Kbps, a 29 percent increase
over 2016. More than one in five school
districts now meets the FCC’s longterm goal of 1 Mbps per student.
Eventually, even 1 Mbps per student
won’t be enough; like households
and businesses, schools will continue
to demand more bandwidth for the
foreseeable future. Marwell comments,
“Five years ago, people didn’t know
what to do with technology in the
classroom – they were just automating
what they were already doing. Now
they’re changing the pedagogy. …
A ton more will happen over time.”
Nationwide, teachers and principals
share their tech success stories and learn
from one another, Marwell says.
To continue upgrading their
bandwidth, all schools need direct
fiber connections to the internet. But
connecting the remaining 2,000 schools
will not be easy. About 77 percent of
them are in rural areas, far from any
fiber trunks. In many cases, there are not
enough other potential fiber customers
nearby to make an economic case for a
service provider. “Often these schools
will put out bids, and no one will
respond,” Marwell says. “Only about a
third of them got anyone to bid.”
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As mentioned above, schools can,
in theory, use E-Rate funds to build
their own fiber connections. However,
in addition to the difficulty of getting
such requests approved, few rural
schools have the resources to pay for
their share of such connections. Thus,
getting fiber to 100 percent of schools
remains an elusive goal.
DEPLOYING WI-FI
One of the FCC’s most important
E-Rate initiatives was to help schools
outfit their classrooms with Wi-Fi.
Eighty-eight percent of schools now
have Wi-Fi in every classroom.
Deploying Wi-Fi in the last 12
percent of schools is in some ways
easier than getting fiber to the last 3
percent. There is still funding to cover
Wi-Fi, and many of the remaining
schools have some Wi-Fi and plan to
install more as it’s needed or as they can
budget the funds for their own share.

In addition, a few states have programs
to pay some of the matching funds.
In some cases, Marwell says, schools
either don’t know they’re eligible for
Wi-Fi funding – which for many years
was restricted to only a few of the
poorest districts – or don’t have the
technical expertise to specify the right
equipment. EducationSuperHighway
is helping districts with both these
educational missions.
ADDRESSING ACTION ITEMS
EducationSuperHighway recommends
a wide range of action items for all
parties interested in making sure
students can access digital learning
resources. A few items are most critical.
• State governments should set up
fiber matching funds if they haven’t
done so already. “Nothing will be
more impactful,” Marwell says.
• Service providers should take
advantage of E-Rate to build out
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their networks, especially where
they have no fiber today.
• School districts should
use tools from USAC and
EducationSuperHighway to learn
more about what their peers
are doing and improve their
procurement practices.
• The FCC should improve the
administration of E-Rate to make it
work better for applicants, especially
those that want to self-provision
with fiber. “They should be rolling
out the red carpet, not the red tape,”
Marwell says.
• Finally, EducationSuperHighway
should (and plans to) convince
additional providers that E-Rate can
be a good business for them. v
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband
Communities. You can reach her at
masha@bbcmag.com.
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A New Technology Standard
To Narrow the Digital Divide
The L.1700 standard can help support rural communications in developing countries –
and perhaps in the United States as well.
By Pavan Shakya / FibNet

I

n 2016, the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) developed L.1700, a
technology-neutral recommendation that
places priority on the affordability of a low-cost,
sustainable telecommunications infrastructure
solution for rural communications in
developing countries. It recommends that the
reliability of the solution be the most important
attribute after affordability.
L.1700 builds on established technologies to
identify the founding principles for broadband
backhaul infrastructure. It provides the
framework for technology-specific standards,
such as L.110, which covers fiber optic cables.
Local communities and village development
councils will be able to corral resources – that
is, minimally trained human resources – to lay
these cables with partial burial techniques or
place them securely just beneath the ground
surface along rivulets, on river banks and across
tree trunks and to relocate, rewire and repair
them with ease.
The following information is based on
FibNet’s experience using L.1700-standard
fiber optic cables in Nepal, but I believe this
technology holds promise for rural areas
worldwide, including in the United States.
AN ADAPTABLE DESIGN
Many buildings and office structures scattered
across Nepal do not comply with international
building standards. They certainly do not
qualify as earthquake resistant (seismic aware)
96
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structures. Many of these will be torn down and
replaced in the near future – which means that
any telecom cables laid to connect the buildings
could potentially be stranded.
However, L.1700 provides for an adaptable
network architecture design because the cables
can easily be physically rerouted between
buildings and other locations within any
community. Such rerouting would be costprohibitive if a deployer used traditional fiber
cables. Moving traditional cables is labor and
machine intensive and limited by terrain and
weather.
The Nepali communities we have initially
targeted face multiple challenges, including lack
of access to basic health care, lack of academic
institutions, season-dependent transportation and
extremely poor communications infrastructure.
The federal government is generally apathetic
about addressing these challenges.
A low-cost, simple, DIY solution can
transform entire communities. Cable and
computing device installation jobs will appear,
technical trainers will be required, local
businesses such as honey producers will have
access to markets beyond their limited borders,
and there will be a sudden burst of commercial
and academic activity. Banks and other
financial institutions will be willing to give out
loans more easily.
Those who know Nepal even minimally will
by now be shaking their heads. Why? I have
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

yet to mention the hidden jewel that
Nepal and Nepalis hide so unwittingly:
the beauty of its land. Nepal is a
destination for adventure sports (river
sports, biking, hiking, camping, skiing
and more), for pilgrimage (ancient
monasteries and temples) and for locally
handcrafted artifacts. Broadband
can help these business enterprises by
making them more accessible. Travelers
who can more easily obtain directions,
room reservations, transportation and
information about Nepal will be more
likely to visit and buy goods there.
A low-cost, robust internet
connection can transform this land and
the way its businesses run. From being
an LDC (least developed country),
Nepal can easily jump onto the
developing nations bandwagon.
L.1700 obviously does not and
cannot provide the mechanisms of
sustaining growth and the initial
levels of enthusiasm. Although there

Villagers in the Himalayan country of Bhutan install fiber using DIY methods.
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An aerial installation of L.1700 fiber in Bhutan makes use of a conveniently located tree.

will be success stories, pitfalls and
new challenges will appear. This is
unavoidable. However, the fact that
L.1700 is a DIY technology means that
local community leaders and the public
will remain involved in the minutiae
of network maintenance, security,
deployment, training and so forth. This
will help people capitalize on the initial
burst of activity and eventually ensure
that one of their major economic
drivers – telecommunications
infrastructure – remains functional
and utilized at capacity.
In L.110, ITU standards experts
have put forward a solution expressly
targeted at narrowing the digital divide,
providing the groundwork for local
optical cable installation, maintenance,
security and repair.
WHY L.1700 IS BETTER THAN
CONVENTIONAL FIBER
SOLUTIONS
Two singular features of L.1700 and its
supplements are the ease of deployment
and the short learning curve of the
“technicians.” There is no requirement
for deep trench burial. Shallow burial
or simple surface layout is sufficient.
The cable consists of a tenacious
metal tube that protects optical fibers
from on-surface disturbances, such as
foraging animals. This cable has been
98
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deployed in commercial settings for the
past 20 years, and more than 12,000
miles (20,000 km) of it have been
deployed in the Japanese market.
The most affordable way of installing
and maintaining this cable is to hire
local community members. Installers
can choose to lay the cable on the
surface, direct bury it, submerge it in
water or suspend it aerially, depending
on the terrain, and they can relocate
lines as necessary. The fiber is weather
and terrain agnostic and does not need
manholes or special underground pipes.
Local community layout teams can
work throughout the year in any terrain.
Deployers can find technologyspecific best practices in supplement
texts – for example, ITU-T L
Supplement 22 specifies the design
of a low-cost, terabit-capable optical
cable that can be deployed on the
ground surface with minimal expense
and environmental impact. The L.110
optical implementation based on the
L.1700 framework has proven to be
reliable, robust and cost-effective.
Reliability is only the second most
important attribute of L.1700. This
reverses the common approach to fiber
optic cable design – reliability is usually
the primary focus, but with L.1700,
affordable implementation is the top
priority.
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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NEPAL ELECTRICITY
AUTHORITY
The Nepal Electricity Authority is
the only supplier of retail electricity
in Nepal. Until recently, customers’
only payment option was to stand
in queue every month at local NEA
offices. Tempers flared over parking,
pushing and shoving was common and
the tellers never seemed fast enough or
interested enough to accommodate or
ease the payment process.
The last few months have brought
a revolutionary change. A third-party
financial technology company started
an online bill payment system for NEA,
and the monthly surging crowds slowed
to a trickle. The apathetic tellers now
have bored expressions as they wait for
their shifts to end, as if they almost miss
the shouting, heckling and unwarranted
comments from the crowds.
What will happen if this is replicated
across Nepal? Is it possible? Can a
villager who lives a three-day walk from
the closest urban center afford to make
a monthly trip just to pay his nominal
bill? Millions of Nepalis face these reallife questions. The terrain is difficult,
and the weather is unforgiving. When
the two intersect – as when people need
to cross near-flood-level rivers during
the monsoon season – life is impossible.
These difficulties weigh heavily on the
rural psyche. With no life insurance,
or any type of insurance, a typical
villager makes countless life-threatening
journeys over the course of his or
her lifetime.
CAN L.1700 BE USED
IN THE UNITED STATES?
In the United States, the Appalachian
region might be a good candidate for
L.1700 technology. Largely bypassed
by the interstate highway system, the
region has suffered economic depression
over several generations. Despite the
efforts of the Appalachian Regional
Commission, much work remains to
bring Appalachia up to par with rest of
the country.
Appalachia lacks a robust
telecommunications infrastructure,
resulting in loss of economic power,
academic opportunities, medical services
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and leisure and recreational offerings
in this visually stunning, physically
demanding, naturally blessed region.
The lack of high-speed broadband
services has kept the region from
attracting technology-sector jobs and
businesses. However, the digital divide
is no longer confined to the tech sector.
Every industry now requires high-speed,
reliable internet access for growth. Local
businesses of all kinds are deprived of
opportunities to compete elsewhere
when they are not able to access
information and business openings.
Internet access is not the only
measure that development consultants
should consider. It is equally essential
that access to high-speed internet
services be available at a reasonable
cost. Informal interviews with local
leaders indicate that the Appalachian
region lags the rest of the United States
in terms of affordability of high-speed
internet services. This is even more acute

for individuals and small businesses.
Obviously, steps must be taken to
build local capacity in any attempt to
bridge a digital divide.
Reinforced DIY fiber cables
could mitigate the capex burden that
keeps providers from serving sparsely
populated rural areas. These waterproof
cables do not require burial, are mostly
immune from foraging animals, and
can be strung across treetops and
immersed in water if the need arises.
The semimountainous landscape of
Appalachia is similar to the hilly regions
of Nepal. Robust cables will prove to be
a game changer in expanding highspeed internet service delivery in Nepal;
perhaps this success can be replicated in
rural and small-town America as well.
SUMMARY
L.1700 cannot fix flooding rivers, nor
can it provide life insurance, but it
can allow remote, minimally internet-
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savvy users to pay their bills, read the
news and access online education for
themselves or their children. We must
do what we can do.
With the internet will come
demand for trainers, sellers, repair
persons and other skilled workers,
giving fiscally challenged regions a
fighting chance to stand up once again.
Nepalis are proud people. They don’t
want a dole; they need an opportunity
to forge their own destiny. L.1700 can
provide the communications layer
underpinning opportunities for new
commercial activities, educational
access and health care delivery. v
Pavan Shakya is the director, Asia-Pacific
region, of FibNet Inc., whose U.S. office
is in Concord, California. FibNet is a
complete broadband network solution
provider and distributor of OCC cable.
You can reach Pavan at pavan@fibnet.net.
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Enhancing Customer Care
Make purchasing broadband services a frictionless activity.
By Pete Koat / Incognito Software Systems

O

perators are redefining the traditional
broadband services catalog as well
as the ways customers subscribe to
service packages. What used to be a tiered list of
bandwidth speeds and data caps is transitioning
to flexible, personalized service options that
subscribers can choose as separate items at any
time. Some call this “à la carte” services.
Instead of making a phone call to a customer
service agent – typically including a period
of waiting on hold while listening to elevator
music – a subscriber can now access an intuitive
self-service portal, select services and have a
technician arrive at the door with the proper
device in hand.
How can operators take this evolution a step
further?
Expediting service purchasing and activation
requires operators to support true zero-touch
provisioning. This requires harnessing solutions
to quickly and accurately provision devices with
the services a subscriber wants without any need
for manual touches from a technician or call
center agent. Ideally, a subscriber should be able
to purchase any gateway device from any thirdparty distributor, such as eBay or Amazon, plug
in the device, enter a captive portal, subscribe
to a services package and then have the services
initiated quickly. On paper, this seems simple,
but in reality, operators must consider a number
of technical challenges before they can bring
this scenario to an eager market.
Not all gateway devices are created equal,
and today their differences have a direct impact
on the services a subscriber can receive. With
the dawn of network function virtualization
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(NFV), operators can reduce the restrictions
on subscriber services by hosting device
configurations in the virtual plane rather than
within the actual (often limited) device. This
offers a way for operators to enable new services
without having to ensure that a subscriber is
using the latest piece of gateway hardware.
Ensuring device firmware version
compatibility or service capabilities is a
considerable problem for operators that want
to give subscribers more choice over which
gateways they purchase and which services they
select. If a gateway comes from a third-party
distributor, there is absolutely no way for an
operator to predict what version of firmware the
device will have installed when it’s connected to
the network.
A proactive device firmware solution that
enables operators to roll out new services can
help tackle this challenge. Operators can preload
their provisioning solutions with out-of-the-box
device information, including multiple firmware
upgrade paths. As soon as a gateway connects to
an operator’s network, the provisioning solution
communicates with the device to establish which
firmware version is currently installed and then
automatically updates and reboots the device,
ensuring compatibility.
Realizing true zero-touch provisioning
requires operators to create intuitive captive
portals for new users entering their networks.
These portals should include a way for users
to create an account, select flexible services
from an à la carte services catalog and then
enter billing details, including a term of
service. Once the payment is authorized, the
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

operator’s provisioning solution does
the remainder of the work, dynamically
updating configuration files and
activating services. As these pieces
work together, customers receive the
frictionless service activation they
desire. For operators that have deployed
such solutions, customer feedback is
very favorable, and operational expenses
are significantly reduced because the
need for administrative interaction
is eliminated.
SERVICE ASSURANCE:
A SOLUTION FOR
FRICTIONLESS ORDER
MANAGEMENT AND
ACTIVATION
Making a good first impression on
customers is vital. That’s why routine
service assurance and rapid error
handling during the order management
process is essential to the success of a
zero-touch provisioning solution.
Seamless order management and
activation require several important
validations:

But what if something goes wrong?
Errors can occur at numerous points
along the service fulfillment process,
and responding to them as quickly
as possible helps avoid negative user
experiences.
One essential consideration,
especially for large Tier 1 operators,
is centralizing service activation audit
logs so any errors in the activation and
fulfillment process can be resolved at
rapid speed. If administrators and call
center agents are forced to look through
multiple systems and siloed information,
the customer – who already expected
frictionless service purchasing and
activation – is likely to move on to a new
provider, resulting in lost opportunity.

operator puts itself in a strong market
position. Customers can now onboard
themselves, tailor their service offerings
and increase the operator’s bottom line
without raising opex in the process.
In addition to these fundamental
monetary benefits, captive portals can
be utilized to target existing subscribers
with new options such as speed boosts,
prepaid services or even temporary
packages for one-time users. These all
contribute to optimizing the customer
experience. Purchase, the second
stage in the customer life cycle, is as
important to an operator’s bottom line
and to the customer experience as any
other stage in the life cycle. v

CREATING NEW
MONETIZATION
OPPORTUNITIES
By enabling frictionless purchasing
with zero-touch provisioning, an

Pete Koat is chief technology officer at
Incognito Software Systems, a provider of
service activation, device provisioning and
network resource management solutions.
Learn more at www.incognito.com.

• Feasibility validation – Feasibility
validation ensures that services are
available in the region from which
a subscriber is attempting to access
the network. The feasibility check
should take place right away so
subscribers are not disappointed by
failed services promises.
• Order validation – Upon
capturing a new subscriber’s order,
an integrated resource facing
service (RFS) validation system
should provide the information a
service activation platform needs
to understand how to provision the
customer’s device with the proper
parameters and services.
• Activation validation – Once
services are provisioned, it’s crucial to
ensure they are working as expected.
For data services, this means that
a solution should check to see
whether the internet connection is
available and then verify assurance
parameters, including signal-to-noise
ratio, power levels and Wi-Fi radios.
These automated validation steps
will ensure that services are activated
properly and working as intended.
Did you like this article? Subscribe
here!
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low voltage cabling, all installed by Synergy. To learn more about
energy saving IT solutions, potential cost savings up to 33%, and
single vendor integration of IT services, call our sales department at
734.222.6061 or visit pr.synergyfiber.com.
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